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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, we prove that the subvarieties of A fN^  A B 1 
are CREAM in the sense of Higman [?5] when m, n are coprime and n 
I S an odd integer not divisible by q for any p r i n E q . In our 
methods of investigation, we also have occasion to solve the 
isomorphism problem for finite q-groups of nilpotency class 2 with 
cyclic centre when q is an odd prime. This enables us to classify 
the closed classes of irreducible linear groups over GF(p) belonging 
to IL, ^  ^  » - 1 5 where p is a prime different from q . The 
Z — I' 
q 
structure of non-degenerate alternating forms on modules over the ring 
a 
of integers modulo q , a > 1 , are studied and used to calculate 
the group of linear automorphisms of a finite -group of class 2 
with cyclic centre. 
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CHAPTER 0 
INTRODUCTION 
The present work has arisen from an attempt to confirm the claim 
(now withdrawn) by Brady, Bryce and Cossey [4] that the subvarieties 
of CREAM , where m, n are coprime, in the sense 
of Higman [J5]. This attempt has succeeded for certain values of n , 
namely when n is odd and not divisible by q for any prime q . 
In the course of the work we are led into by-ways of independent 
interest. 
The history of the CREAM question is a short and sparse one. 
In 1965, Graham Higman [15] brought up some questions concerning the 
analytic form of the function n i—^  ^ ri^^ ^ locally finite 
variety X . On the evidence of some varieties and classes of 
varieties, he was led to introduce a class of functions which he 
called CREAM and to conjecture that n i—i^^(V) is CREAM for 
every locally finite variety ^ . To my knowledge the only work done 
directly on CREAM since Higman's original lecture is in the thesis 
of John Cook [5]. Both Higman and Cook prove results of the sort that 
a CREAM variety remains CREAM if finitely many critical groups are 
adjoined to it. In this sense, we break new ground: infinitely many 
of the varieties we prove to be CREAM are not the join of a proper 
subvariety and a Cross variety. 
We begin Chapter 1 with a section (1,1) to clarify and make 
precise at the outset Higman's definition of CREAM functions and 
CREAM varieties. Some properties of the class of CREAM functions 
are given: in particular, the class of CREAM functions is countable. 
In the light of the known existence of uncountably many locally finite 
varieties (O'lsanskii [22]), Theorem 1.1.5 tells us that Higman's 
CREAM conjecture cannot be true. Still it is of interest to know 
which varieties are CREAM . The rest of Chapter 1 is an elaboration 
of the methods sketched by Higman [7 5] to study the CREAM question 
for subvarieties of A ^ . With the help of representation theory, 
the problem is reduced to an investigation of a certain function C^ 
associated with a closed class X of irreducible linear groups 
belonging to ^ . Our work is essentially an application of his 
2 
methods to the case when W = ^  A B^ , To do this we need extensive 
information about finite q-groups of class 2 with cyclic centre. 
The finite q-groups of class 2 with cyclic centre have been 
explicitly described in Brady, Bryce and Cossey [4]. Based on this 
description, Chapter 2 solves the isomorphism problem for such groups 
with q odd, and assigns to each of these groups a set of invariants. 
The methods used are elementary. In 2.1 we discuss central products 
with cyclic centre, and in 2.2 we study how a q-group of class 2 
with cyclic centre can decompose as a central product of centrally 
indecomposable fact ors. This enables us to obtain a certain canonic 
decomposition. The proof of its uniqueness occupies the whole of 2.3. 
(Whether analogous methods can be developed to solve the isomorphism 
problem for finite 2-groups of class 2 with cyclic centre I have 
not investigated.) The existence and uniqueness theorems proved in 
Chapter 2 are of interest quite apart from the use we put them to later 
and should be compared with the results of M.F. Newman [21], C.Y. Tang 
[24] and M. Schick [23]. 
In Chapter 3 we give a classification of the closed classes of 
irreducible linear groups over GF(p) belonging to N^ ^ B. ^  where 
p, q are different primes. We rely heavily on results of Brady, 
Bryce and Cossey [4] concerning such linear groups. As shown in 3.1, 
it suffices to consider these linear groups over a suitable splitting 
field. In 3.2 we investigate in some detail the linear factors of the 
irreducible linear groups under consideration. The closed classes are 
then classified by an induct ive process in 3.3. This is applied to 
prove some results on the lattice of subvarieties of ^ N A B =2 = n 
q 
The main aim of Chapter 4 is to calculate the order of the group 
of linear automorphisms, lin aut ff , of a finite q-group G of 
class 2 with cyclic centre, q odd. By a familiar technique, we 
can consider G/Z{G) as a module U over Z ^ (the ring of integers 
modulo q^ ) with an alternating form defined on it. It turns out that 
lin aut G is closely related to a certain subgroup QSp(U) of the 
group of isometries Sp{U) of U . However the structure of 
alternating forms on a module over a ring with zero divisors does not 
seem to have been well-studied. Consequently it is necessary to study 
in some detail in 4,1 the concept and structure of a non-degenerate 
symplectic module U over Z ^  , analogous to that of a non-degenerate 
symplectic vector space (Huppert [16]). With the structure of U 
known, we can then calculate in 4.2 the order of QSp{U) by a 
systematic enumeration of "quasi-hyperbolic pairs", from which the 
bulk of the calculations arise. In U.3 we find that the description 
of QSpiU) in certain cases is sufficient to yield extensions of some 
results of Winter [26]. 
Chapter 5 is devoted to a study of the CREAM problem for 
siibvarieties of A 
=V 
l2 A B 
q ^ 
In principle we can calculate the 
function , mentioned in the third paragraph, for any closed class 
X of Irreducible linear groups in li, A _B . using the results of — —z ^ 
q 
Chapter 4. But the apparently formidable expressions obtained force 
us to restrict our attention to the case when i 5 3 . To show that 
is CREAM , we have firstly to classify the infinite classes of 
X 
irreducible linear groups of a fixed exponent in ^ and then to 
collect these into finitely many classes S^  such that C^ is 
CREAM : 5.1 is directed towards this purpose. In 5.2, C^ is 
calculated explicitly for certain linear groups X relevant to the 
case under consideration. In 5.3 we gather all the available 
machinery to solve in the affirmative the CREAM problem in our 
restricted case. Finally, lest it be thought that an affirmative 
answer to CREAM is inevitable, we give in 5.4 an example of an 
infinite class £ of groups of exponent q which is not closed but 
for which C is not CREAM . b 
In this thesis we will freely use known results in the theories 
of groups, varieties of groups and representation of groups, including 
some elementary results of real-valued functions which are used in 
5.4. The completion of a proof of a theorem, lemma or corollary will 
be indicated by // . The notations used in this thesis may vary from 
chapter to chapter, but it will be clear at the beginning of each 
chapter as to what the changes in notations are. However the following 
notations will be used consistently throughout this thesis. 
E 
P. ? 
g 
X , y 
GF(p) 
ff, F, L, K 
if(to) 
GL(n, K) 
S 
x\ 
H S G 
H < G 
H G 
ZiG) 
G' 
the real numbers 
the positive rational numbers 
the positive integers 
prime numbers 
functions R R 
classes of functions R R 
the field of p elements, p a prime 
fields 
the field obtained by adjoining CO to Z 
the general linear group of degree n over K 
the order of a group or set S 
the order of an element x of a group 
H is a subgroup of G 
H is a proper subgroup of a group G 
H is a normal subgroup of a group G 
the centre of a group G 
the derived group of a group G 
- y ^xy 
r n -1-1 
ix, y\ - X y xy 
Ix, y, 2] = y], 
'1' • 
aut G 
inn G 
X, Y, Z 
X, Y, Z 
Y -(X 
lin aut X 
y ® F 
ker U 
U # V 
A =??? 
No A B =2 
, X > X the group generated by x^, . . . , 
the Frattini subgroup of a group G 
the group of automorphisms of a group G 
the group of inner automorphisms of a group G 
irreducible linear groups 
classes of irreducible linear groups 
Y is a linear factor of X 
the group of linear automorphisms of X 
the direct sum of the modules U, V 
{x (i G •. wx - u for all u € f/} where U is a 
ZG-module 
the outer tensor product of the modules U, V 
the free group of rank n of a variety ^ 
the variety of abelian groups of exponent dividing m 
the variety of nilpotent groups of class S 2 and 
exponent dividing n . 
CHAPTER 1 
SOME REMARKS ON A PAPER OF GRAHAM HIGMAN 
In this chapter, we will elaborate on the observations and 
remarks made in Sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5 of Graham Higman's 
paper [15]. 
1.1 CREAM functions and CREAM varieties 
In this section, we denote the real numbers by !R and the positive 
rational numbers by Q'^ . If f and g are two functions such that 
the range of g is in the domain of / , we write f o g for the 
composite function f o g : a: i—> /(g'Ca:)] for every x in the domain 
of X . 
Let X be a class of functions R R . Define the following 
function e'' = fl^x . x R ft , and g . . . , g^ i X , then let 
operations P^ and E^ on X . If h is a rational polynomial 
r 
[g^, . . . , g^ ^ IR ^  IR be defined by 
Put 
If b ^ Q^ and / € X , then let b^ = R ^ E be defined by 
nx) 
Put 
ff^X = : / € X} . 
We call a class X of functions IR ^  R closed if 
R X cz X , E . K c K 
h — b — 
for all rational polynomial functions h and every b € Q^ . 
1.1.1 LEMMA. A closed class of functions is closed under 
addition and multiplication of functions. 
Proof. Let X be a closed class of functions i? J? . Let 
^1' ^ ^  ' write = + '^2 • Define the rational polynomial 
2 
function h : R IR by h : {x, y) ^ x + y . Then clearly 
g = h o [g^, g^] e K . If f is the function R IR given by 
f •. X g^(x)g^{x) , then define the rational polynomial function 
k : Ir'^ ^ IR by k : {x, y) ^ xy . Clearly f = k o g^ g X . // 
The class of all functions R R is evidently closed, and the 
intersection of closed classes is again closed. Thus, to each class 
X , there is a smallest closed class containing X , called the 
olosuve of X which we denote by CREAM X . 
A number of facts about the closed classes will be useful. 
1.1.2 LEMMA. If X is oountable, then CREAM X is oountable. 
Proof. Let 
X^^^ = U ... 4 X , 1 r a ' 
where A^ ... A K - A^ [A^ ... A )X inductively, and the union is 1 r a 1^2 r-' a 
taken over all such terms where A^ , ..., A are of the form P, or 1 r h 
E-, , and X is a finite subset of X . We allow r - 0 , in which b OL ' 
(i) case AK = X . We define X inductively for i > 1 as follows. 0 a a ^ 
x^") = u ... 4 , 1 r a ' 
where the union is taken over all such terms where A^, ..., are 
(i-1) (i-1) of the form P, or E, and X is a finite subset of X h o a 
00 
(i) The closure of X is then given by CREAM X = U X 
i=l 
Denoting the union on the right by ^ , we show that V is closed. 
First, note that X*"'^ "^ ^ . Let h : R^ R be a rational 
polynomial function, and let g^, ..., g^ i V . Then 
g^, ••• ^  QQ ^ ^ ^^^ for some k > l . In fact. 
Put 
g. ^ ... A. X ^ ^ ^^ , J = 1 , . . . , s 
3 t 
3 Jl 
(k 1 ) 
so that Xg is finite. Then 
• (k-1) ^ Ak) 
Hence F-,V a y . 
n — 
Next, let b ^ Q^ , f ^ V . Then f € X^^^ for some i , and 
(i-1) 
so f ^ A ... AX for some , ..., A . Hence 
X Ut J. 
b^ € E, . ... ^ x ( ^ - i ) 
1 r a 
-E.A^ ... ^ X ^ ^ - l ^ e X ^ ^ ) 
b 1 V a — 
Then / is closed. Moreover ^ contains X and is contained in the 
closure of X . 
(i) 
Finally we prove that each X is countable. Since the family 
of all finite subsets of a countable set is countable, the collection 
of terms of the form A ^ ... is countable. Each of these terms 
is a finite set, and so X^^^ is countable. It follows easily by 
{i) 
induction on i that X is countable for all i > 1 . Hence 
CREAM X is countable. 11 
Let J be the identity function R ^ R . We denote CREAM {j} 
by CREAM . A function in CREAM is called a CREAM function. We 
shall need the following property of CREAM . 
1.1.3 LEMMA. The class CREAM is closed under composition of 
functions. 
CO 
ii) 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1.2, CREAM = U X , where 
i=l 
= U A ...A X^"^"^^ , = X . First we show that if 
1 Ot CX Ot 
f € X'-^^ , g € CREAM , then f o g € CREAM . Now f ^ A^ . . . A^{j} 
for some finite sequence of the operations , , say A^, . . . , A^ . 
We use induction on r . If r = 0 , then CREAM . 
Suppose therefore that p > 0 , and that if h - A^ ... , then 
h b k ^ CREAM for every k ? CREAM . Now if A^ = E^ for some 
b ^ Q^ , then 
fog=b^og^ i o g} ^ E^ CREAM e CREAM , 
where h = A^ . . . A^ij} . If A^ = Pj^ for some rational polynomial 
function h , then f = h o k , where k - » ^ ^^ hence 
fog^{hok)og^ho (k o g) i P^ CREAM c CREAM , 
since k o g ^ CREAM by the induction hypothesis. 
(i) 
We use induction on i to show that if / € X , g i CREAM , 
then f ° g ^ CREAM . This is true for i - 1 . So we assume that 
i > 1 and that if f € , then f o g i CREAM for all 
g € CREAM . Let / € X^^^ so that / € ... ^  ^e use 
_L (JC 
(•i-l) 
induction on r . If r = 0 , then / € X and so, by assumption, 
f o g ^ CREAM . Suppose then that r > 0 and that if 
h ^ A ...A X^ "^ "^ ^ , then h o k i CREAM for every k € CREAM . If 
2. Ot 
~ ^b some b i Q , then 
fog^b^og = € o g} E^ CREAM c CREAM , 
(i-1) where h ^ A^ ... . If = P^ for some rational 
(i-1) 
polynomial function h. , then there exist g^, g^ ^ A^ ... A ^ ^ 
such that f ^ h o [g^, g^] • Thus 
fog= \h o [g^, ^g]] o g ^h o g^] o g] = 
h o [g^og, . . . , g^og] . 
But by the induction hypothesis on r , g^ o g £ CREAM for 
i = 1, ..., s , and hence f ° g ^ P^ CREAM c CREAM . // 
We now relate the foregoing discussion to varieties of groups. 
Let Y be a locally finite variety, and let "^he free group 
of rank n of ^ . Let n'^ denote the positive integers. We say 
that V is CREAM if the function N^ li defined by n 
is the restriction to N'^ of a CREAM function. 
At this stage, it is perhaps worth proving the following simple 
theorems to illustrate the use of CREAM functions. 
1.1.4 THEOREM. The product of CREAM varieties is CREAM . 
Proof. Suppose that W are CREAM varieties with the 
corresponding CREAM functions f, g respectively. Now, by 21.13 of 
Hanna Neumann [20], 
\F (V W)| = \F (V)|.|F (W)| = f(m)gin) , 
m ' = 
where m - {n-l)g{n) + 1 . 
The function J - 1 is CREAM and therefore by Lemma 1.1.1, the 
function (j-l)g + 1 is CREAM . Hence, by Lemma 1.1.3, the function 
f o [ij-l)g+l] is CREAM ; whence the function h = \f o 
is CREAM by Lemma 1.1.1. But h{n) = W)| for every n € A'"^  , 
and hence V W is CREAM . 11 
As a consequence of Lemma 1.1.2 and a result of O'lsanskii [22] 
that there are uncountably many locally finite varieties, we have the 
following theorem which seems to be well-known though no reference can 
be given. 
1.1.5 THEOREM. Not all locally finite varieties are CREAM . 
Proof. If not, then by Lemma 1.1.2, there is a CREAM function, 
f say, and uncountably many varieties V such that 
fin) - \F (V)l . (1) 
Yl 
However, since a locally finite variety is uniquely determined by the 
set of its free groups of finite rank and since there are but finitely 
many isomorphism classes of groups of a given finite order, there can 
be at most countably many varieties satisfying (1). // 
We conclude this section with a number of minor comments on the 
paper of Kigman [15]. The definition of CREAM functions given in 
10 
this section is not exactly Higman's; he presumably has only functions 
N'^ IR in mind. However, composition of CREAM functions is then 
impossible and to get it, one must consider functions !R R . The 
definition of CREAM variety, though, is Higman's, It only needs 
checking that the restriction to il?"^  of one of our CREAM functions 
is CREAM in Higman's sense. 
With the notations in the proof of Lemma 1.1.3, let / € X ^^ so 
that f - A^ A . Use induction on . If r = 0 , then 1 r 
f - 3 and so f restricted to ff"*" is CREAM in Higman's sense. 
So suppose that r > 0 and that the restriction to n''' of a function 
of the form A^ ... A^io) is CREAM in Higman's sense. If 
= E^ for some h i Q^ , then f - b^ where g ^ A^ ... . 
Hence, for every n ^ N^ , fin) = , and therefore the restriction 
of f to /V"*" is CREAM in the sense of Higman= However, if 
A^ = P^ for some rational polynomial function h , then f - h o g , 
where g = A^ ... A^U} . For every n i N^ , fin) = h[gin)] and 
hence the restriction of f to N^" is CREAM in the sense of Higman, ii) 
An induction on i then shows that, for every / € X , ^ > 1 , 
the restriction of f to il/"*" is CREAM in Higman's sense. As the 
details are similar to those above, we omit them. 
In his thesis. Cook [5] considered the CREAM conjecture for the 
varieties V V W where £ is CREAM and W is generated by a 
single critical group whose proper sections are all in V , and found 
that he needed an (apparently) wider class of functions than that of 
Higman. Roughl^^ speaking, he makes CREAM division closed and also 
requires that it contains the functions f^ , for each n ^ N^ , given 
by 
1 , X - n , 
f •• X •'n 
0 , X n . 
However, in our work on the variety ^(12 A B^] where m, n are 
11 
coprime positive integers, we do not find it necessary to do this: 
Higman's original definition suffices. 
1.2 The subvarieties of the variety A ^ 
Higman [J4] has characterized those varieties V_ satisfying 
W - X - where p is a prime not dividing the exponent of _W , in 
terms of the closed classes of irreducible linear groups over GF(p) 
belonging to W . We merely state his main r e s u l t . Theorem 1.2.1 
b e l o w , without proof. 
We recall some definitions on linear groups. Let X and Y be 
linear groups acting on the vector spaces V and V (over some field 
F ) respectively. Then X and Y are said to be Uneavly isomorphic 
if there is a bijective linear transformation y : V ->- W such that 
Y ^Zy - Y . If X and Y are considered as subgroups of the general 
linear group G L ( n , F) , then it is a direct consequence of the 
definit ion that X and Y are linearly isomorphic if and only if 
they are conjugate in G L ( n , F) . 
Let X and Y be linear groups acting on the vector spaces V 
and W over GF(p) respectively. Then Y is said to be a linear 
factor of Z (and we write Y -<. X ) if X has a subgroup X^ and 
Y has an Z^-admissible subspace V^ such that the restriction of 
ZQ to is linearly isomorphic to Y . Now suppose that X and 
Y are irreducible linear g r o u p s , Z 5 GL(m, p ) , J 5 GL(n, p) , and 
p does not divide the order of X . Let F be a faithful 
irreducible 7{Z-module, where K = GF(p) . Then the above definition 
gives that Y AX if there exists Z^ 5 Z such that Z „ / k e r F . = Y 
^ 0 0 ^ 
for some irreducible Z Z -module V. , 1 5 i 5 r , in the decomposition 
u ^ 
V,, •= V, @ ... ® F into irreducible -modules. 
X 1 r 0 
0 
Let X^  be a class of (isomorphism classes) of irreducible linear 
groups over GF(p) . We say that X is closed if it contains every 
irreducible linear factor of every linear group in ^ . It is clear 
that the (set-theoretic) union and intersection of closed classes of 
irreducible linear groups are again closed. In this section, X, ^ 
will always denote closed classes of irreducible linear groups. 
12 
1 2 1 THEOREM (Higman [14]). Let K be a closed class of 
irreducible linear groups over GF(p) belonging to W . Let 
= {G € k^ : for every minimal normal p-subgroup P of G , 
the linear groujp induced in P by G belongs to X} . 
Then the correspondence X ^^ £(X) is a bisection from the closed 
classes of irreducible linear groups over GF(p) belonging to W 
onto the siAbvarieties ^ satisfying W S V 5 A W . 
1.2 2 LEMMA, Let X, Y be closed classes. Then 
U(xnY) = g{X) A u(Y) , 
U(xnp = u(X) V U(Y) . 
^f i - I . then U(X) 5 U(Y) . 
Proof. Since every variety is generated by its finitely 
generated groups (15.61, Hanna Neumann [20]), it follows that every 
locally finite variety is generated by its finite groups. To prove 
that two locally finite varieties are identical, it is therefore 
sufficient to show that every finite group in one of the two varieties 
also belong to the other. 
Let G be any finite group in U(^n^) . Then for every minimal 
normal p-subgroup P of G , the linear group induced in P by G 
belongs to X and to ^ , and therefore G € A UC^) . Conversely, 
every finite group in U(^) A U(Y) belongs to U(xnY) . 
By 15.83, Hanna Neumann [20], ^(X) v ^ (X) is generated by all 
the finite groups of and U(Y) . Thus to show that 
U(X) V U(^) < U(Xi^) , it is enough to show that the finite groups of 
U(X) and U(Y) belong to UCXW) . This is clearly so. Conversely, 
every finite group in belongs to or ^(Y) and hence 
to U(X) V U(Y) . 
= = = = 
The last observation follows from the fact that if ^ S ^ , then 
X = X n Y , and hence U(X) = U(X) A U(Y) . // 
We now consider the question of CREAM for subvarieties of A ^ 
when ^ is CREAM , reducing the problem to a more manageable 
situation - in special cases at least. First we shall need the 
following lemma. 
1.2 3 LEMMA, Suppose that U and V ape locally finite 
13 
varieties. Let f{n), gin), hin) and kin) denote the orders of the 
free groups of rank n of £ A ^ and ^ v £ respectively. 
Then 
fin)gin) - hin)kin) . 
Proof. Let U , 7 be the closed sets of laws of ^ 
respectively. Then the laws of U A V , U V 1 are U V , J/ n F 
respectively. We have 
fin)gin) = | F /U[F ] | . | f /V[F ] 
^ n ^ n' n ^ n 
= \F /iUV)[F ] \ .\iUV)[F ]/U[F ] 
\F /IMV) [F ] 1 . V[F ] /(t/n7) [F ] 
n ^ n' ^ n' ^ n' 
= hin)kin) , , ^ . ^ 
u[F InyfF ] 
since 
= 7 ( F j / y [ F j n F ( f J = v[F\/iVr^V)[F] . // 
n' n' 
n' n' n' n' n' 
We can then give the following general comment. 
1 . 2 . 4 T H E O R E M . Let X be the class of all irreducible linear 
groups over GF(p) which, as groups, belong to some subvariety 
^ < W . Then U(X) is CREAM if ^ is CREAM . 
Proof. X is evidently closed. We claim that = X V ^ ^ Q • 
First we show that U(5<) < W V A X . • Since a locally finite variety 
— =^p==0 
is generated by its critical groups (51.41, Hanna Neumann [20]), it is 
enough to show that the critical groups in U(^) belong to 
W V A W . Suppose that G is a critical group in iJ(2<) . For some = 
G <i N ^ A 
=P 
G/N € W . N becomes a KiG/N)-module, where 
K = GF(p) , by the action of conjugation, and is completely reducible 
p Jf \G/N\ . Since a critical group is monolithic (51.32, Hanna 
Neumann [20]), N is irreducible. Thus, by assumption, the linear 
group induced in il/ by G belongs to X and hence to W^ . Since 
G is monolithic, it follows that N is faithful, and the induced 
linear group is, in fact, isomorphic to G/N . Hence G 6 ^ ^ • 
Next we prove the opposite inclusion. Every finite group in ^ has 
14 
trivial minimal normal p-subgroup and hence induced the trivial 
linear group, and so belongs to • Furthermore, suppose that G 
is a critical group in Then, as in the above argument,. G 
has a (unique) minimal normal p-subgroup N such that G/N ^ ^ , 
and the induced linear group is isomorphic to G/N . Therefore 
G € U ( p and so A ^ < U(X) . Hence W v S U(X) . 
Moreover ^ A ^^^^ - MQ since ^ has exponent prime to p . 
Thus by Lemma 1.2.3, for all n ^ n'^ , 
If (w)|.|f ( a ^ I I = \f fu(x)) . 
As in the proof of Theorem l.l.U, we have 
where m - ( " - D LIQ) I + 1 • Hence 
n 
As we saw in the proof of Theorem 1.1.4, n ^ m is the restriction 
m 
= P It follows that of a CREAM function and so is n 
U(X) is CREAM . // 
We will need some more facts and lemmas. 
1.2,5 LEMMA. Let U , V and W he varieties satisfying 
W < U < ^ W . Then ^^(U) is an extension of a ^-group by ^'^(W) 
Proof. Let i/, V, W be the closed sets of laws of V , W 
respectively. Then by 14.32, Hanna Neumann [20], we have 
W ^ U ^ V(W) , and hence 
^ U[Fj > (fJ = V[W[FJ) . n' 
F W = F^/W[F^] = [F^/U[FJ]/[W[FJ/U[FJ] . 
But 
V[W[FJ/U{FJ] = V[w[Fj]uiFj/u[Fj - 1 , 
and hence (14.22, Hanna Neumann [20]), w[fJ/u{fJ € V . 
1.2.6 LEMMA. Suppose that Then 
II 
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F = AG , 
where A < F [ a w ] , ^ € A , G = F (W) ; 
(U) F (U) ^ AG /B , n = n 
where B < AG^ j B S A ^ and B is minimal with ves-peot to the 
property AG^/B € U . 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 1.2.5, is an extension of a group 
^ ^ Ap l^ y ^n^M) • ^y Zassenhaus' Theorem (18.1, Chapter 1, Huppert 
[76]), F (aw] = AG where A <i AG , A n G = 1 , and so ' n n n n 
G = F (W) . 
n n = 
iii) Again by Lemma 1.2.5, F (U) = CG for some C € A . But ^ J ^ Yi = Yi 
(14.23, Hanna Neumann [20]), is isomorphic to a factor of 
F [a wl , F iU) = AG /B where B < AG . Comparing the order of n— n n ^ ^ 
F (U) , we have A = B . C , and hence B S A . 
n = ' 
Suppose that D <i AG , V < B and AG /B i . Thus AG /B is n n = n 
a factor of F (U) and hence D > B , a contradiction. Therefore 
n = 
B is minimal with respect to the given property. 11 
1.2.7 LEMMA. Let G = F (W) and K = GF(p) . Then n n = 
F [a wl = AG where A <\ AG , A ^ h . As a KG -module, n n n n 
A - A tB ,, . te A , where the A. are irreducible KG -modules. 
Let ^ be a non-empty closed class, and write U = U(X) . Then 
F (U) ^ AG /B where B < AG , B S A , and as a KG -module, 
n — n w n 
B - A. <S ... ^  A . for some 1 5 i, < ... < i^ S r , where the 
^ t I S 
1 s 
irreducible linear group induced by G^ in belongs to X or 
does not belong to X according as i i^ , j = 1, ..., s , or 
i - i . for some 1 5 J 5 s , 
3 
Proof. The first part follows from Lemma 1.2.6. Now A becomes 
a KG -module by the conjugating action of G . Since p is prime 
n '' 
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to G , we have, by Maschke's Theorem (15.6, Curtis and Reiner 
n 
[6]), 
4 = , . . ® ,4 , 1 T ' 
where the A . are Irreducible KG -modules. ^ n 
Choose B as in Lemma 1.2,6 (ii). Since A. is irreducible, 
1' 
A . B - 0 or A . . If the linear group induced in A . is not in 
t I t 
X , then A^ B = 0 is impossible since £ , and therefore 
A. 5 B . Write D for the product of all such A. so that D S B . 
Let C be the product of the remaining A . . Thus A - CD . By 
definition, CG € U so that AG /B i U . Hence Z? = S by the ' n = n = 
minimality of B . // 
Let X be an irreducible linear group over Z = GF(p) . We 
define Oy{n) to be the sum of the ii-dimensions of the components in A 
some unrefinable decomposition of the regular representation of G^ 
over K which are isomorphic, as linear groups, to X . For any 
non-empty (not necessarily closed) class of irreducible linear groups 
^ , we define oAn) = ^ a in) . = 
1.2.8 LEMMA. Let X he a non-empty closed class. Then 
l+(n-l)G (n) 
n 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2.7, = 1 . Moreover ri 'i-
A/B\ = p^ where m is the sum of the Z-dimensions of the components 
in an unrefinable direct decomposition of A which belong as linear 
groups to X . However, by a theorem of Gaschutz [7], A is the 
direct sum of the trivial representation and n - 1 copies of the 
regular representation of G^ . Hence m - 1 + (n-l)c^(n) . 11 
Let X be an irreducible linear group and G a finite group. 
An epimorphism of G onto Z determines a representation of G . 
We say that two epimorphisms of G onto J are equivalent if they 
are equivalent as representations; otherwise we say they are 
inequivalent. 
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1 . 2 . 9 LEMMAo Let G be a finite group and X an irveduoihle 
linear group over K . The number of inequivalent irreducible 
representations of G whose induced linear group is isomorphic to X 
is equal to the nuxriber of inequivalent epimorphisms of G onto X . 
Proof. Let p be an irreducible representation of G whose 
induced linear group is isomorphic to X 5 GL{r, K) , 
p : G ^ J < K) 
where X - Y From the introductory remarks in this section, we have 
Y - u ^Yu for some u ^ GL{r, K) . Define the following epimorphism 
e : G X by ge = u{gQ)u ^ . Then P = eq) where cp is the 
lA- "ht 
inner automorphism of GL(r, K) induced by u . Conversely, for 
every epimorphism £ of C onto X and every u € GL(r, K) , 
p = £(p gives a representation of G with the induced linear group lyL isomorphic to X . 
Let O = where 6 is an epimorphism of G onto X and 
V ^ GL(r, K) . It is then clear that p is equivalent to O if and 
only if £ is equivalent to 6 . // 
We recall two definitions. Let X be an irreducible linear 
group over K so that X S GL{r, K) for some r . We call an 
automorphism a of Z a linear automorphism if there exists 
u £ GL(r, K) such that xa - u r^zi for all x i X . We denote by 
lin aut X the group of all linear automorphisms of X . 
The Eulerian function k^ of a group G is a function 
/l/"*" U {o} given by: k^{n) is the number of order n-tuples 
[g^, g^] which generate G . 
1 . 2 10 LEMMA. Let G = F (W) and X an irreducible linear 
TZ Yl 
group which belongs, as an abstract group, to W . Then the number of 
inequivalent irreducible representations of G^ in which the induced 
linear group is isomorphic to X is equal to /c^(n)/|lin aut z] . 
Proof. It is sufficient, by Lemma 1.2.9, to enumerate the number 
of inequivalent epimorphisms of G^ onto X . Suppose that p and 
a are two epimorphisms of G^ onto X . We claim that p is 
18 
equivalent to a if and only if p = aa for some a € lln aut X . 
With the notations in the proof of Lemma 1.2.9, p equivalent to 0 
implies that p = acp for some u € GL(r, Z ) . Note that X admits 
Oi 
^^^ hence ^ y ^ lin aut Z . Conversely, if p = aa for some 
a € lin aut X , then for every g ^ G , gp = u ^igo)u for s 
n 
ome 
u € GL(p, K ) ^ so that p is equivalent to O . 
In this w a y , the epimorphisms of G^ onto X fall into 
equivalence classes. Let p belong to some equivalence class. Then 
every member of this class is of the form pa for some 
a € lin aut Z . It is clear that for all a ^ , a^ € lin aut Z , 
^ "2 ^^ ^^ '^^l ^ • equivalence class 
contains exactly |lin aut X\ elements. 
Next, fix a set of generators {g , . . . , g } for G . We note 
-L "YT, 
that a mapping of {g'^, ..., g^ into X can be extended to a 
homomorphism. For the laws of G are precisely those of ^ , and so 
Yl 
every identical relation wi^g^, •••5 g ^ = 1 in G^ remains a valid 
relation w[g . . . , g O] - w[^g , ..., ] 9 = 1 under the mapping 0 
X Yl, A- Yl 
of {g^, •••9 g^ into X since X ^ ^ . Consequently, by von Dyck's 
Theorem (Corollary to Theorem 21, B.H. Neumann [J9]), 6 may be 
extended uniquely to a homomorphism. In other words, a homomorphism 
of G into X is completely specified by its images on the 
Yl 
generators {g'^j g ^ , and therefore the total number of 
epimorphisms of G^ onto X is just k^in) . Thus there are 
/c„(n)/|lin aut X\ distinct equivalence classes. // 
X 
We are now in a position to give an explicit expression for 
1.2.11 LEMMA. Let X be an i r r e d u c i b l e l i n e a r group over 
K = G F ( p ) J and M the i r r e d u c i b l e module on which X a c t s . Then 
[ d i m ^ Y k ^ i n ) 
^X^^^ ^ [ d i m _ ^ n d ^ j I lin aut X ' ' 
Proof. Fix some unrefinable direct decomposition of the regular 
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representation of G^ over K . Let M be an irreducible component 
in this decomposition which is isomorphic as a linear group to X . 
M is a faithful irreducible ZZ-module and G /ker M = X where 
n 
ker M is the kernel of M as a KG -module. From §§ 25, 26 of Curtis 
n ' 
and Reiner [6], the number of times M occurs in this decomposition 
is equal to the dimension of M over End^^ M , or dim^/dim^End^y^ , n 
since End^^ M - End^^ . Since every irreducible representation of 
n 
G^ occurs in the regular representation of G^ , the required 
expression for then follows from Lemma 1.2.10. // 
Hall [10] has shown that for any finite group G , k„in) is of 
Lr 
r I ?l 
the form k A n ) - ) , where the m „ are integers independent 
HSG ^ ^ 
of n , and hence k^ : N'^ ^  !R so defined is evidently the restriction 
of a CREAM function. So also is the function o^ for an 
irreducible linear group X . Together with Lemma 1.2.8, this gives 
the following theorem. 
1«2.12 THEOREM. If X is a non-empty finite closed class, then 
U(X) is CREAM . 
As a consequence of the above remarks and Theorem 1.2.4, we have 
1.2.13 LEMMA. If X is the union of the set of irreducible 
linear groups in a CREAM subvariety and a finite set, then is 
CREAM . 
Together with Lemma 1.2.8, the Higman correspondence X 
reduces the CREAM problem for the subvarieties of A ^ containing 
W , when W is CREAM , to one concerned entirely with the closed 
classes X of irreducible linear groups, namely: 
Is the function n ^ o^{n) the restriction of a CREAM 
function? 
K 3 The case when W is a direct join 
This section is essentially a foilow-up of the ideas and methods 
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developed in the preceding section. Here we consider the case when 
W = V where the exponents of ^^ ^ and ^^ coprime. 
Moreover we assume that is the restriction of a CREAM A, 
function for all closed classes X . c W . , i = l , 2 , s o that the ==z, — =2, ' 
subvarieties between W. and A W . , i = 1, 2 , are CREAM . We 
shall see that under certain conditions, the subvarieties between ^ 
and A W would be CREAM . 
=T= 
We use the terminology in the preceding section. We write G , Yt 
G^ , G^ for the free groups of rank n of W, W , W respectively. In • — —1 
and 5 'Z' = 1, 2 , will always denote closed classes of irreducible 
linear groups over K - GT(p) in W. . First an elementary 
observation, 
1.3.1 LEMMA. A finite group in W is a direct product of a 
group in W^ and a group in ^ . 
Proof. By 21.33, Hanna Neumann [20], G^ ^ G^^ x G^^ . Every 
finite group in _W is a factor of G^ for some n ^ N^ . But a 
subgroup H of G^^ x G^^ is of the form H = H^ H^ where 
H. = H G. , t = l , 2 , since the exponents of G , G are 
^ i^yx 
coprime. Hence a group in W is isomorphic to 
G^ /ti = G^ /H X G JH . 11 In 2n In 1 2n 2 
Let X be an Irreducible linear group in £ . Then the above 
lemma tells us that I = x , or simply X = X^X^ , where 
Z. ^W. . i = 2 . Obviously X determines Z-, and Z as 
abstract groups. In fact, we have more. 
1.3.2 LEMMA. X. is an irreducible linear group uniquely 
determined by X for i = 1, 2 . 
Proof. Let M be a faithful irreducible ZZ-module. Since 
is a direct factor of X , we have, by Clifford's Theorem (M-9.2, Curtis 
and Reiner [6]), 
21 
where the M^ are isomorphic irreducible i^ j^^ -modules and hence each 
M^ is faithful. In particular, the M^ are all linearly isomorphic. 
Suppose that N is a faithful irreducible ZZ-module linearly 
isomorphic to M . As in above, we have 
X^ 1 r 
where the N^ are isomorphic faithful irreducible ZZ^^-modules. We 
show that the M^ and Nj are isomorphic ZZ^^-modules. First there 
is a bijective linear transformation y : M ^ N such that 
= X . Then N^ -My ~ M^ ® . . . ® M^y j where it is easily 
seen that the M.Y are irreducible i^ Z -modules if the action of Z, ^' 1 1 
on M.y is given by u o x - u 'V -L Y ^^^Y Thus 
/!/ - My ^ ... M y . 1 r 1' r' 
It follows from the Krull-Schmidt Theorem (14.5, Curtis and Reiner 
[6]) that, with suitable re-indexing, N. = M .y , i = 1, r . I' % 
Moreover, as modules, U. = A/.y and so M. // % "V % u 
K3.3 LEMMAo If Y^^ = J Z = X^^ , then -( Z^ , 
Proof. Let M be a faithful irreducible iff-module. Then there 
exists such that M^ = ® . . . ® M^ and Z^/ker M^ ^ Y , 
where the M^ are irreducible ZZ^-modules. As remarked in the proof 
of Lemma 1,3.1, Z^ = ^ = 2 . By 
Clifford's Theorem, 
K^Z . " ® ^is. ' ^ " 1' 2 , 
Oi i-
where the M^^ are isomorphic irreducible ZZ^^-modules, and hence 
ker M^^ = ker n ZQ^ , j = 1, . . . , . But 
22 
kerM^ = (kerM^n^^^]. (kerM^nj^^) = kerM^^.kerM^^ . 
Hence Z /kerM = J /kerM^ . Since J ./kerM. , u i (J-L 11 02 21 0^ ^l 
^ = 1, 2 , are uniquely determined irreducible linear groups, it 
follows that Z^^/kerM^^ is isomorphic, as linear group, to Y^ , 
i - 1, 2 . 11 
For non-empty closed classes X. , i = 1, 2 , we define the 
u 
class X<8» ^  as the class of all irreducible linear groups 
^ ^ ^ 1^^ 2 ^^ = ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ' i = 1, 2 . That is, if M is 
a faithful irreducible iiZ-module so that M,, = M. ® ... @ M . where 
X. ^ % 
M^ is a faithful irreducible -module for t = 1, 2 , then the 
irreducible linear group X^ induced from M^ belongs to ^ , 
i = 1, 2 . Evidently X^ ^ ^ is closed. 
1.3.4 THEOREM. in) = (n).c^ (n) . 
Proof. Let B. be the regular KG. -module, i = 1, 2 , and let 
"V lyfl 
R. - M. e N. where M. is the sum of all the irreducible components 
u u u U 
in some fixed unrefinable direct decomposition of R^ which belong as 
linear groups to X. for i = 1, 2 . It is clear that R - R # i? 
^ ^ 1 2 
is the regular i^G^-module, and that R = M iB N , where M - M^ # M^ , 
We show that an irreducible component in M induces a linear 
group in ® ' ^q irreducible ZG^-submodule of 
M . MQ determines an irreducible linear group X = " Since 
M„ is a direct sum of copies of M. , it follows that ^^ (jT , t' U Ct" • 
^n ^n 
a direct sum of copies of an irreducible component of M^ . But 
[Mq]q induces an irreducible linear group isomorphic to X^. . 
^n 
Hence by the definition of M. , X. € X. , and so ^ ^ X <8) ^  . U i' tr J- ^ 
Next we show that an irreducible component in B cannot induce a 
linear group in Xj^  ® ^ • Let B^ be any irreducible Z(7^-submodule 
23 
of N . We may assume that N^ is a KG -submodule of M^ # M^ . N^ ^ O n 1 2 0 
determines an irreducible linear group Y - ' ^^ ^^ above, 
(iV^ ]^  is a direct sum of copies of an irreducible component of 
2n 
N^ , and so the induced irreducible linear group Y^ is not in ^ 
by the definition of M^ . Hence ^ ^ X^ ® ^ • 
Thus we have 
= d i m ^ - ( d i m ^ J . (dim^^J = ""x ' " 
Clearly, if u(X-} » 'i = 1, 2 , are CREAM , then so is 
Unfortunately 
it may not be possible to build up the 
closed classes in W from the classes "S) ^  . In fact, though X 
determines the irreducible linear groups ' converse is not 
true. If, however, X^, X^ satisfy the following condition, called 
Condition H , then we shall show that they do determine X . 
Condition H : The tensor product X^ ® X^ over ii: is a direct 
sum of isomorphic irreducible linear groups; or in terms of modules, 
if M. is the faithful irreducible iOT.-module, t = 1, 2 , then M^ # M^ is a direct sum of linearly isomorphic faithful irreducible 
ZZ-modules. 
We shall need the following theorem. 
1.3.5 THEOREM (Brady, Bryce and Cossey [4]). Let X be a 
finite group J E a fields E'^ the algebraic closure of E j and 
T^, T^ faithful irreducible representations of X over E . Then 
T^, T^ are linearly isomorphic if and only if some composition factor 
2 T^^ is linearly isomorphic to a composition factor of T^ . 
1.3.6 LEMMA. Let X^, X^ be irreducible linear groups 
satisfying condition H. Then Z^, determine X uniquely. 
Proof. Let M. be faithful irreducible ZZ.-modules, i = 1, 2 , t, u 
so that M-. # M = M' ® ... ® M' , where the M'. are linearly X z X 
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isomorphic faithful irreducible ZZ-modules, X = ' Suppose that 
N is another faithful irreducible ZZ-module so that 
N = N. e ... ® N. where N. is a faithful irreducible i^X.-module 
for "i ~ 15 2 9 We have "to ppove "that; if N. is llnear'ly isomoi^phic 
to '^  = 1 , 2 , then is linearly isomorphic to M\ , J 
1 < J 5 r . 
First 
we note that (5.15, Chapter 3, Gorenstein C9J) every 
irreducible representation of X over the algebraic closure of 
K can be written in some finite extension field F' of K such that 
i^ ' is splitting for X . Moreover, there is an extension F of F' 
that is a finite normal extension of K (49.5.1, Warner [25]) and 
hence also splitting for X . Thus by 70.15, Curtis and Reiner [6], // = L ® . . . ® L , 1 s 
where each L. is a faithful irreducible FZ-module. Now 
^ 
il/ Z. N @ ... e N.^ tl zt. ® ... ® ® . . . ® N zl %t. 
% 
where zl N , and each N. . is a faithful irreducible 
FZ.-module for i - 1, 2 . It follows that ^^^ ^^ irreducible J- A. » 
FZ.-submodule L . = N.. for some 1 < k. ^ t . . Hence by 2.7, Brady, 
Bryce and Cossey [4], 
L. = # L,^ = N 11 12 * 
Since M. is linearly isomorphic to N. , we have t z 
l/. ^ M'S . . . ^ M., , i = 1, 2 , 
where M.. is linearly isomorphic to A'- - , J = 1, t-I'd i-J ^ 
L^ is linearly isomorphic to # ^2'k Moreover, 
Thus 
M'/ ® . . . ® M'^ = M^, # M^ = fcB @ W . # M , , 1 P 1 2 U 2k 
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where each M^^ # M^^ is a faithful irreducible FZ-module. It 
follows that L^ is linearly isomorphic to some composition factor fo 
J 
M'- , 1 S j S r , and hence by Theorem 1.3,5, N is linearly 
isomorphic to M'. . // 
J 
Condition H is indeed satisfied if K is a splitting field for 
^ ^ or • I't is well-known that K = GF(p) is splitting for X^ 
if p = 1 (mod m.] where m. is the exponent of X . . In fact, a 
well-known result in number theory called Dirichlet's Theorem (Hardy 
and Wright [J 2]) tells us that there are infinitely many primes of the 
form. Yet another sufficient condition for Condition H to be satisfied 
is the following. 
1.3.7 LEMMA. Suppose that X. has only one linear isomorphism 
alass over the algebraic closure K* of K for i = 1, 2 . Then 
X^, X^ satisfy Condition H. 
Proof. Let M. be a faithful irreducible iff.-module, 
i = 1 , 2 . Since the irreducible representations of X^ over K"^  
can be written in a finite normal extension field E. of K that is 
also splitting for X . , we may assume that E = E = E . In fact, 
we may assume that E is also splitting for X = ' Suppose that 
l^. = M iS ... ^ M. , i = 1, 2 , 
^ 
where the M^^. are linearly isomorphic faithful irreducible 
ffJ^-modules by assumption. Let 
± Z 1. s 
where each L . is a faithful irreducible ZX-module. We wish to show ^ 
that the L . are linearly isomorphic. Now 
L ^ e . . . tfi = // # M ? 
1 s 1 2 
e 
^2 
= « y-) M # M , 
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where the M^^ if^  2^'k ^^^ linearly isomorphic faithful irreducible 
ZZ-modules. Hence L. has a composition factor linearl isomorphic 'h 
to a composition factor of L . for 1 < i , j 5 s . Therefore 
J 
L., L. are linearly isomorphic by Theorem 1.3.5. // J 
An important consequence of Condition H is the following. 
1.3.8 LEMMA. Suppose that X., Y. ^ i = 1, 2 ^ satisfy Condition U ly 
H . Then 
Y -< X if and only if ^^ ^^ ^ ^2 ^2 ' 
Proof. Necessity is given by Lemma 1.3.3. To prove sufficiency, 
let M. be a faithful irreducible -module, i = 1, 2 . Then 
there exists X . S X. , i - 1, 2 , such that U'Z' 
(m.]^ = w ... a) M. 
Q^ t 
where A/., is a faithful irreducible ZJ.-module, with tl ^ 
Y. - X^./kevMas abstract groups. By assumption, 
^ Ot tl 
where the L^ are linearly isomorphic faithful irreducible 
XJ-modules, and Y = Y^Y^ as abstract groups. Also 
where the N- are linearly isomorphic faithful irreducible ly 
ZZ-modules, and J = X ^ ^ as abstract groups. 
= e ® M # M . 
j=l k--l ^ 
Now each L^ may be considered as an irreducible ZZ^-module with 
kernel equal to kerM^^. k e r M ^ • Therefore L^ is isomorphic to an 
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irreducible Z Z -submodule N of fo^ some 1 5 i < t . 
U (J "h A ^  
Hence ^^ are isomorphic as Z Y - m o d u l e s , that is J -( X . // 
In the rest of this section, we assume that Condition H is 
satisfied by all linear groups in W . , t = 1 , 2 . Given any two 
irreducible linear groups X ^ , X ^ , we write Z^Z^ "the irreducible 
linear group uniquely determined by the tensor product X ^ ^ X^ . It 
is then clear that every irreducible linear group in ^ may be 
u n i q u e l y expressed in the form some irreducible linear 
group Z . 6 W . , t = 1 , 2 . The class X, <8 is then given by 
x^ ^ = {Z^z^ : Z^ ^ ^ , i = 1 , 2} . Indeed every closed class 
in ^ is then determined by such classes in the following w a y . 
1.3.9 THEOREM. Every closed class ^ in ^ is the union of 
the maximal classes of the form ^^^ ^ contained in ^ . 
Proof. Let 
^ = U{Y : Y = X^ «> ^  and Y is maximal with respect to Y 5 X} . 
Clearly £ < X . Suppose that Z Z € X . Define , i = 1 , 2 , 
_L ^ t' 
to be the closure of Z . . It is easily checked that the closure of 
X ^ ^ is X^ (S) ^ so that X^ ^ X^ 5 X . Evidently X^ ^ is 
contained in some maximal class X :§= • // 
However the union of such maximal classes may be infinite. So we 
need more hypotheses. 
1.3.10 LEMMA. Suppose that the closed classes X . in 
satisfy the descending chain condition for i - 1, 2 . Then every 
closed class X in ^ is a finite union of maximal classes of the 
form ^ contained in X . 
Proof, By Theorem 1.3.9, ^ = U X^^^ ® ^ ^ ^ > where 
A^A ^ ^ 
^ ( X ) ^ ^ ( X ) (g, is maximal with respect to Y*"^^ S X , and A is 
some index set. We want to show that A may be chosen finite. 
Consider the correspondence ^^^ ^^^ , X $ A . It is 
28 
clearly onto. We claim that X^ 5 X^ implies that ^ - ^ 
For putting X^ = X^^^ , X^ = ^ ^ ^ U ^ ^ ^ , we have 
(U) (li) 
X' «> XX ^ X, (8> ^  < X . 
= 1 ==2 = 1 =2 = 
By maximality, we have X^ <S) ^ = X = X^^^ (8> ^ ^ ^ or 
X^ ^ = X^^^ <8) ^ ^ ^ . In either case, we have ^ ^ ^ U ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ 
so that 
- . It also follows that the above correspondence 
v(l-l) ^ A^) . A^) TT 
is one-to-one. Hence if ^ i ' ^ ^ ' ^ 
inclusions being strict. 
The closed classes X^ in ^^^ are partially well-ordered by 
inclusion, and hence by 2.1, Higman [13], the set : A € a | has 
a finite number of minimal elements. Either all the ascending chains 
in this set are finite in length, in which case A is finite, or else 
there is at least one infinite ascending chain in the set < < ... say. Then by the preceding remarks, we get an 
infinite descending chain ^ ^ ^ > ^ ^ > ... , contradicting the 
assumption that the closed classes in ^ satisfy the descending 
chain condition. // 
1.3.11 THEOREM. Suppose that the closed classes ^ in ^ 
satisfy the descending chain condition for i = 1 , 2 . Then the 
subvarieties of A ^ containing W are CREAM . 
Proof. By the remarks at the end of Section 1.2, it is sufficient 
to show that c is the restriction of a CREAM function for 
X 
every closed class X in W . By Lemma 1.3.10, X is of the form 
X = U <8> X^^^ for some positive integer m and closed classes 
J = 1 ^ 
Y}-^^ in W . , t = 1 , 2 . From Theorem 1.3.4, we have 
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m 
- I . (n) . . (n) . 
~ Aj A2 
By assumption, each c is the restriction of a CREAM 
X. 
function, and hence so is by Lemma 1.1.1. // A 
In subsequent chapters, every irreducible linear group we will be 
concerned with has only one linear isomorphism class over any field 
whose characteristic does not divide the order of the linear group. 
We will see that this enables us to obtain a more workable formula for 
c (n) . So suppose that there is only one linear isomorphism class of X 
irreducible linear groups in ^ over the algebraic closure K"^  of 
K . Theorem 1.3.5 tells us that there is only one linear isomorphism 
class of irreducible linear groups in W over K . Thus every 
irreducible linear group X over K determines and is uniquely 
determined by an irreducible linear group X* over K^ . We define 
o^^in) to be the sum of the Z'^-dimensions of the components in some 
unrefinalbe direct decomposition of the regular representation of G^ 
over K"^  which are isomorphic, as linear groups, to X"^  . Under 
these conditions we have: 
1.3.12 THEOREM. = c^^in) . 
Proof. Let M be the regular ZG^-module. Suppose that 
W = ® ... e M^ , 
where each M^ is an irreducible ZG^-module and hence a faithful 
irreducible ZZ.-module, writing X. = G /kerM. as abstract groups. 'Xf u rl u 
The irreducible representations of G^ over K'^  may be written 
in some finite normal extension field F of K which is a splitting 
field for G^ . Hence by 70.15, Curtis and Reiner [6], 
f/. = M^^® ... ^  M^^ , i = 1, . . . , r , 
i 
where the M. . are linearly isomorphic faithful irreducible 
FZ.-modules. The regular FG -module is then 
1 n 
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// = ® ® M . . . 
Suppose that N is a faithful irreducible FX-module so that 
i f = N ® . . . ® N, , 
1 V 
where the N^ are linearly isomorphic faithful irreducible 
LZ-modules. Then, by Theorem 1.3.5, N is linearly isomorphic to M. 
if and only if X - X. as abstract groups and H is linearly 1 
isomorphic to M.. , j = 1, ..., s. . Let I be the index set such 
t-j t-
that N is linearly isomorphic to M . if and only if i ^ I . Then 
o ^ W - I d i m / . 
^ i 
-- I I d i m / 
H I J=1 
where X^ is the linear group over K^ corresponding to the linear 
group X over K . // 
1.3.13 COROLLARY. = (dim^^M'^] ^ fe^(n)/1 lin aut , where 
M^ i s the module over K^ on which acts. 
Proof. By Schur's Lemma (5.3, Chapter 3, Gorenstein [9]), 
End^^^^M* = K* , and the corollary follows from Lemmas 1.3.12 and 
1.2.11. 11 
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CHAPTER 2 
FINITE q-GROUPS OF CLASS TWO WITH CYCLIC CENTRE 
2.1 Preliminaries 
We recall the definition of a central product (see, for example, 
B.H. Neumann [19]). Let A, B be any two groups, and let H S ZiA) , 
K < Z{B) and 9 an isomorphism of H onto K . Put 
IJ = hQ] : h ^ H] which is easily seen to be normal in A x- B . 
Then the factor group G = A^B/N is called the central product of A 
and B (with respect to E and 0 ). If we identify E with K 
Under the isomorphism 6 , we can alternatively say that G is a 
central product of A and B with amalgamated subgroup H if 
G = AB where A B - E , and every element of A commutes with 
every element of B . 
In general, the central product of A and B depends on the 
amalgamation 9 . Under suitable conditions, two central products of 
A and B could be isomorphic. 
2.1.1 THEOREM, Let A, B be groups, E S Z{A) , K S Z{B) , 
and let 9, (p be isomorphisms of E onto K . Jf 9(p ^ can be 
extended to an automorphism of A , then the central products of A 
and B with respect to the amalgamations 6 and (p are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let 
M = {[h'^, he] : h ^ E} , 
N = h<f] : h ^ E} . 
Suppose that Scp"^ can be extended to some a € aut 4 so that 
. - 1 a - , Consider the mapping 
E 
y : A ^ B -> AXB/M , 
(a, b) ^ b] . 
It is easily checked that Y is an epimorphism with ker Y = . 
Hence A^B/M = A^B/B . // 
2.1.2 COROLLARY. Let A, B be groups. Suppose that every 
automorphism of ZU) oan be extended to an automorphism of A . 
Then the central product of A and B , amalgamating the whole of 
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Z(A) ^ is unique up to isomorphism. 
Proof. Putting H = ZiA) in the above theorem, we have that 
6(p ^ € aut Z(A) and so can be extended to an automorphism of A . // 
In Chapter 3, we will be concerned with Irreducible linear 
cj'-groups of nilpotency class 2 where q is a fixed prime. As is 
well-known, an irreducible linear group has cyclic centre (2.2, 
Chapter 3, Gorenstein [9]), and the further restriction of class 2 
makes it possible to classify such groups, as abstract groups, 
completely. In this direction we have 
2.1.3 THEOREM (Brady, Bryce and Cossey [4J), A finite class 2 
q-group with oyclio centre is a central product either of two-
generator subgroups with cyclic centre or of two-generator subgroups 
with cyclic centre and a cyclic subgroup. 
2.1.4 THEOREM (Brady, Bryce and Cossey [4]). The q-groups of 
class 2 on two generators with cyclic centre comprise the following 
list: 
, a 3 a-3 ^ 
Q(a, e)(23 5 a) : ( a , b •. a^ = b^ = 1, a^ = [a, b}) ; 
, a 3 3 23-a 
e(a, 3)(6 5 a < 23) : \ a , b a^ = h^ = 1, a^ = [a, bf 
[a, a] = la, b, b'] = l) ; 
and if q - 2 we have as well 
, 3+1 2^+1 2^ 
i?(6)(l 5 3) : ( a , b •. a ^ b = 1, a = [a, b] = b , 
[a, b, a] = [a, b, b] = ij . 
Note that the amalgamations of the centres of the central factors 
in Theorem 2.1,3 must be made as large as possible. This follows from 
the next lemma. 
2.1.5 LEMMA. Let A, B be finite cyclic q-groups and let G 
be a central product of A and B such that G is cyclic. Then 
G ^ A or B . 
Proof. Let A, B, C be generated by a, b, c respectively with 
corresponding orders q^, q^, q^ . Now G = AB where A centralizes 
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s ??? yi 
B . Hence a = a h , a - a , b = a for some integers m, n, r, s , 
and a = ^ Therefore mr + ns = 1 [mod q^] , and so q | m or 
q j( n . It then follows that A =( a) - i a^ )= i a) - G or B = G , // 
2.1o6 COROLLARYo Let A, B be finite q-groups with cyclic 
centre. Let G be a central product of A and B with cyclic 
centre. Then the amalgamation must be made as large as possible. 
Proof. G - AB where A, B centralize each other. Then 
Z{G) - Z{A)Z{B) . Clearly Z{G) is a cyclic central product of two 
cyclic q-groups and hence by the preceding lemma, Z{G) = ZiA) or 
Z{B) . 11 
In addition to the notations of Theorem 2.1.4, we shall find"it 
c o n v e n i e n t t o i n t r o d u c e t h e n o t a t i o n 0 ) for t h e c y c l i c group of 
order q ^ •> ct > 0 . Regarding Theorem 2.1.3, a word of caution is in 
order here. On the face of things, there are very many central 
products of the groups §(a, 3) corresponding to all the different 
ways of amalgamating the common subgroup. However, Brady [3J has 
shown that if G is a finite group of class 2 with cyclic centre, 
then every automorphism of ZiG) is the restriction to Z{G) of an 
automorphism of G . It then follows from Corollaries 2.1.6 and 2.1„2 
that all central products with cyclic centre of a given finite set of 
the Q(a, 3) and are, in fact, isomorphic. 
In the next two sections, we will assume that q is odd and show 
that while a q-group of class 2 with cyclic centre may have many 
decompositions as a central product with centrally indecomposable 
factors, there is a canonic type of decomposition to which an analogue 
of the Krull-Schmidt Theorem for direct products applies. 
2.2 The canonic decomposition 
H e n c e f o r t h Q [ n ^ , r^] ... r j w i l l a l w a y s d e n o t e t h e 
c e n t r a l p r o d u c t w i t h c y c l i c c e n t r e of the Q { n ^ , , i = 1 , a . 
We say that the elements a, b are canonic generators of Q{n, r) , 
r > 0 , if t h e y g e n e r a t e Q{n, r) and s a t i s f y t h e d e f i n i n g r e l a t i o n s 
in T h e o r e m 2 . 1 . 4 . We also say the e l e m e n t s a ^ , b ^ , i = 1 , a , 
are canonic generators of r^ ... ^(n^, r j , where > 0 , 
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. , . , a , i f a., b. are canonic generators of Q[n-, ^.'] , % % % 
1 = 1, ..„, a . We say that i5(n, r) is of Type I or of Type II 
according as 2v S n or 2r > n . 
We now Investigate the different ways a finite c^-group of class 
2 with cyclic centre decomposes, 
2.2.1 LEMMA, r^] = v^] if 
n^ > n^ and 0 < r^ < . 
Proof. Let G - ° we show that canonic 
generators may be chosen so that the following relations hold: 
a 
q 
(1) 
(2) 
(i) 1 S 5 - -
Both r^] and r^] are of Type I. Thus the centre 
of Q(n., P.] is (a^. ) , i = 1, 2 . Moreover n-r^ > n^-r. 
^ % 1 1 2 2 
because - ® - ' then have 
z[Q[n^, r^]] S p^^}] . The amalgamation may be chosen to give 
^2 
al - a^ Since ~ - ' 
L^l' = 
a: -4 
a; 
(ii) < - ^2 ~ ^2 - "l • 
Both r^) and r^] are of Type II, and the centre 2' 2 
of Q{n., r.] is < [a., Z?.] > , i = 1, 2 . The amalgamation may be 
given by [a^, b ^ - [a^, Since 
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^ > n^ > n^ , we have 
4 = 
. 2 2 
q 
= 4 
( i i i ) 1 5 r < n , / 2 l , [n^/2 1 - - ' - '^ 2 
p^] i s o f Type I and r ^ i s of Type I I . The 
centres of r ^ ] , Qin^, r ^ ] are ^ a^ ) , 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . I f n ^ - r ^ > r^ , the amalgamation may be given by 
a 1 
and 
b ^ , so t h a t a^ > 2 ' " 4 
u 1 ? 
n-v^ Vr.-r 
a 
1 2 
<7 
2 
^ 2 ' ^ ^ 
However, i f ^ ^2 ' amalgamation may be given by 
P. 
a' b 2 ' 2-' 
, so t h a t 
a = 4 
and 
a ^ , Z^J = al a 
r n^-2v 
q 
Thus we have shown t h a t r e l a t i o n s ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) ho ld . F i n a l l y put 
' 2 2 
L^2' ^ iJ = 1 , 
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from relation (2). Hence ^ > H a n d y^) centralize each 
other. From relation (1), we deduce that ix^, y^) = ^Q) • 2' 
Also y^) = r^] and G = ^ x^, y . Therefore 
- . 11 
2.2.2 LEMMA. = r^] if 
n^-r^ > n^-r^ ^  n^ > n^ and > > 0 . 
Proof. With the notations in the proof of the preceding lemma, 
we will show that we can assume the following relations to hold: 
<? Q. (1) 
(2) 
(i) 1 5 2 L«i/2j , 1 2 r2 - " 
r^) and r^] are of Type 1. Since 
al ) -- r^]] > z{Q[n^, r^]] - {a\ , 
the amalgamation may be given by a^ = a^ , so that 
-- al - \al - a^ a 
(ii) 1 < < [n^/2] , < r^ ^ n^ . 
r^) is of Type I and r^] is of Type II. 
< [^2' ^ 2^ ^  • 
Since ^ " ^ [n^/2] < n^ , we have 
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S ince " 5 n^ , we have 
The amalgamation may be g i ven by a^ 
q 
= L«o' 2 ' 2^  = a"? , and [a^ , i ' J = [a^ , fc^j 
( i i i ) < n^ , 1 S r^S [n^^'^ • 
have > ' o therw ise ^ ' our 
assumptions. Thus r ^ ) } > z [Q [n^ , r ^ ] , and the amalgamation 
may be g i ven by [fc^, ^ = ' t ha t 
r 
> 2 ' ^2^ N ) 2^ ^^2 , and 
a. q -al 
( i v ) < T ^ S n^ , < - ^2 ' 
r j and Q[n2, r^ ] a re of Type I I . 
) . 
The amalgamation may be g iven by [a^ , , so t ha t 
P. 
a' 
2 2 1 2 2 
= 
To complete the proof of the lemma, put 
X 1 = ' = 
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Then 
f 1 2 •N 
= & 2 ' 
-1 
= 1 , from 
relation (2), Hence G = < x^, y^) , where y^) 
centralizes ^ ' 
2.2.3 LEMMA. r^ = r^] if n^ < 
Proof. o] = z[Q[n^, o)) 5 z[Q[n^, i^^)) • // 
2„2.4 LEMMA. o]Q[n^, r^] = r^] if n^ > n^ 
Proof. Let Q[n , o] = (a > , and let a , b be canonic 
generators of ^(r^, . The amalgamation may be given by 
n^ -r 
. 1 2 
a' 
a ^ , h ^ ) - ' where ( a^) centralizes 
y^) = r^] . // 
2.2.5 LEMMA. r^] = r^] if 
- ^ • 
n. 
Proof. There is a ^-cycle C < z[Q[n^, r^]] . Hence 
using Lemma 2.2.4. // 
The oanonio deoomposition for finite q-groups of class 2 with 
cyclic centre is now given though the proof of its uniqueness comes 
in the next section. 
2.2.6 THEOREM, Every non-tvivial finite q-gvoup of class 2 
with oyolio oentve has the central decomposition 
Q{1, I) ... 5(1, 1) , ^ ' ^i-^ ' i = 1, ^-1 . 
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or p j ... r^Qil, D ... 1) ^ , 
n '>...> n > I , n > r> .. . > r > 0 , 1 a a 1 a 
0 < n-r< ... < n -r ^ £.> 0 ^ i = 1, 2 I . 1 1 a a ^ 5 5 5 
Proof. Let G be a non-trivial finite q-group of class 2 
with cyclic centre. By Theorems 2.1.3 and 2.1.M-, G has a decomposition 
as a product of p)'s which we arrange as 
X X 
G = ... r^Qik, /c) ^  ... Qil, 1) ^ , 
where ... ^ n^ > 0 ^ 0 g-l) , n^ > r^ > 0 , 
and where X^ ,^ ..., > 0 and X^ = 0 implies ~ ••• ~ f^e-l ~ 
also. 
We prove by induction on 3 that G has a decomposition of the 
type asserted. The case 3 = 0 is easy; so assume 3 > 0 and that 
all groups with a decomposition of the type (-'0 with fewer than 3 
factors of the form r) with n > v do satisfy the statement of 
the theorem. 
First suppose that there exists 1 < i 5 3 such that n^ = • 
Then, from Lemmas 2.2.1 or 2.2.4, we have 
r^J = S^n^, r^Qis, s) 
where r = min{r., r- J , s = max{r., ^-.J • Hence G has a "l, uTl. i- t'T-L 
decomposition with 3 - 1 factors of the form Qin , r) with n > r 
and so by Induction, we are done. We may therefore suppose that 
n^ > n^ > ... > n^ > 0 . 
If, for some 1 < i < 3 , either r^ 5 r^^^ , or > v^^^ , but 
„ > then using Lemmas 2.2.1, 2.2.2 or 2.2.3, we again 
i i ^+1 t+1 
give G a decomposition with fewer than 3 ^(n, r)'s with n > v . 
Hence we may assume that 
. . . > > 0 
and 
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0 < n^-r^ < ... < n^-r^ . 
Finally if 0 and n^ ^ k , then using Lemma 2.2.5, 
k) = Q{k, k)Q[T^, p^] , and we may again use induction. 
Hence we may assume rio > k and if n < r , use Lemma 2.2.5 
p Ot X 
again. The induction is now complete. // 
An easy observation of the reduction process in the proof of the 
above theorem gives the following corollary which will be of use in 
4.2. 
2.2.7 COROLLARY. Suppose G is a central product with cyclic 
centre of X central factors of the type Q(r, r) and a finite set 
of Q{n, r)'s . Then the canonic decomposition of G contains at 
least \ central factors of the type Q(r, r) . 
2.3 Uniqueness of the canonic decomposition 
In this section G and H will always denote non-trivial finite 
q-groups of class 2 with cyclic centre. We write G = where 
£ e^ 
= r j ... Q [ n ^ , r^ and = Qil, D ... S d , D , 
satisfying the conditions of the canonic decomposition in Theorem 
2.2.6 and allowing a = 0 , in which case G^ - 1 . Similarly for 
the notation H = E^H^ . For any finite t?-group A , we use the 
notations: 
i 
^{A) - { x ^ X i ^ , i > 0 , 
d{A) - minimal number of generators of A . 
For i > 0 , we define the numbers P^C*^) and as 
follows: 
^ 
did!' [G/Z(G)]] if d^[G/ZiG)] iF 1 , 
0 
V 
if d ^ i G i m S ] = 1 ; 
(G)/d'{G')] if 
0 if d!'{G)/d'{G') = 1 . 
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These numbers are clearly isomorphism invariants and will play an 
important role in the proof of the uniqueness of the canonic 
decomposition. We can easily calculate P.(G) from the following 
lemmas. 
2.3.1 LEMMA. Let GE he the central product of G and H 
with cyclic centre. Then p.(G5) = p.(C;) + p.ff ^ i > 0 . 
"Z- ^ % 
Proof. Since the centre of GE is cyclic, we may assume that 
Z(G) > Z(i7) . li GE ^ G , then E < Z(G) and so E is cyclic. By 
definition, p. (5) = 0 and hence .{GE) - p-iG) + p.(ff) . Similarly 
t- ^ 
for the case when GE - E . 
So suppose that GE G and GE E . Then 
^'^[GE/ZiGE)] = ^'^[G:/ZiG)] .U^[EZ{G)/Z{G)] . 
We claim that ^^ 
[G/Z(G)] n [EZ(G)/Z{G)] = 1 . For if a; belongs 
i i to this Intersection, then x ^ g^ Z(G) = h^ Z(G) for some g ^ G , 
i _ 
h ^ E , and hence h^ ^ G n E = Z{E) < Z{G) , and so a; = 1 . Also EZ{G)/Z{G) = E/Ef^Z{G) = E/ZiE) . Since all the factor groups dealt 
with are abelian q-groups, we have the required result. // 
2.3.2 LEMMA. For i > 0 , j > 0 , 
... Q[n., r^) - + ... + r^]] . 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 2.3.1 by an easy induction. 
2.3.3 LEMMA. 
'2 if Q < i < r , 
p (e(n, r)] = < 
0 if i > r . 
Proof. If P = 0 , there is nothing to prove. So suppose 
r > 0 . Let G ^ Qin, r) = (a, b) . Then, for 0 < i < r , 
a^'', ^ Z(G) , and {a'^''Z{G)) Z(G)) = 1 , so that 
Q^{G/ZiG)] = (a'^'^ZiG)) Z{G)) . However, for i > p , a"^ € Z(G) 
i 
and = 1 5 and hence 
i+2 
d!'[G/Z{G)] = 1 11 
The computation of a.(G) is more complicated, and it is useful 
'X' 
to introduce the auxiliary constants a.(G^), a . j , t > 0 , 
corresponding to each G , defined by: 
oAG.) = 
if ) = 1 ; 
if fl^ [GQ] ( G ^ # 1 , 
if = 1 . 
Their relevance is given by the next lemma. 
2.3.4 LEMMA. oJG) = oJG,) + a.[G ] , i > o . u u U U 
Proof. Trivial if = 1 . So suppose that G^ 1 , Write 
N = , A = , B = , so that 
n^iGJ/^l^iG' ) ^ AB . 
We claim that A B - 1 . Let x = xN € A r) B and we may 
1 suppose X ^ [G ] . Then x is central in G , and hence 
X € [Gq] n Z [Gq] = (Gq] ^ • If we could show that 
0 
then X - I . To do this, let 
£ . 
QU, J ) = : k -- 1, e . ) , J = 1, I > 0 • 
Let y € ^'^[gA . Then 
y = IT 
vq 
If y ^ G' , then y is central in G^ . Commuting with a^.^ and 
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jfe ' set 1 = b.^ -- = b ^ . Hence ^^ 
1 , ^ 
divides X^yq and v^^q , and so y = [a^^, ^ € ^^ ((J^ ] . 
Therefore (") is proved. 
Finally, B = [g^ /d!^ [g^ n B , and it may be shown as in above 
that r\ N ^ d^i^o) • Since AB is an abelian t^-group, we 
have the lemma. 11 
We require a few preliminary results. 
2.3.5 LEMMA. Canonio generators a., b. , i - 1, 2 , of 
'V 'V 
p^) T^here n^ > n^ > r^ > r^ > 0 ^ ^ " 
may be chosen so that the following relations hold: 
q q 
Proof. The details of the proof are those in the proof of Lemma 
2.2.1. We have to consider 3 cases: 
(i) r j and Q[n^, r^] are both of Type I, 
(ii) Q[n^, r ^ and Q[n^, r^] are both of Type II, 
(iii) Q[n^, r^] is of Type II and Q[n^, r^] is of Type I. 
Note that it is not possible to have r^} of Type I and 
Q{n^, r ^ of Type II because it would then mean that 
< n^-r^ < ^ ^2 ' ^°^"tradicting the assumption that 
> r^ . 11 
2.3.6 LEMMA. Let Q{n^, o) = (a^) . Then canonic generators 
^^ ^x) chosen so that the following relation 
holds in o] where n^> n^> r^> 0 , < n^ •• 
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r n -n 
= 
Proof. Routine. 11 
In the rest of this section, we denote the canonic generators of 
G^ = r ^ ... J by i = 1, ..., a . If 
J-^  = 0 , we set h^^ 1 . 
2.3.7 LEMMA. Let r > n. -n .+r. , 1 s i < a . T/zen 
= f^ '^leln^ , p j ... . 
Proof. Let 1 5 i < j < a . We have, by Lemmas 2.3.5 and 
2.3.6, 
r. n.-n.+r. ^ J ^ ^ q q 
a. = a" t- J 
Since r > n. -n.+r. > n.-n.tp. , we have t t J ^ ^ 
r+n.-n . 
af -a\ ' % r.]) . 
Also r > n. -n.+r. > r. ^ > r. and hence b. = 1 . t+1 t ^ J J 
Hence < r^]] for i < j < a . 
2.3.8 COROLLARY. Let r > r.^ , 0 5 i < a . T/zen T X 
Proof. If i = a - 1 , there is nothing to prove. If 
i < a - 1 , then > corollary follows 
from Lemma 2.3. 7. 11 
r r 
2.3.9 LEMMA. Let r > 0 . -f/ 4 ^ ^ " 4 ^ • 
Proof. G' = G'^ or G^ according as r^ > I or < I . 
Hence = 1 or , where m = maxlr^, 1} , according as 
T > m or r < m . 
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J. 
If V > m , clearly a: < m 5 suppose that 
m-r 
= 1 , which is a contradiction 4 i U^iG' ) ; then a^. = 
^ 
m ( m-r 
S " ^ 
V 
since m < n. for i = 1, a . Hence a^. ^ ^ {G') . // 
'h t 
We can now calculate , i > 0 . 
2.3.10 LEMMA. 
a [G ] = \ 
2 [e^ + ... t if Z > p > 0 , 
if r > I . 
I ''I 
Proof. Recall that G^ = Qit, D ... ^(1, 1) , e. > 0 , 
U I' 
= 1, Z . We may assume that e^ > 0 . If p > Z- , then 
^^^(GQ) = 1 = ^^^((JQ} and hence = 0 . 
So suppose 0 5 r < Z . Write 
£ . 
Q. = Q{i, i) = y .. : J = 1, ...,£.> , ^ = 1, ^ • 
Then = ^^ ^ ] , - "^"[Q'-j] . Write 
P . = [Q^^^^[q'-^[Q'-^ , i - 1, ,.., Z . 
Clearly P . = 1 for i 5 r . We now show that 
P . = , i = 1, ..., z . 
We may suppose that i > v . It is sufficient to prove that 
n ^''[Ql] - . 
Let a; € n where 
X = 
•e. ^ 
Vq 
Then x is central in Q^ . Commuting with x^^ and y^^ , we have 
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1 = X. ., y 
X.q J 
p r 
X. ., y 
Ujq 
Hence q divides X .q and \i .q and so x = [x. , y. 
Finally we claim that for I > i > t , 
V 
p. r^ p ... P . P . ^ ... P = 1 . ^ I ^+l ^-l r+1 
For let y belong to this intersection, where we may assume 
y i ^^[Q.] , so that 
y = a; .i y . tj ^VQ X y 1 ^ ^ 
and 
y = yi • • • 
where y. € , € ^ [QI] . Hence y is central in "1/ ly L 
Again, commuting y with x. • and y . . , we have "Z-J 'Z-J 
r 
1 = h j ' ^iil 
p 
- i V X. ., y . . , 
and hence q'^  divides ^ .q^ and r\.q^ . Therefore 
y = 
r 
^^ ^ and so ^ = 1 . 
It is clear that for I ^  i > r , 
and hence d[P?) = 2£. , i = r+1, ^ • Since ly U 
we have a^ (G^] = 2 (e^ + . .. + e ^ J • 11 
2.3,11 LEMMA. Let n.^-n.^v s v < v. , l < i < a . Then 
a {G.) = 2i . 
hi 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.7, {G = r j ... Q[n. , r.]] . J- _L 'VI' 
Write 
, V T r r. 
r P r >1 
We claim that the set S - , Pj , j = 1, . . . , i\ is a minimal set 
of generators for P . If not, we can eliminate at least one element 
r 
X from S . Suppose x - for some 1 < j S i . Then x can be ? 'J 
f expressed in terms of the other generators, and since (G' ) < Z(G) , 
we have 1 = a., b"^. J' J a-, b. ^ , contradicting the assumption J J" 
r 
that r < r. S r . , On the other hand, if x = o^ for some t J J 
± 
1 5 J 5 i , we can similarly show that [a ., b - 1 , which is 
r 
( 
"J' "J-^  
again impossible. Hence S' is a minimal set. Since P is an 
abelian q-group, we have d{P) = 2i . // 
2.3J2 LEMMA. Suppose that > 0 . Let ^ s v < v^. Then 
a (G.) = 2a . 
P t 
Proof. Similar to the proof of the preceding lemma. // 
2.3.13. LEMMA. Let ^ < - 0 < i < a , where 
we set n^ = Pq = 0 . Then a^iG^) = 2i + 1 . 
Proof. By Corollary 2.3.8, ^""(G,) = ^''[Qin^, r^] ... 
Write 
We claim that the set 5 = jo^ , • • • , ^ ^^^ ' ' ' ' ' j ^^ ^ 
minimal set of generators for P . If not, we can delete at least one 
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V r 
element x from S . Suppose that x ' or ^ for some J 3 
1 S j S i- . Then x can be expressed in terms of the other 
r 
generators, and since Q.'^ (G') S Z{G) , we have that |_a ., J = 1 
J J 
in either case. This contradicts the assumption that 
ji 
r < n. -n.+r. < r. < r. . So suppose a: = a^ ^ . We then proceed as 
p ^ V V V 
follows. We would have a. ^ - a. a. b^ ... b. a for ttl 1 % \ % 
some c ^ ^ ^ ) • Commuting both sides with a. and b. , 
3 3 
1 ^ ;] S i , we get 
1 = a ., b . 
-3 3-
V r 
a ., b . - J ' J-
T .-r 
p i ' 7 Hence q divides X .q and y .q , and so q 
3 3 
V . 
3 X., u. . Write 
3 3 
r .-r r .-r 
3 X. = \\q ^ , u. = U'.t? ^  , J - 1, i . Then 
3 3 3 3 
^ 
X'.q 
- a^ ... a. ^ . 
By Lemmas 2.3.5 and 2.3.6, we may suppose that 
r . n . -n .+1'. 
o ^ a ^ ^ 
Hence 
Yt -n n. ^-n.+r. 
X|q X.q 
a'i ^  = (Z. • • • » t+1 t+1 
or € ^ (G') , where 
X - 1 - X , ^+l 1 1 
n. 
. - X'.q " ^^  % 
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Since r < n^.-n.+r. < ... < n. -n^+r^ , it follows that X is 
^+l ^ ^ ^+l 1 1 ' 
r 
prime to q , and hence € , which contradicts Lemma 2.3.9 
r 
since ^ 1 • Thus we have proved the minimality of S and so 
d(P) = 2i + 1 . 11 
We will be concerned only with the parity of O^CG^) • This is 
given by 
2.3.14 THEOREM, a {G) is even if n. -n.+r. < r < r. , 
1 S i < a , ov if 0 - r < V (when v > 0 J. 
a a 
0(G) is odd if r. ^ S r < n. -n .+r. , 0 s i < a , where we 
set n^ = = 0 . 
Proof. Since for all r > 0 , o (G) - O (GJ + a fc 1 and 
a is even, by Lemmas 2.3.4 and 2.3.10, it follows that O (G) 
and O^iG^) are of the same parity. The theorem then follows from 
Lemmas 2.3.11, 2.3.12 and 2.3.13. 11 
Since cr^C'^) j p > 0 , are isomorphism invariants, the next 
lemma is clear. 
2.3.15 LEMMA. If G = B , then o^{G) and are of the 
same parity for r > 0 . 
We can now prove the main result of this chapter. 
2.3.16 THEOREM. The aanonio decomposition for finite q-groups 
of class 2 with cyclic centre as given in Theorem 2.2.6 is unique up 
to isomorphism. 
Proof. Let G and H be non-trivial finite q-groups of class 
2 with cyclic centre expressed in canonic decompositions 
£7 
G = r^] ... Q [ n ^ , r j Q i l , I) ' ... Q U , 1) = , 
H = Q[m^, s j ... Q[m^, k) ^ . . . Qil, 1) = . 
It is trivial that G = H if a = g , I = k , = ^^^ ^i " ^i 
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for i = 1 , ..., a , and £ . = 6. for i = 1, I . 
'h 
So assume that G - E . 
Step 1. a = 0 . In this case, G^ - 1 . Suppose that 3 > 0 
Then, by Lemma 2.3.10, O {G) is even while, by Lemma 2.3.14, 
a {E) is odd, contradicting Lemma 2.3.15. Hence 3 = 0 . 
We may then assume that e^ > 0 , > 0 . Suppose I > k 
then by Lemmas 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, 
P^(^) = 2(e^ t ... t e ^ J > 0 = , 
where is a contradiction since p^(G^) is an isomorphism invariant. 
Hence I - k . From the relations P-(G^) = P^-(^) ? 
i - 0 , 1, . . . , Z--1 , we have 
e^ + ... + = t ... + , 
t ... t = + ... + 62 ' 
Hence £. = 6 . , i = 1, . . . , Z- . 
In the rest of this proof, we assume a > 0 . 
Step 2. We prove: ^^ ^ ~ ' 
By Step 1, 3 cannot be zero and so 3 > 0 . Clearly 
n m^ 
exponent of G and hence n^ = . If ^ , we may 
suppose that > • Then either > or > ^ for 
some 1 5 Y < a . If r > , then by Theorem 2.3.14, a^ {G) is 
3-
even and a {E) is odd, contradicting Lemma 2.3.15. However, if 
r > s > r for some 1 £ y < a , let s = max{n -n , s^} so 
Y 1 Y+l 
that s^^ s and n^^^-n^^v^ ^ « < . Hence by Theorem 
2.3.14, o {E) is odd and 0^{G) is even, again contradicting Lemma 
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2.3.15. Hence r, = s. . 1 1 
Since we will be referring frequently to Theorem 2.3.14- and Lemma 
2.3.15 and it is clear from the context that one or the other is being 
invoked, we will, for brevity, omit references to them. 
Step 3. We prove: if n . - m. , r. ~ s. , i = 1, v , 
where v < min{a, 6} , then n ^ - m ^ , v ^ - s 
' v + 1 v+1 ' v+1 v + 1 
First we show that r , = s^ , . If not, assume that v + 1 v + l 
V > s v + 1 v + 1 
Claim A: n^^^ = ^ ^^^ . 
Let u = n^^^ - n^ + , y = m^^^ % • Now > > 
and s > V > s , . Either s > r ^ - V or v > v , > s , , In V v+1 V v+1 v+1 v+1 
the first case, O (H) is even and O (G) is odd: a V r 
v + 1 v+1 
contradiction,- We must then have s^ > v > ^^^^ ^ ®v+l ' 
r > V > r , since y> - s . Also r > u > r , . If V v + 1 V V V v + 1 
r > V > u > v , , then a (G) is even and a {H) is odd: a V v+1 u u 
contradiction» However, if r > u > v > v , then o (G) is odd V v+1 V 
and Oy(ff) is even: a contradiction. Hence u - V , and so 
" v + 1 = '"v+l ^ 
Claim B: > s . > , for some V < A < a . A V+i A+i 
This is clear if p - 0 , So suppose r > 0 . If the claim is cx ^ 
false, then r > s , , so that a (G) is even and O (H) is 
" ®V+1 V+1 
odd: a contradiction. 
Finally we show that Claim B leads to a contradiction. Let 
W = n - n, + . Then w < u = v for we have A+1 A A 
u - w -- [n^^^-n^+i) + "" ° v < A . Now 
^A ^ ^ ^A+1 ^A ^ ^ + 1 - ^A+1 • ^^^^^^ ^A ^ - ^ 
W > s ^ r. , The first case implies that O (G) is even and V+ 1 A+1 
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O (H) IS odd. The other case implies that O (H) is odd and S , w V+1 
a (G) is even. Both cases lead to contradictions. Hence we must W 
have V . - s , . v+1 vtl 
To complete Step 3, we now prove that " • ^^ not, 
assume that ^ '"v+l " with u and v defined as in the 
proof of Claim A, we have u > v > = ' ^^ 
is even: a contradiction. Hence ~ '"v+l " 
Step 4. We prove: a = 6 c 
If not, assume that a > 3 , By Step 3, we have n. = m. , r. - s. U u u u 
for i = 1, ,.., 3 . Thus r < s^ , and hence a (G) is odd, 
and a (i?) is even: a contradiction. Of course, if Sg = 0 , 
then = 0 and so a must be equal to 3 • 
At this point of the proof, we have a = 3 , '^ i ' ^ ~ ' 
i = 1, ..., a , or G^ = H^ . 
Step 5. We prove: I = k , £ ^ = 6 ^ , i = 1, I . 
First we show that G^ = 1 implies H^ = I . For if H^ ^ 1 , we may 
suppose > 0 , and since G ^ E ^ , we have by Lemma 2.3.1, 
p^ = , and so by Lemmas 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, 
ofs + + 6 ] = 0 , which contradicts our assumption. Hence 
^ k ' ' ' 
= 1 . 
Lastly we assume > 0 , > 0 . As in Step 1, it is easily 
shown that I ^ k , - . i = 1, I . The proof is then 
complete, 11 
The uniqueness of the canonic decomposition for finite q-groups 
of class 2 with cyclic centre enables us to classify the closed 
classes of irreducible linear groups in N2 A B ^ . This classification 
<1 
will be given in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE IRREDUCIBLE LINEAR GROUPS IN N . A B 
= 2 = n 
q 
3.1 Preliminaries 
We will consider an irreducible linear group over a field E as 
an abstract group A together with a faithful irreducible £'/4-module 
U which is unique up to linear isomorphism. In this section the 
abstract group A under consideration belongs to ^ A ^ for some 
q 
fixed integer n > 0 and E is a field whose characteristic is prime 
to q . Under these conditions, a theorem of Brady, Bryce and Cossey 
[4] tells us that all faithful irreducible ff^-modules are linearly 
Isomorphic, and the choice of the faithful irreducible SA-module U 
is immaterial. We then denote the irreducible linear group 
E 
corresponding to A and U hy A , to emphasize the field E and 
E 
distinguish the linear group from the abstract group A . Clearly A 
is uniquely determined by the abstract group A and the field E . 
E E 
We define a linear factor of ^ as in 1.2, B is a linear 
E E E 
faatoT of A (written B -< A ) if there exists ^ Q - ^ such that 
A^/ker Uj = B as abstract groups for some irreducible M ^ - m o d u l e 
U. , 1 S j < r , in the decomposition, U = @ . . . ® J/ , into J ^ 
irreducible EA -modules U. , where U is the faithful irreducible 
0 'I' 
5"/!-module. 
In this section we denote GF(p) by K , where p is prime to 
q . We will show that we only need to consider the irreducible linear 
groups in ^ ^ ^ over a suitable splitting field. 
3 . 1 L E M M A . Let A be any finite q-group with ayalio centre 
and 4 ^ N A B. . Then there is a finite normal extension L of K 
q 
such that L is a splitting field for A . 
Proof. Let q^ be the exponent of A so that 0 5 m 5 n . Let 
0) 
^ 
-i > 0 , denote a primitive q'^-th root of unity. Then 
5U 
is a splitting field for A (70„2i4, Curtis and Reiner [6]). Since 
k[ij} ] is a finite extension of K , we have by 49o5cl, Warner [25], 
that there is an extension L of zfto ] which is a finite normal 
extension of K . Moreover L 3 z f c o ] 3 Z [ o o ] and hence L is a 
splitting field for A . // 
In the rest of this section L will always denote the finite 
normal extension of K in the above lemma, and will be kept fixed. 
3oK2 LEMMA, A^ if and only if B^ -< 
K K 
B -< A , then there exists < ^ such that U - U ® , . . ® U 
Proofo Let U he a faithful irreducible M-module, If 
1 r ' 
where the are irreducible M^-modules, and A^/kev U^ = B as 
abstract groups. By 70„15, Curtis and Reiner [6], we have 
= 7 ® „ . . W F , I s 
where the F. are irreducible L/l-modules and are Galois conjugates t 
of each other, and so ker V^ = - ker F^ = 1 . Hence the F^ are 
linearly isomorphic faithful irreducible M-modules= Now 
V @ 
11 
® V 
"li 
® e F @ V 
St 
where the F^ .^ are irreducible M^-moduleSo Also 
L 
= 
^11® 
V 
® U @ ... ® U ® ... ® U 
rl pm r-' 
where the U^ .^  are irreducible M^-modules and ker U^^ = ker U^ . 
Applying the Krull-Schmidt Theorem to [u^ ]^  U, , we have 
"11 = "11 
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say. If we consider A^ as the abstract group A acting on the 
faithful irreducible M - m o d u l e F, , then [F 1 , - V ® „. . ® 7 
1 ' " I M q 11 It^ ' 
a-nd A^fkev F^^^ = 4^/ker U^^ = A^/ker U ^ B , Hence B^ -< A^, 
Conversely, suppose that B^ -<. A^ . We again consider A ^ as 
A acting on V^ . Then there exists < A such that 
= @ . . . ® where the V^^ are irreducible M ^ - m o d u l e s 
and :4Q/ker = B . As in above, we get 7^^ S U^^ say, and so 
^^/ker U^ = A^/ker U^^ = A^/kev B , Hence ^ -( A^ . // 
E 
As in 1.2 we say that a class X of (isomorphism classes) of 
irreducible linear groups over a field E is olosed if it contains 
E 
every irreducible linear factor of every linear group in ^ . The 
(set-theoretic) union and intersection of such closed classes are 
again clearly closed. 
3.1,3 THEOREMo There is a one-to-one oorrespondenoe from the 
closed classes of irreducible linear groups over K belonging to 
^ „ onto the olosed classes of irreducible linear groups over L 
q 
belonging to N^ A B^  ^  . 
q 
Proof. Let ^ = : /I € ^ A B . Consider the class 
/ = : € /} . 
T K L 
By Lemma 3.1.2, ^ is closed. It is clear that X ^ gives the 
required correspondence. // 
3.2 Linear groups over a splitting field. 
In the section, A^ S , C , D will always denote irreducible 
linear groups over the splitting field L (of the preceding section) 
belonging to N^ A B. ^  . For simplicity we have omitted the super-
script L . A closer analysis of the relation of being a linear factor 
is required before a classification of closed classes could be given. 
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This analysis will be undertaken here. 
3„2ol THEOREMo C ^ B and B A implies that C -i A . 
Proof. Let U he a faithful irreducible L4-module, There 
exists A . < /I such that JJ„ = i/, ® . . , ® [/ , where the U are 
0 A^ 1 r ' V 
irreducible L.4^-modules and yl^/ker = B . Write i^/ker V^ = A^ 
Then U^ is a faithful irreducible M ^ - m o d u l e , and there exists 
A ^ < A ^ with ker U^ 5 < A^ such that 
where the U-. . are irreducible M -modules, and /4 /ker U = C . 
-L.^y _L J_ J—L 
Let ker U^^ = M^/ker U^ , so that A^/M^ = C . 
Now U^ is an irreducible M Q - m o d u l e , Hence 
where the V, are irreducible M -modules, and 
^ 1 
t 
n 
i=l 
ker V. = ker(f/J . = A r\ ker U = ker U^ 
For each 1 S i S t , define the action of A^ on V. by 
l ^ 
vx = vx for all v ^ V. , x A^ . 
^ 1 
This is well-defined since ker U S ker V. , Hence V. is an 
LX^-module. It is moreover irreducible. For if W is an 
lJ" -submodule of V. , then is also an L4 -submodule. 
Thus considered as M ^ - m o d u l e s , we have 
® . . . ® t/, = 7 ® . . . @ 7 . 
11 IS 1 t 
Therefore U^^ = say. As an M ^ - m o d u l e , the kernel of V^ is 
ker 7j^/ker U^ . Hence M^/kev U^ = ker V^/ker U^ , and so 
M ^ = ker V^ . We then have, as M^^-modules, 
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U A. U A = [u^]^ e ... @ [i; 
= F e . „. te F e . _ , 1 iy 
where 4^/ker V^ = ^ ^ " C -( A . // 
We need the following preliminary results. 
3.2.2 LEMMA. Let U and V be vector spaaes over a field F 
and let a and h he non-singular linear transformations of U and 
Y res-gectivelij such that a ® b - I . Then a - Xl ^ b ~ for 
some 0 A € F where I denotes the identity transformation. 
Proof. Fix some bases of U and V , and represent a and b 
as the matrices (<2. •] and {PT.-T] respectively-. By a suitable choi 
"Z-J K L 
of basis for [/ F , the matrix of a ® b may be written in the 
form 
a^^b a^^b 
a ^b a Jd rl r2 
a, b 
a 2r 
a b rr J 
where the a. .b are s x s block matrices. Hence 
s ^ 3 
where I is the s x s identity matrix, and 6. . is the Kronecker 
s "Z-J 
delta. Since b is non-singular, we have a.. + 0 , a.. - 0 if 
i + Q for i, J = 1, ,.. , r . For any fixed 1 < t S p , a^^b = 
implies that 
This holds for any i , and hence b^^ - b^^ ss = X 
- 1 
a -a =...= a = X 0 . In other words, a = Xl , b - X ""22 rr r s 
3„2.3 LEMMA. Let R, S, T, RT and ST be subgroups of a group 
G satisfying the following conditions: S <i R , ST ^ RT , i? n y < 5 
// 
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and R ^ N^iT) . Then R/S = RT/ST , 
Proof. Consider the following mapping 
(p : R/S , 
xy ^ xS for all x ^ R , y € T 
Since i? n y < 5 ^ (p £3 well-defined. We verify that cp is a 
homomorphism: for all x^, x^ ^ R , yj^, y^ ^ ^ , 
= (ic^a;^}^ , since R 5 N^(T) , 
Clearly cp is onto and ST < ker cp . Conversely if xy € ker cp for 
some X ^ R , y ^ T , then xS' = 1 and so x € 5 . Hence 
ker cp = ST and RT/ST = R/S = // 
3.2.4 LEMMA. Let U and V be faithful irreducible LA- and 
LB-modules respectively. Then the outer tensor product U # V is a 
faithful irreducible L{AB)-module where AB denotes the central 
product of A and B with cyclic centre. 
Proof. We may assume that ZiA) is identified with a subgroup 
of Z(S) so that the central product of A and B with cyclic centre 
may be written in the form G = A><B/N , where 
N = s] : s e Z(A)} . By 2.1, Chapter 3 , Gorenstein [9], we may 
suppose that us - ^u , vz = Xy for all u ^ U , y € F , Z(A) 
and some 0 X ^ L . Moreover U # V is an irreducible L(A>'B)-
module by 7.1, Chapter 3, Gorenstein [9]. Clearly N < ker i/ # F . 
Conversely if {a, b) ^ ker U # V , then a <Si b = 1 and so a - Ul , 
b - iT^I for some 0 y € L , by Lemma 3.2.2. Hence a € Z(A) and 
= , and so (a, b) ^ N . It follows that U if V is a faithful 
irreducible LG~module=, // 
3.2.5 LEMMA. Let U be a faithful irreducible LA-module. 
Suppose that ^Q 2 A and U^ = U.^® ... ® U^ where the U^ are 
irreducible LA -modules. Then Z{A) kev U . = 1 , i = 1 , ... , r . 
0 '' 
Proof. Let x ^ Z{A) ker U. . Define 
U 
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U^ {u i U •. ux = u} . 
Then U is an M-module. For if a i A , then {ua)x = ua 
implies that ua ^ U^ . Since U is irreducible, either ^Q ^ 
U^ = U . But U^ 0 . Hence U^ = U that is, x € ker t/ = 1 . // 
We can now prove the following interesting result. 
3.2o6 THEOREM^ C -( ^ and D ^ B implies that CD AB , 
where AB, CD denote oentral products with oyclio centres. 
Proof. Let U and V be faithful irreducible LA~ and 
LS-modules respectively. By Lemma 3.2.4, W = U # V is a faithful 
irreducible LG-module, where G = AxB/N with 
N - {[z"^, s] : s ^ Z(A)} . (Without loss of generality, we can 
identify Z(A) with a suigroup of Z(B) ,) 
Now there exist A^ ^ A and B^ S B such that 
U. = f/-, ® ... ® [/ , = F @ ... © y , where the U, and F. 
1 r ' B^ 1 s ' t J 
are irreducible LB^-modules respectively, and 
A^/kev U^^ C , Sg/ker 
We claim that 
z[A^/kev f/^) = z(/4Q)ker f/^/ker U^ , 
z[B^/ker V^] = z[B^]ker 7^/ker V^ . 
For let € z[A^/ker U^ with € . Then [x^, a] = 1 for 
all ^ ^ ^ Q implies that [x, a] ? ker U^ r) z(A) - 1 by Lemma 3-.2o5. 
Similarly for z(BQ/ker F^) . Hence we have 
z[A^/ker i/J = , z(BQ/ker fJ = (y) 
for some a; € Z[AQ] , Y € Z[B^ . By 2.1, Chapter 3, Gorenstein [9], 
ux = 'ku , vy = V-V 
for all u (i U^ , V i V^ and some 0 ^  A , \i i L . Without loss of 
_ k I assume that X = q , y 
IJ are q^-th and roots of unity respectively, and we may 
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l-k l-k 
suppose X = . Put = X , = , so that x^ > y^ 
^ - 1 ^ 
' is a monomorphism of { x) into Define N^ 
and ^Q ~ { y ) • Note also that 
z[a^] 5 ker U^) , z[b^] = iy, ker . 
Let us first consider VI as an irreducible L(i4xB)-module so 
that in the decomposition 
0 0 0 0 
= (f/^  # F^] ^ ... ^  Vj , 
U^ # is an irreducible 1,(4x5)-module and has kernel N^N^ , where 
N = ker U x ker F^ . 
We can also consider f/ as a faithful irreducible LG-module. 
Put G - [a xB ]n/N ; then in the decomposition W^ - [U^ ^  ^ '' 0 0 0 Q 
^ ^^ ^^ irreducible Lff^-module and has kernel K^ - N^N^N'N . 
Moreover 
= /N^N^ by Lemma 3,2.3, 
where = A^/ker U^ , \ - B^/kev F^ . But is the 
central product CD , Hence CD AB . // 
The next lemma is useful. 
3,2,7 LEMMA. Let G be a monolithia group and let N^ ^ G 
such that n iV. = 1 for some index set I . Then N^ = 1 for some 
ia 
i i I . 
Proof. Let 1 N be the monolith of G . Then N^ > N if 
iV ^ 1 So if ^ 1 for all i € J , then R ff^ > ff ^  1 , a 
i 
contradiction. Hence N^ = 1 for some i i I . // 
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We then have 
3.2„8 LEMMA, Let S A such that ^^ has ayolia centre. 
Then A^ is an ivreduoible linear group and A^ -( A , 
Proof. Let ^ be a faithful irreducible M - m o d u l e . Then 
U. = U^ ^ . . , (B U 
p 
where the U. are irreducible M^-modules and fl ker U. = 1 . 
0 . , ^ 
^ = l 
Clearly A^ is monolithic and ker U^ < A^ , i = 1, r . Hence 
from Lemma 3.2.7, ker U. = 1 for some 1 S j S r , and so U. is a 
^ J 
faithful irreducible M ^ - m o d u l e and A^ A . 11 
A subgroup of A does not necessarily determine a linear factor 
of A uniquely. But we can give the following sufficient condition, 
3.2.9 THEOREM. I f A^ ^ A ^ then A^ uniquely determines a 
linear factor of A . 
Proof. Let U he a faithful irreducible M - m o d u l e . Then by 
Clifford's Theorem, we have 
- . . . ^U^ , 
where the U . are irreducible M -modules and are conjugates of each ly U 
other. 
First we show that ker U ^ ^ = where ^ ^ ^ » 
a ^ A , is a conjugate of U^ . For let x € ker U^^ ; then for all 
u ^ Uj^ , u - u o X - u[a xa] where o denotes the action of A 
. Hence a ^xa i. ker , or x (ker f/,]^ . Conversely 1 
(ker < ker 
Next we show that for all 1 S i , j ^ r , A^/kev U^ = A^/ker U^ 
Now U . is a conjugate of U. ; that is, U . - u'f'^ for some 
J "Z- J "Z-
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a ^ A . It has been shown above that ker U. = kerff/.l'^  - The 
t J-* 
mapping, 
e : -^^/(ker U 
X ^ x^[ker , 
0 
is an epimorphism with ker 6 = ker U . . Therefore 
J 
A^/kev U^. = ^ ^/[ker U^]^ ^ A^/kev U^ . In other words, each U^ 
gives rise to only one and the same irreducible linear group- // 
There is an interesting connection between the relation of being 
a linear factor and the numbers p. (/I) defined in 2.3. 
t' 
3,2.10 THEOREM. If B A , then p.(S) < p.(^) , i > o . 
'V 
Proof. Since S -< A , there exist ^Q - ^ and N o A^ such 
that A^/N = B and E Z{A) - 1 (Lemma 3.2.5). In particular, 
B ^ A'^ = 1 and hence = z[A^E/N . We have 
~ Z[A^)N/E 
Z{A) , 
by Lemma 3.2.3. Write 
A = d!^[A/z{A)] , B = Q!'[B/Z{B)) 
ZW)/Z(4) . 
Then B = A^/N^ and A^ ^ A . Since A is an abelian q-group, 
d(B) = dil^/N^] 5 d[A^] < dil) . // 
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We now give some easy examples of linear factors« 
3.2J1 LEMMA. 
il) Q{n, 0) -( Qin, 1) Q{n, n-l) -< Q{n, n) . 
(ii) Qin-l, v-1) -< Qin, r) , 0 < r < n . 
Proof. (i) Obviously Q{n, 0) ^ Q(n, 1) . Suppose that 
0 < p S n , Let A = Q{n, v) ^ i a, b) and let V be a faithful 
irreducible M-module. Put A^ ^ i a, b^) . Then in the decomposition 
U. = U^ ® . . . ® U 
into irreducible L^_-modules, there is some U. , 1 S i S s , such 
n-l 
that cf ker U. . Also A' n ker U. = 1 by Lemma 3o2.5, Hence 
Yl 4 /ker U. has exponent q , cyclic centre and derived group of u % 
v-i ~ exponent q . Therefore /4 /ker U. - Qin, r-l) and so U u 
Qin, r-1) -< Qin, r) . 
Let A = Qin, r)=(a,b), 0 < r < n . Take 
A^ = (a^, b) . By the same argument as in (i) , there is an irreducible 
n-l M^-module U^ such that A^/ker U^ has exponent q , cyclic 
r-1 
centre and derived group of exponent q so that 
AJkev U. - Qin-1, r-1) . 11 U "V 
We have gathered enough information on linear factors to allow us 
to give a classification of the closed classes of irredicuble linear 
groups in IL, A ^  when q is an odd prime. This is done in an 
q 
Inductive process. Though essentially qualitative in description, it 
enables us to prove some interesting results. 
3.3 A classification of the closed classes 
In this section, q is an odd prime and n is a fixed integer 
greater than 1 . We denote by Q^ the class of all the irreducible 
linear groups in N2 A B^  ^  for 1 < i S n . To simplify the 
1 
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terminological presentation of results, we adopt the convention that 
an empty class is closed. The symbols X , Z^  will always denote 
closed classes in ^ , possibly with subscripts or superscripts, and 
X, Y, Z will denote irreducible linear groups in Q^ . for any two 
linear groups X ; and Y , we denote by XY the central product of X 
and Y with cyclic centre. Inclusion between two closed classes will 
be denoted by 5 . 
For every closed class X < Q ^ , we define the following classes 
Li^ ^ in , i = 0 , 1 , ..., n-1 , J = 0 , 1 , ... 
^ {X ^ : Q(n, i)X ^ X} , i = 0, 1, ... , n-1 , 
= ^ : Qin, n)^X 6 x | , j = 0 , 1 , ... , 
where n)*^ = 1 . Note that some of them may be empty. 
3.3«1 LEMMA. The classes X., X^ are closed. 
=^ = 
Proof. We may suppose that ^ is non-empty. Let 
Y -< X ^ X. . Then Q{n, i)Y H Qin, i)X by Theorem 3.2.5. Since 
L' 
Qin, i)X ^ X by definition, and X is closed, it follows that 
Qin, i)Y ^ X and so Y C X . . Hence X . is closed. Similarly for 
^ . // 
3.3.2 LEMMA. 
... ... . 
Proof. Let X € ^ . Then by Theorem 3.2.8, X "< Qin, 0)X ^ X 
and hence I € X , that is, I € X° . Therefore ^ 5 X° . Next 
suppose that 0 < i < n and X ^ ^ . Then from Lemma 3,2.11 and 
Theorem 3.2.5, we have Qin, i-l)X -( Qin, i)X ^ X and so 
Qin, i-l)X € X , that is, X € • Hence ^ < . 
Finally let X ^ ^ , J > 0 . Then 
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Q{n, nf h -< Qin, n)^X € X and hence Q{n, nf ^Z € X ; so 
j-1 X ^ ^  . The second chain of inclusions is thus proved. // 
In the rest of the discussion in this section. Theorems 3.2,1, 
3.2.6, and 3.2.8 and Lemma 3.2.11 will be frequently used. For the 
sake of brevity, we shall omit references to them. It will be clear 
from the context which one of them has been used. 
We define the index of a non-empty closed class X to be the 
number sup{j : Q{n, n)^ € X) , which may be infinite. We set the 
index of an empty class to be -1 . 
3»3,3 THEOREM. ^ is properly contained in if and only if 
the index of ^ is finite. 
Proof. Sufficiency is easy. The necessity part follows 
immediately if we can show that every irreducible linear group ^ ^ 
j 
is a factor of Q{n, n) for some j > 0 . Let 0 < s 5 m 5 n . 
Then 
Q(m, s) -< Qim, 0)§(s, s) Q{n, 0)Q{n, s) -< Q{n, n)^ , 
Since X is a central product of the Q{m, s) , it follows that 
X -< Qin, n)^ for some sufficiently large integer j > 0 . // 
3.3.4 COROLLARY„ If X is properly contained in , then ^ 
is empty for all j > index of ^ . 
Proof. The index of ^ is finite by the preceding theorem. 
Suppose ^ is non-empty for some j > index of X . Then for some 
j 5 index of X , contradicting the choice of j . 11 
Evidently X determines a sequence 
(X) = io' =1' = ' = ' ••• Closed classes in , 
V 
but an arbitrary sequence of closed classes in does not 
necessarily arise in this way. The classes ^ satisfy certain 
properties which distinguish the sequence (p from an arbitrary 
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sequence. This leads us to the next definition. 
A sequence (Y) = (y^  , Y ^, . . .} of closed 
classes Y^ in is called a closed sequence of ^ ^ if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) if 0 5 fe 2 i < n , Z 6 , ^ € ^^d 
Q{n, k)Z -< Qin, i)Y , then Z i Y^ 
(ii) if 0 S i < n , Z C , ^ ^ ^  and Z H Qin, i)Y , 
then Z ^ Y ; 
(iii) if 0 < Z. 5 J , Z e 0 , , J ^ Y . and 
Q{n, n)^Z -< Qin, nfl , then Z € Y , , 
(iv) if 0 S i < n , J > 0 , Z € , Y € and 
Qin, i)Z -( Qin, nf I , then Z € Y. , 
We order the closed sequences of ^^ follows: i^) 5 
if Y. 5 Z. , i = 0, 1, ... . We also define the union and 
intersection of closed sequences by 
(Y) U (Z) = (IqU^, Y^UZ^, ...} , 
(Y) n (z) = (Yq^Zq' h ^ h ' • 
The next lemma shows that these definitions are meaningful. 
3o3,5 LEMMAo If (J) and (Z) are closed sequences of , 
then (Y) u (z^) and (Y) n are also closed sequences of • 
Proof. Let X. = Y. U , i = 0, 1, ... . Clearly the X. 
are closed. We have to verify that they satisfy the required conditions. 
Firstly let 0 < k < i < n , Z ^ , J ? ^  and 
Qin, k)Z Qin, i)Y . Since Y belongs to X^ ov , and 
(Y), iZ) are closed sequences, it follows that Z belongs to Y^ or 
Z that is, Z e X. . The remaining three conditions are similarly 
verified. Likewise for X^ Z^ • // 
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To see that closed sequences do exist and arise in a natural way, 
we give the following two lemmas. 
3.3.6 LEMMA. For any closed class X S Q^ ^ the sequence 
(X) = = ... 
is a closed sequence of Q^ ^ . 
Proof. If we rewrite ^ = X . , j = 0, 1, ... , we can easily 
-'ytJ 
check that the required conditions for closed sequences are satisfied 
by the X . , i = 0 , l , . . . . // 
3.3.7 LEMMA, For any closed sequence (Y) of ^ , 
Y > Y > Y > > Y 4 - ^ - =1 - • •' - 4 - 1 ^ 
Y > Y > Y ^ > . =n =n+l =n+2 
Proof. The proof is straightforward. To illustrate, we show 
that for 0 < i < n , Y . 5 Y . . Suppose J € Y. ; then =1.-1 
since i-l)I -( Q{n , i)I , we have, by the definition of a 
closed sequence, Y € X- , • // 
The classification of closed classes in is almost trivial.. 
Under the operations of (set-theoretic) union and intersection, the 
closed classes in ^^ form a chain lattice by virtue of the fact that 
1 Q(l, 0) ^ 6(1, 1) Q(l, 1)^ -< ... . 
We reduce the problem of the classification of closed classes in Q^ 
to that in . Thus a complete knowledge of closed classes in 
classifies closed classes in Q^ by an inductive process. In fact, 
we will show that the closed classes in Q^ are determined by the 
closed sequences of • 
3.3.8 THEOREM. There is a one-to-one covres-pondence from the 
closed classes of Q^ onto the closed sequences of . 
A closed class X is properly contained in ^ if and only if 
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the corresponding closed sequence (X) has only finitely many 
non-empty closed classes. 
Let X ^ (X) and Y ^ (Y) . Then 
(i) X U Y ^ ( p U (Y) , 
(ii) X n X ^ ( p n (Y) , 
(iii) X 5 X if and only if (g) s (Y) . 
Proof. For every ^ - ^ , the sequence 
(X) = ' • = • s ' 5 i » ' • • is a closed sequence of ^ ^^  by 
Lemma 3.3.6c Conversely, given any closed sequence (X) = (y^? X^j 
let 
- {Q(n, i)Y : Y € Y.} , i = 0, 1, ... , n-1 , 
t' "^ly 
nYY : Y , , J = o, 1, . 
Set ^ to be the empty class if ^ is empty. Define 
n-1 00 
X = U ^ u U s 
Then ^ is a closed class since the properties of closed sequences 
ensure that every linear factor of ^ belongs to some S^^ , Now 
if we define the closed classes X., as usual, then it is easily =t 
seen that 
X. - Y• ' ^ = 0, 1, . . . , n-1 , 
ly 
i , J = 0,1, ... . 
To illustrate, we show that X. = Y^ . . Let J C Y• ' ^y 
definition, Q{n, i)Y ^ ^  and so J € ^  . Conversely if X € ^  , 
then i)Z ^ X and so Q{n, i)X ^ S. , Hence 
— u 
Qin, = Qin, i)Y for some I € Y^ , or Q{n, i)X -< Q(n, i)Y . 
Since (Y) is a closed sequence, X ^ Y^ . Hence ^ = X^ • 
Consider the following correspondence 
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X ^^ (X) = ^ , 21, 5 • • • 5 n 5 21 ? 21 5 =0 —i —n-1 — — 
It is clear that this is one-to-one. By the above remarks, this gives 
a one-to-one correspondence from the closed classes of Q onto the 
closed sequences of ^ ^^  . 
^ ^ 5 "tl^ en by Corollary 3.3.4, only finitely many of the 
^ are non-empty. Conversely, if (X) has only finitely many 
non-empty closed classes, then is empty for some j > 0 and so 
the index of ^ is finite. Hence X is properly contained in 
by Theorem 3.3.3. 
Write ^ = ^  ^ X • Evidently we have 
Z . = X . U Y . , i = 0 , l , ,.., n-1 , =1- =2, =2. ' ' ' ' ' 
2 J U , J = 0 , 1, . . . . 
Hence Z (Z) = = (21) U (Y) . Similarly 
for X X • last assertion follows from the fact that X - i 
if and only if X . S Y . , ^ < ^ , i = 0, 1, n-1 , 
J = 0, 1, ... , // 
As an application of the above theorem, we have 
n a b =2 = n 3.3.9 THEOREM. The lattice of suhvavieties of ^ 
containing ^ a B ^ is distributive. 
q 
Proof. By Theorem 1.2.1 and Lemma 1.2.2, it is sufficient to 
show that the lattice of closed classes in Q^ is distributive. We 
use induction on n . This is obviously true when n = 1 since 
is a chain. So suppose that n > 1 and that the lattice of closed 
classes in is distributive. Write 
£ = X n ( ^ p , 
T = (xny) u (xnz) , 
where 21, 1, Z S 0 . By Theorem 3.3.8, we have 
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£ ^ (£) = 
T ^ (T) = 
l o ' ••• 
where 
= ^ ^ [li^Z^] , i = 0, 1, n-1 , 
sf = n [fKjJ] , J = 0, 1, ... , 
= ^ , i = 0, 1, n-1 , 
f = ( ^ V ) ^ tfV) . J = 0 , 1 , . . . . 
Since the Y^, ^ are in , we have by the induction 
hypothesis, S^ . = T^. , S"^  = r^ , i = 0, 1, . . . , n-1 , j = 0, 1, ... =t =1-
Hence (£) = (T) and so S = T . 11 
We give another proof of a well-known theorem of Brady, Bryce and 
Cossey. 
of ^ 
3.^3,10 THEOREM (Brady, Bryce and Cossey [4]). The subvavieties 
are finitely based for q odd. n a b 
=2 = n q 
Vvoof. It is again sufficient to show that the closed classes in 
Q ^ satisfy the descending chain condition. Evidently this is true 
for n = 1 since is a chain. So suppose that n > 1 and that 
the closed classes in satisfy the descending chain condition. 
Let 
X, > ... > Xj > X, > ... 
be a descending chain of closed classes in £ , and let the corresponding 
closed sequences of ^^ given by 
W " [4,0' h,n-V ' ^ = 1' 2, ... . 
We then have the following descending chains in = 
••• ' 
J = 0, 1, ... . 
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Each chain in ('0 terminates by the induction hypothesis and since 
there are only finitely many chains in (-0, there exists r > 0 such 
that 
Now clearly, index of > index of ^ > .., . If the index of ^ 
is infinite for all k = 1, 2, ,., , then by Theorem 3.3.3, X^ = ^ 
for all k = 1, 2, , So suppose I is the smallest positive 
integer for which the index of ^^ < °° , that is, 
index of ^ 5 w = index of X^ for all k > I . Consequently if 
J > ^ , ^ is empty for all k > I by Corollary 3.3.U. By 
hypothesis, the remaining chains in ("-'0 also terminate, that is, for 
J = 0, 1, .,0, m = Hence there exists s > 0 such that ^ ~ ~ 
for J = 0, 1, - ., m , and ^ is empty for all k > s and j > m . 
In other words. 
X^ = X^ = . . . , j = 0, 1, ... . ==s =stl 
Put t - max{r, s} . Then ^ = = ... . 11 
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CHAPTER 4 
SYMPLECTIC MODULES AND LINEAR AUTOMORPHISMS 
The structure of alternating bilinear forms on vector spaces over 
a field is well-known: see, for example, Artin [J], Huppert [?6] and 
Lang [IS]. In M-.l, we study the structure of alternating bilinear 
forms on modules (not necessarily free) over Z , the ring of 
OL 
integers modulo q , where q is an odd prime. However, for our 
purposes, we do not need the full generality of the corresponding 
results in the case of vector spaces. We introduce the notion of a 
non-degenerate symplectic module U over Z and define, in the 
natural way, the group Sp{U) of isometries of U . By a method 
analogous to that of Huppert [16], we calculate the order of SpiU) 
by enumerating the "hyperbolic pairs" of U . 
In 4.2 we reduce the problem of calculating the order of 
lin aut G , the group of linear automorphisms of G where G is a 
finite (^-group of class 2 with cyclic centre (q odd) , to one of 
calculating the order of a certain subgroup of SpiU) for some 
non-degenerate symplectic module U over Z ^ . This involves an 
q 
elaborate enumeration of "quasi-hyperbolic pairs". The order of 
lin aut G will be needed in the next chapter. 
Finally in 4,3, we give some extensions of certain results of 
Winter [26]. Though not essential to the develo pnent of the next 
chapter, they are of independent interest. 
4.1 Symplectic modules over z 
a 
Let us recall some terminologies on rings and modules. Let i? 
be a commutative ring with unity, and V a unitary i?-module. A 
finite set of elements of U , , . . . , u^} , is linearly 
independent (over i? ) if: K^u^ + ... • + = 0 , where ^^ i R , 
implies that = 0 for all i = 1, r . Otherwise {u^, ..., u^) is 
linearly dependent. A basis of U is a linearly independent set of 
generators for U . We will be concerned with finitely generated 
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modules only. U is free if and only if there is a basis of U . If 
u^, . . . , u^ ^ U , then (u^, u^) denotes the submodule generated 
by u^, . An element of U is said to be a torsion element 
if ^u - 0 for some 0 t ^ i R otherwise u is torsion-free. An 
element ^ of R is invertible if KV = 1 for some € i? . 
An R-bilinear form on U is a map f : U^U R which satisfies 
the following conditions for all u , V, W ^ U and all ^ ^ R : 
f{u+v, w) = f i u , w) + f ( v , w) , 
f i u , v+w) = f i u , v) + f i u , w) , 
fiKu, V) = Zfiu, V) = f i u , Kv) . 
We say that f is an alternating R-hilinear form if f i u , u) - 0 
for all u ^ U . If / is alternating, it is easily verified that 
f i u , v ) = - f i v , u) for all u , V i U . For simplicity, we write 
i u , v ) for f i u , v ) . I f u , V ^ U , then u \_ V means that 
i u , V ) = 0 . Similarly, if X and Y are subsets of U , then 
X \_Y means that i x , y ) = 0 for all x i X and all y ^ I . 
However, if V is a submodule of U , vie write ^ - j_ 
denote that V = V^ V^ and V^ . For any subset S of U , 
we define 
S^ - [u i U : iu, x) = Q for all x i S] . 
We say that f , or ( • , • ) , is non-degenerate if U = 0 . 
In this section, we only consider the case when R - Z ^ . Since 
q 
R is then finite, it follows that every basis of a finitely generated 
free i?-module U has the same number of elements, which is called 
the dimension of U and is denoted by dim U . We start off with the 
following observation. 
4 J . 1 LEMMA. Let U he a free Z ^module, and Y a free 
q 
Z -submodule of U . Then every Z -basis of Y can be extended to a q q 
a Z -basis of U . 
uc q 
Proof. Let {u^, u^] be a basis of f/ , and {v^, V 
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a basis of F . Now y, = + ... + ? u for some ^ Z ^ . 
I l l r r t a 
a-1 
Then C • is Invertible for some 1 5 j < r ; otherwise q V = 0 . 
3 1 
We may assume that ^^ is invertible. Then 
and {y^, u ^ , -..j u^} is a linearly independent set. For if 
q 
then S^n^u^ ^ + ••• + - 0 , and hence 
" ° ^  h ^ l ^ = 2, So = i = 1, . . . , r . 
Since U is then generated by {y^, u^, u^} we have 
^2 " ^ ^2^2 • • • + ^r^r h ^ ^ a ' ^^^^ S' 
06—1 Ct—1 
is invertible for some 2 < J S r . If not, then q - q ^^^ 
ct-1 
and so q y^ = 0 , which is impossible. We may assume that ^^ 
invertible. It is easily checked that {y^, v ^ , u ^ , ..., u^} is 
linearly independent and hence is a basis of U . In this w a y , we 
replace s elements of [u^, ..., u^] by those of {v^, ..., V t o 
produce another basis of U . / / 
We now define the object under study. A finitely generated 
Z -module i/ is a symplectio module (over Z ^ ) if there is an 
alternating Z -bilinear form defined on V . If the bilinear form 
q 
is non-degenerate, then U is said to be non-degenerate. The 
bilinear form is, of course, kept fixed once it is chosen. We will be 
mainly interested in non-degenerate symplectic modules. In particular, 
the free ones are easily characterized. 
4 .1 . 2 LEMMA. Let V be a free non-degenerate syrrpleotio module 
over Z . Then U ^ i u^, v . . . u^, v^) , where 
q 
[u., v^] = 1 , i = 1 , n . 
Proof. We use induction on dim U . It is clear that dim U > 2 
If dim U - 2 , there is nothing to prove. So assume that dim U > 2 
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and that the result in the lemma is true for all non-degenerate 
submodules of U of dimension less than dim U . 
Let {w^, w^ be a basis of U , r > 2 . We may assume 
that [w^, wj = 1 . For if (w^, w^) E o (mod q) for i = 1 , r , 
then q'^ '^W ^ U - 0 , which is a contradiction; so (w , w.) is 
J. J. 'V 
invertible for some 2 5 i < p . Choose elements of U , 
J. 
such that X . ^(w , w ) , i = 3, . . . , r . This is done by taking 
-L ^ 
= (w , w.] , n= = -[w , w.] . It is easily checked that 
'Ty J. ly J- % 
{w , w , x „ , X } is linearly independent. Hence ± Z o T* 
U ^ i w ^ , w^) I v , 
1 J. 
where V - i x ^ , . . . , x^) . Evidently 0 = U = V and dim V < dim U . 
Thus by the induction hypothesis, V is of the form in the lemma. 
Consequently U has the required form. // 
If we remove the condition of "freeness" on our modules, we have 
4o1,3 LEMMA- Let U be a non-degenerate s y r n p l e c t i o module ovev 
Z . Then U - U . . . \ U , where U . - 0 or 
a 1 — a ^ 
q 
U - i u . ^ , " i n . ) ^ ^ ^ 
[ u . . , V . . ] = q"--^ , J = 1, ..., n^ , 1 S i S a . 
Proof. We can consider U as a finite abelian q-group of 
ct 
exponent < q so that t/ is a direct sum of cyclic c^-groups. If 
U is a homocyclic of exponent q , then U is a free non-degenerate 
symplectic module over Z and hence is taken care of by Lemma 
U.1.2. However, if U is homocyclic of exponent q , 1 5 3 < a , 
we have 
0 = [ q ^ x , y] = q ^ { x , y) for all x , y ^ U , 
ahd hence { x , y) = 0 (mod • In other words, { x , y) = ^ 
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for some 0 < A < , Clearly x, y determine A uniquely modulo 
q . We can then turn JJ into a free non-degenerate symplectic module 
over Z g by defining the appropriate bilinear form on V as 
q 
follows , 
(• , '). : t/xy ^  z „ , 
(x, y)^ - q ^^ y) for all x, y i U . 
It is a routine to check that (•, )^ has the desired properties. 
We ca:n then apply Lemma 4 = 1.2 to U , 
So assume that 
1 s ^t ' 
where the order of x. is , 1 5 3 5 a , for i = 1, s , and 
< 1/ , . . . , y } is of exponent < q^ . Then V - ( x , . . . , x > is a I t ; I S 
free symplectic module over Z by the preceding remarks. It is 
1 
moreover non-degenerate. For suppose there exists 0 ^ x ^ V V 
6-1 J-If X is torsion-free, then 0 q a : € 7 n 7 . if a: is a 
torsion element, then x = q x' for some 1 5 6 < 6 and some 
torsion-free element x' . In any case, there is an element 
0 f c^'^x' € 7 n . Hence 
(/'^x', y] = - 0 for all jy € < z/^ , . .. , jy^  > , 
6-1 ^ 
and so O^q x' € U , which is a contradiction. 
As remarked in the first paragraph, we have 
7 = ... , 
where (x' ,, x'} = , t = 1, m • We now use induction on 
a to complete the proof. If a = 1 , there is nothing to prove. So 
assume that a > 1 and that the result in the lemma holds for all 
non-degenerate symplectic modules over Z where 1 5 Y < a . First 
q 
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we choose e l e m e n t s o f U , 
2m 
w . = I .x' f , i = 1, t , 
1 
such t h a t w^ V , i = 1 , t , T h i s i s done by t a k i n g 
E v i d e n t l y [/ = K J_ f/ where = . , . , > , S ince [/ i s 
n o n - d e g e n e r a t e , V must a l s o be n o n - d e g e n e r a t e ( o v e r Z ) . 
0!" 
q. 
R-1 We c l a i m t h a t i s o f exponen t S . For we have 
3 - 1 , ^-1 1, 
= " ° s i m i l a r l y , " ° ' 
Hence ^w. = 0 , i = 1 , t , M o r e o v e r , ( w , w ' ) = 0 
(mod f o r a l l W, w ' € A/ s i n c e w ' ) = w ' ) = 0 
We can t h e n t u r n V i n t o a n o n - d e g e n e r a t e s y m p l e c t i c module o v e r 
Z by d e f i n i n g an a p p r o p r i a t e b i l i n e a r f o r m on VI as f o l l o w s , 
q. 
C , : A^ xV ^  Z , 
q. 
{W, W ' } ^ - w ' ) f o r a l l w , w ' e W . 
T h a t ( • , s a t i s f i e s t h e r e q u i r e d c o n d i t i o n s i s e a s i l y v e r i f i e d . 
S i n c e 3 - 1 < a , we can a p p l y t h e i n d u c t i o n h y p o t h e s i s t o W t o g e t 
where W. = 0 o r W. .. I y i m ) ' 
i = 1 , , 6 - 1 , and [ x ^ ^ , y ^ j ] ^ ^ q^ ^ , j = 1 , , 
1 5 i <• 6 - 1 . W r i t e = , ^ . = , 
i = 1, m , 
^ . , .•= X.. , V . - y . . , j = l , 6 - 1 , u 
U 0 = 7 , U „ . = f/. , i 1, ..., 6-1 . a - 6 + l ' a - 6 + ^ + l t 
Then U has the required form in the lemma. 11 
A d e c o m p o s i t i o n o f U o f t h e above f o r m i s c a l l e d a sympleotiG 
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deoomposition of V , and the set of ordered pairs of elements of U , 
: J ^ 1, o.., n^ , 1 5 i S a) , is called a sympleotio 
set corresponding to that particular decomposition of U , Thus we can 
associate to each non-degenerate symplectic module U over Z ^ a 
f i n i t e s e q u e n c e [n , . . . , 1' '""' "a-
the above decomposition of U , We call 
where we set n. = 0 if U. = 0 in 
^ V 
, n a the 
sympleotio sequence of f/ . The following theorem will justify our 
calling it so. But first we define isomorphism between two 
non-degenerate symplectic modules 11 and V over Z 
q 
a 
U and V 
are said to be isomorphic if there is a module isomorphism T : U 
from U onto V such that (uT, u'x)^ - (u, u') for all 
V 
lA, u' C U , where (', •) and (•, O Q are the bilinear forms on U 
and V respectively, 
4 . 1 . 4 THEOREM. Two non-degenerate sympleotio modules over Z 
Qi 
are isomorphic if and only if they have the same symplectic sequence. 
Proof. Let symplectic decompositions of the non-degenerate 
c symplectic modules U and V over Z be given by uc 
u ^ u 
1 -
u — a 
and where U. = ( u. ^  , v '> . . . \ (u. , v. /, ^ = l, 
t ^ 
V = V. , . , I 7 , w h e r e V. = ( x.^ , y . . . . ( x. , y. / , 1 — — a ' t ^ l ' — z m . ^ t m J 
V % 
i = 1, . .. , a . 
Suppose that U and V are isomorphic. Then there is a module 
isomorphism T from U onto V such that 
{ui, u'T) = {u, u') for all u, u' ^ U , 
where we have also denoted the bilinear form on V by (', ') since 
there is no confusion in doing so. Write 
= , yl. - v..r , i . 1, n. , l 5 a , 
and v. ^ U.T , i = 1, a . Then V = Ut ^ V 
'Ty ^ X V' , where — a ' 
7'. = , w' > . . . I (x ' . , y\ ) , £ = 1, a . 
x\ . and y'- . each has order q^ . For we have 
a- i+1 , , ] a - i + l f , , ^ 
, a-i+1 , „ ^ a - i t , ^  . ^ ot-i , , and so j:' = 0 , but q x W 0 since q x. y. . 
I 
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We claim that 
= q ^ 0 
Thus considered as a finite abelian q-group, 7 is a direct sum of 
OL Ct—1 
q -cycles , q -cycles , ... , and q-cycles. Likewise 
the decomposition V'= V^ _ - shows that 7 is a direct sum 
of 2m q^-cycles, 2m q^ ^-cycles , ... , and 2m q-cycles. Jl 2. Ct 
Hence by the isomorphism theorem for abelian groups, we must have 
n. = m. , i = l , or U and V have the same symplectic 
sequence, 
Conversely suppose that U and V have the same symplectic 
sequence, that is, n. - m. , i = 1, ..., a , If we define the If 
mapping T : i/ 7 by 
then it is clear that T can be extended by linearity to a module 
isomorphism from U onto V such that 
{ux, u't) = (u, u') for all u, u' ^ U , 
Hence U and V are isomorphic. // 
We say that U is a canonic non-degenerate symplectic module 
over Z if its symplectic sequence is [n^, ..., n~\ with 0 , 
Thus if U is canonic, there are elements u, V ^ U such that 
(u, y) = 1 . What is of interest is that it is always possible to 
reduce any non-degenerate symplectic module to a canonic one as the 
next lemma shows. 
4«lo5 LEMMA. Every nan-degenerate symplectic module over Z 
c 
uniquely determines up to isomorphism a canonic non-degenerate 
symplectic module over Z „ for some i S 6 S a . 
a 
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Proof. With the usual notations, we choose some symplectic 
decomposition of the non-degenerate symplectic module U over Z 
q a ' 
U = U. 
and let the symplectic sequence of U be , n a- If 
n^ > 0 , there is nothing to prove. So let y be "the smallest 
integer 1 < Y 5 a for which > 0 . Then 
U = U y ^ u — a 
Write |3 = a - Y + 1 , We claim that U has exponent q 
, we have for each Y - ^ - ct , 
6 
Ik-.-' = ^ ^ ^ -Z-J ^ J 
Since 
B q u . ., V . . B+t-1 = q = 0 . 
6 i 6 B Hence q u . . ^ U and so q u . . - 0 . Similarly q v . . = 0 T't] •^J •Z'J 
holds for all i - y , a . Moreover q^ ^"yl ^ ® since 
This 
U ^ , V ^ Yl' Yl ^ ^ 0 , and so U has exponent q^ . 
We can then consider t/ as a Z g-module U* , Evidently 
q 
i u , v ) = 0 [mod q^ for all u, y € J/ , Thus we can define as 
before a suitable Z ^-bilinear form on U"^  by 
q 
q 
iu, V)^ = y) for all u, V ^ U* . 
Clearly (•, is non-degenerate. Writing 
n = V i - i • " ='' ® • 
we have U^ = f/? 1 ^ ••• - '^B 
of U^ is [n^, 
U* , where U^ 0 , and the symplectic sequence 
with n^ > 0 . Hence U'^  is a 
canonic non-degenerate symplectic module over Z „ and is uniquely 
q 
determined up to isomorphism, by virtue of Theorem 4.1.4. // 
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Thus we can speak of the canonic non-degenerate symplectic module 
U* (over Z ^ ) corresponding to each non-degenerate sumplectic 
q 
module U over Z ^ . It turns out that U is, in fact, determined 
by f/^  . 
4.1„6 THEOREM. Two non-degenerate sympleotio modules (over Z ) 
are isomorphia if and only if their corresponding canonic non-degenerate 
symplectic modules are isomorphic. 
Proof, Let U and V be two non-degenerate symplectic modules 
over Z , and let their corresponding canonic modules be U'^  uc 
(over Z g ) and (over Z ) respectively. Suppose the 
q ^ r -
symplectic sequences of U and V are [n^, n^j and 
-^1' ^a} respectively. Then by the construction in the proof of 
Lemma M-, 1,5, the symplectic sequence of U*' is n , n where Y CL 
3 = a - Y 1 and y is the smallest integer 1 < Y - ot for which 
n^ > 0 . Likewise the symplectic sequence of V* is n ^ n ^ 
where 6' = a - y' + 1 and y' is the smallest integer 1 S y' - Ci 
for which n^, > 0 . By Theorem 4ol,4, U and V are isomorphic if 
and only if fn , ..., nl - [n\ , n'j , that is, if and only if — _L Ct' 1 Ofe^  
, n \ - [n', , n'J , that is, if and only if U'^ and F* 
Y ' Y 
are isomorphic, // 
An automorphism cp of a non-degenerate symplectic module U 
(over Z ) is called an isometry of t/ if cp preserves the bilinear 
form on U , that is, (u(p, yep) - (u, y) for all u, V ^ U . It is 
clear that the isometries of U form a group which we denote by 
SpiU) . The next two lemmas show that we need only study Sp{U) for 
a canonic non-degenerate symplectic module U over Z . Since U 
DC 
is determined by its symplectic sequence [n , n J , there is no 
ambiguity in writing Sp[n , n ) for Sp(U) whether U is 
Cx X 
canonic or not. It is for a later convenience that we use this 
alternative notation. 
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4.1.7 LEMMA. Let U be a non-degenerate sympleotio module 
over Z ^ and U* its canonic symplectic module. Then 
q 
Sp(U) = Spiu^) . 
Proof. Let (p € Sp{U) . Clearly (p induces naturally an 
automorphism cp'^  of U* . Moreover cp'*' preserves the bilinear form 
(• , •) ^  on U'^  since 
(ucpS V^*)^ = yep) = v) = (u, v) ^  
for all u, V i U^ , where we have used the notations in the proof of 
Lemma 4.1.5. Hence cp* € Sp(U^) . Conversely, cp* € SpiU^) induces 
in the obvious way an automorphism (p of Z7 . As before, it is 
easily checked that cp Sp(U) . The mapping cp i—^  cp'^  gives the 
required isomorphism of Sp(U) onto SpiU*) . // 
4.1.8 LEMMA. If U and Y ave two isomorphic non-degenerate 
symplectic modules (over Z ) then Sp(U) ^ SpiV) . 
Proof. In view of the preceding lemma, we may assume that U 
and V are canonic. Fix some symplectic decomposition of U , 
U ^ U^ ... \ U , 
1 -i- — a ' 
where ^^ ^ = < ^^^ > > i • • • 1 ( . ' .) ' i = l , . . . , a . 
^ V 
Let 1 •. U V be the isomorphism of U onto V . Write 
Then and ^^ = ^ i n ) ' ^ = 
Y - Y I ... Y is a symplectic decomposition of Y . Let 
1 """ 0(i 
cp € Sp(U) where 
Define cp' : 7 F by 
, y!..^' - V . . T , J = 1 , . . . , n . , l < i 5 a . 
Clearly cp' € Sp(V) . Moreover it is easily checked that Tcp' = cpT . 
Consider the mapping cp cp' . It is plainly one-to-one and 
onto. We verify that it is a homomorphism. Let cp !—> cp' , 
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-1 cp Then 
T(cp-l)' -- cp-lx = Tcp'-^  , 
and so (cp ' = cp' ^ . Finally let cp . (p^  , t = 1, 2 , and 
xtcp^ cp^ )' = (p^ cp^ T = (p^ Tcp^  = T(p|cp^  , 
and hence [cp^ cp^ ] ' = (pjcp^  ' // 
Note that if the symplectic sequence of U is 
_0 , . . . , 0 , n , . . . , n J where n > 0 , 1 < y - ct , then Lemma Y cr y 
n , . . . , n - y' ' aJ IS 
M-.1.7 is equivalent to saying that 
Sp[n^, . . . , n^, 0, . . . , o] = Sp[n^, • • • , n^) where 
the symplectic sequence of U* . 
A set of ordered pairs of elements of JJ , 
{[u--, v..] : J = 1, . . , , n. , 1 < i 5 a} , is called a sympleotio set 
for [/ if it is a symplectic set corresponding to some symplectic 
decomposition of U (see the remarks immediately preceding Theorem 
4,1,4). Lemma 4,1,3 tells us that every non-degenerate symplectic 
module has a symplectic set. The following property of symplectic 
sets will be useful. 
4.1.9 LEMMA Let V and be non-degenerate sympleotio 
modules over Z j and let S and T be sympleotio sets for V and 
a 
JV respectively. Then S ^ T is a sympleotio set for U - V W . 
Proof. Let the sumplectic sequences of V and W be , m 
a 
and n^, respectively. Suppose that 
5 = { fa . ., b. . - tj 
o-
: J - 1, , m . , 1 5 i 5 a} , 
, n. , 1 5 i 5 a} . ^ 
Then 
V = V 1 -i- -L^a ' 
W = W 1 - w , — a ' 
where 
V. = ( a., , b .> , V tl ^l 
z tl' -
a. , D. , , 
t ^ 
, d. ) , .' vnJ \ tn 
for t = 1, a , are symplectic decompositions of 7 and f/ , It 
is then clear that U - U 1 - U , where U. = V. — a W. % — % 
i - - , , a , is a symplectic decomposition of {/ = 7 f/ , and 
hence 5 U y is the corresponding symplectic set. // 
We introduce the notion of a hyperbolic pair of a canonic 
non-degenerate symplectic module V over Z a An ordered pair 
iu, y] of elements of U is called a hyperbolic pair of U if 
{u, V) - I , We denote the set of hyperbolic pairs of U by Q,(U) 
and write OJ(f/) = . Alternatively we write 
n is the symplectic (n^, n^] = ui(U) where , . , 
sequence of U . 
We do not know if there is an analogue of Witt's Theorem (9.9, 
Chapter II, Huppert [16]) for symplectic modules. The following 
weaker versions will suffice for our purposes. 
4o1-10 LEMMAo Let lu, y] be a hyperbolic pair of a free 
non-degenerate symplectic module U over Z ^ . Then {[u, y]} can 
be extended to a symplectic set for U . 
Proof. If dim U = 2 , there is nothing to prove. So suppose 
dim U > 2.. Evidently {u, v) is linearly independent and so by 
Lemma 4.1,1, can be extended to a basis of U , iu, W^} 
say. As in the proof of Lemma 4,1.2, we can construct a non-degenerate 
submodule V such that 
U = (u, V) I V . 
By Lemma 4.1.2, there is a symplectic set S for 7 o Hence by 
Lemma 4.1,9, {\_u, y]} ^ S is a symplectic set for U . 11 
4,1J1 LEMMAo Let [u, y] be a hyperbolic pair of a canonic 
non-degenerate symplectic module U over Z ^ . Then {[u, y]} can 
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he extended to a sympleatio set for U . 
Proof. With the notations of Lemma U.1.3, we fix a symplectic 
decomposition 
U = U 1 U — a 
First we prove the lemma with n^ = 1 , so that V^ - ^  » ' 
If a = 1 , there is nothing to prove. So suppose a > 1 , and write 
V ^ 2 _ . . . _ U Let 
V = b + d , a, b i U^ , c, d ^ V . 
Since (c, d) = 0 (mod q) , (a, h) is invertible. Hence 
U^ = < a, b) and IJ - iu, y > tb 7 , For each 2 5 t 5 a , we can 
choose elements of U , 
X. . = X..U i-y..y + u. . , y . . - p. .u + o. .v + v. . 
1-Q -z-J -i-J -^J 
for J = 1, . . . , n. , such that x . . , y . . ^ ( x , y ) . Clearly then 
U = i u , v ) \_VI , 
where W - ( x y . . : J = 1, .., , n . , 2 S i S a) is plainly 
^J t j t 
non-degenerate, and hence has a symplectic set S by Lemma 4.1.3. It 
then follows from Lemma '4.1.9 that {[u, v]) U 5 is a symplectic set 
for U . 
Suppose now 1 . With the above notations, we may assume 
that {a, b) - 1 . If we apply the preceding lemma to U^ , we obtain 
a symplectic set [a, Z?], . . . , a , b u^l ^IJ 
for U^ , 
so that U^ ^ < a, by lia^, b^) I ... , b^^ . Put V 
V - ia, b> 1 V . Then [u, v] is a hyperbolic pair of V and so 
by what has been proved for the case n^ = 1 , {[u, y]} can be 
extended to a symplectic set {[u, y]} U for V' . But 
y ^ V , 
where W ^ ^ a^, b ... ^{a^ , b^) , and 
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T = {[a.,b'.'] : i ~ 2, n } is a syraplectic set for f/' , So by 
Lemma ?;>]} U 7 U T is a symplectic set for U . // 
The next lemma shows that SpiU) behaves very much like the 
symplectic group; see, for example, Huppert [J.6]. 
4ol„12 LEMMAc Let U be a canonic non-degenerate symplectic 
module over Z ^ , Then SpiU) acts transitively on Q.(U) . 
q 
Proof. For every [u, y] € UiU) and cp € Sp{U) , 
[ucp, ^ m u ) since (wcp, yep) - (u, y) - 1 , 
Let [m, y], [u', y'] € Q(U) . By the preceding lemma, {[u, y]} 
and {[w', y']} can be extended to symplectic sets for U . In other 
words, +here are symplectic decompositions 
U U. 
a 
where 
U. = (u,^, V,, > 
1/ u. , y. il' il — ' ' ° in . ' tn. 
U\ - < u'., , y'. > I ... (u\ , y'. ) , t tl tl — —\vn, %nJ 
and y.^ .] = ^ , y ^ , j ^ 1, .. ., n. , 1 s t 5 a , 
and w = , y = v^^ , u' = , v' = . It is then clear 
that the mapping (p : U ^  U given by 
u. .(p = ul . , y. .cp = y . , J = 1, ,, „, n. , 1 5 5 a . 
determines an element: of Sp(U) . Also [u , y ] - [u', y' ] . Thus 
if we define the action of SpiU) on ^iU) by cp : lu, y] i—» [ucp, yep] , 
this action is transitive, 11 
We now begin the enumeration process for the calculation of 
. . . , ! with n > 0 . 
4.1 <.13 LEMMA, Let U be a canonic non-degenerate symplectic 
movule over Z with symplectic sequence [n , ..., n 1 j and let 01. 1 Or 
lu, y] ^ ^ iU) . Then {cp € SpiU) : u^p = u, yep - v} = Sp[n , . . ., n^, n -l] OL 
Proof. By Lemma H.1.11, there is a symplectic decomposition 
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1 - - a ' 
where U. ^ i u.^, v.^) \_ .. . V.^) , £ = 1, . . . , a , and 
^ t 
" - ' ^ " = ^ ^ SpiU) such that ucp = u , v^ = v , 
Then for 1 < j S n , [u, u = (ucp, u m] = [u, u .] = 0 . -LJ IJ Ij 
Likewise we can easily show that u. -cp, v. .cp € <u, v)^ for 
J = 2, nj^  if i ^ 1 , and for j = 1 = , n^ if 1 < i 5 a . 
In other words , if we put 
then ^ly ^ SpiU) Conversely given any element of SpiU) we can 
obviously extend it to an element cp € SpiU) such that U(p - u , 
Vifi - V . Moreover the symplectic sequence of V is 
Jij^ -l, n^, -- , and hence the above mapping gives the required 
isomorphism, // 
This enables us to reduce the calculation to an enumeration of 
the hyperbolic pairs of U . 
a u ^ 
4.1J4 LEMMA. \Sp[n n )| = T T T T a ) ( n n j] , a 1 ^^^ a 
n^ > 0 . 
Proofc By Lemmas 4.1.12 and u.1.13 and a well-known theorem on 
permutation groups (5,11, Chapter I, Huppert [16]), 
Sp (n^, .. , n^} I = f^ln^, ^ • • , n^ ASp[n^, ... , n^, n^-l] , 
Recall that Sp{n , , . , n. , o] = Sp[n , n .] in view of Lemma ut uc ^ 
4.1,7. A repeated application of the recurrence relation gives the 
desired expression, // 
We call an ordered pair [u, v'] of elements of U an invertible 
pair of U if iu, v) is invertible. 
4c1,l5 LEMMA. Let V be a free non-degenerate sympleotio 
module of dimension n over Z ^ . Then 
Q 
Proof, We calculate the number of invertible pairs of V in two 
different ways. First suppose x is a torsion-free element of V . 
Then there is an element x^ € V such That {x, x') = 1 . By Lemma 
4.1.10 , 
V = i X , x' > \_ W , 
where dim W = 2(n-l) . Let y •= ^ x + +• w , where € Z , 
w W , Then {x, y) - V , and so {x^ y) is invertible if and only 
if is. Thus for a fixed torsion-free element x , there are 
Ij elements y such that (x, y) is invertible. But 
r 2n6 2n(6-l)^ . . , 
there are \q -q j distinct torsion-free elements in V . 
Hence the total number of invertible paris of V is 
q Kq -q }[q -q ] • 
Next consider for every hyperbolic pair [,u, y] the following 
set of invertible pairs 
S\_u, v'\ = [w, Ay] : X is invertible in Z qi , 
P J q ^ 
We claim that [w, y] # [y', y'] implies that Siu^ y] n ^Eu', y'] 
is empty. If n o t , then [u. Ay] = [w', A'y'] for some invertible 
A , A' € Z , Hence IA = U^ , Ay = A'y' and so A(U, v) - A'(m', y') , 
q 
3 6—1 
or A - A' , Moreover yj consists of exactly {fl -q ] 
distinct invertible pairs as the number of invertible elements of Z ^ q 
B 6~ 1 
is q - q , Furtheremore every invertible pair Zx, y'] belongs 
to SZix, y] where u - x , v ~ (x, y) ^y , Therefore the total 
number of invertible pairs of V is F). . Equating the 
two expressions for the same quantity, we get the required result. // 
4 J J 6 LEMMA-, Let 0 . Then 
log^a)(n^, n^) = 
a f 2n^ 
(2n -l]a + 2n (a-1) + m- ^ n.(a-t + l) + log q -1 
Proof. With the notations of Lemma 4.1.3, fix a symplectic 
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decomposition 
U ^ U\ ,,, \ U , 1 — — a 
Write ^ = — ^a ' x, y ^ U and suppose 
X = a ^ a , y = b + d , a, b i U^ , o, d i V . 
Then (x, y) = (a, h) t (c, d) . Since (c, d) = 0 (mod q) for all 
a, d ^ V , it follows that (x, y) is invertible if and only if 
(a, b) is. If we denote the number of distinct elements of V by 
V\ , the total number of invertible pairs of U is then equal to 
2 
V X the number of invertible pairs of U^ . 
As in the proof of the preceding lemma, we have that the number of 
invertible pairs of U^ is co[y^ ] . and that the number of 
invertible pairs of U is also equal to ij](U) . . Hence 
'MU) = 03[t/^] . ^ , 
and is given by Lemma 4.1.15. We also know from the proof of 
Theorem U.l.4 that V as an abelian group is a direct sum of 
ct—1 Oi—2. 
q -cycles, q -cycles, , and c^-cycles, so that 
a 
log |F| = 2 \ n^(a-i+l) . Hence we have the desired expression for 
— 2 
a)(f/) . 11 
It will be convenient to use the logarithmic notation. 
4.1.17 THEOREM- Let n^ > 0 . r^en 
a , 
'V — 1. 
a-1 a-i a 
+ ^ I I («-J)V7H-i ^ I ^ log [q^^-l] . 
Proof. Write = j , m^ = .,., m^ = n^ , where 
6 = a - i + 1 . Then by Lemma u.l.ie, 
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a 
= (2j-l)(a-i+l) + 2j(a-i) t U I nAa-krl) + log [q^^-l] . 
From the formula of Lemma 4,1.14, we obtain the required expression. // 
4,2 Linear automorphisms of irreducible linear groups in N^ a £ 
^ 7% 
<i 
q Odd 
We denote the group of automorphisms of a group G by aut G , 
and the group of inner automorphisms of G by inn G „ In addition, 
we write aut^^? - {cp $ aut G : scp - 3 for all s € ZiG)} „ In this 
section G will be an irreducible linear group over some splitting 
field E , and G belongs as abstract group to ^ A ^ ^ , q odd. 
Thus G S GLCi', E) . The group of linear automorphisms of G , 
denoted by lin aut G , is defined as 
lin aut (3 = {(p € aut G : there exists y € GL(p, E) such that 
Xip - y ^xy for all x ^ G} . 
We will use the notations and terminologies of Chapter 2 and 4.1 without 
further ado. 
The aim of this section is to calculate the order of lin aut G . 
We describe the gist of the method first and prove the main results 
with reference to the details which will be given from Lemma 4.2.10 
onwards. We begin the reduction process with 
4.2.1 LEMMA. Let G be an irreducible linear group in 
N A B . Then aut„G^ = lin aut G . =2 == n Z 
q 
Proof (L.G. Kovacs). By 4,1.6, Brady [3], every automorphism of 
Z{G) is the restriction to Z{G) of an automorphism of G . Hence 
we have the epimorphism R : aut G aut Z(G) . If Z{G) is cyclic 
of order q^ , then j aut Z{G)\ - q^ ^((^-l) . Moreover by 2.9, Brady, 
Bryce and Cossey [4], there are q^ ^(q-1) inequivalent faithful 
irreducible representations of G over a splitting field. Thus the 
number of inequivalent faithful irreducibles of G is equal to 
aut Z{G) 
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We claim that aut G acts transitively on the equivalence classes 
of the faithful irreducibles of G . Let P : G GL(p, E) be a 
faithful irreducible representation of G . Then it is clear that for 
every a ^ aut G , ap is also a faithful irreducible of G . Now 
let p and O be faithful irreducibles of G . Then since G has 
only one linear isomorphism class of faithful irreducibles by 2.4, 
Brady, Bryce and Cossey [4], 
(7p = (Ga)" for some u i GL(r, E) . 
Define a : G ^ G by ga = h where gp - {ho)^ . Clearly a ^ aut G 
and p Ota where denotes equivalence of representations. If we 
define the action of aut G on the equivalence classes of faithful 
irreducibles of G by a : [p] i-^  [ap] , where a € aut G and [p] 
is the equivalence class to which p belongs, then the action is 
transitive. 
By a result on permutation groups, 
aut G\/\A^ 
= number of inequivalent faithful irreducibles of G = jaut Z(G) 
where = {a € aut G : ap p} for a fixed faithful irreducible 
p . Since aut G/ker R = aut Z(G) , it follows that ker R - A^ 0 
But A^ S ker R ; for by Lemma 2.1, Chapter 3, Gorenstein [9], sp 
is scalar for all z in Z(G) , and hence gap = u ^(gp)u implies 
that for all 2 € ZiG) , sap = u = sp , that is, sa = s . 
Therefore A^ = ker R . 
Finally if we consider ff as a subgroup of GL(r, E) and take 
p to be the identity mapping, then A^ consists of precisely the 
linear automorphisms of G , that is, A^ = lin aut G . Evidently 
ker R = aut^G , and hence aut„G = lin aut G . Ij Z z 
In view of the above lemma, we need only consider G as an 
abstract group. In the rest of this section, unless stated otherwise, 
G will be assumed to have the given canonic decomposition 
= ... ^Je(Z) ... «(1) , 
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where a > l , r^ > 0 , £ ^ > 0 , and , i) has been abbreviated 
to Q(-i) . Choose canonic generators a., b ., a .. , b , 
t = 1, . . . , a , k = 1, e . , 1 5 J 5 Z , to satisfy Lemma 4.2.9. 
J 
These will be kept fixed throughout the discussion on G . Consider 
the abelian factor group 
U = G/Z{G) 
^ ^jfe' ^jfe = ^  = ' k = l,.,,,e., isjsl) 
For every x ^ G , we write x for the corresponding coset xZ{G) in 
U . By Lemma 4.2.9, Z{G) is the largest of the following subgroups, 
r 
< ^iJ ^ ' ^ &1' ^ J ^ ^^^ / ' \ZiG)\ = q^ , where 
m 
m = max{Z, r, , n • Consequently x^ € Z(ff) for all x i G . -L U[> UC 
We can then consider U as a Z ^-module. Define the following 
(T 
Z ^-bilinear form on V as follows 
( • , • ) : t/xt/ ^  Z ^ , 
for all x, y i G , (x, y) = \ where Ix, y^ - and s is the 
generator of Z{G) given in Lemma 4.2.9. Clearly X is uniquely 
determined modulo q^ . Since G is of class 2 , 
JC, y^y^ = J yr^ fo^ ^^ y^^ y2 ^ ^  ' hence the 
bilinearity of (', ') follows easily. That (', ') is an alternating 
form is evident. To see that it is non-degenerate, suppose 
(x, = 0 for all y ^ U . Then [x, y'\ - 1 for all y ^ G and so 
X € Z{G) , that is, x = 0 . Thus U is a non-degenerate symplectic 
module over Z ^ . 
q 
We single out the following sets of elements of G whose 
significance will be apparent later on: 
r. V. 
f t 
A^ = jx e G : x'^ = a^ | , i = 1 , . . . , a , 
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B^ ^ \x ^ G x^ = If , i = 1, .., , a , 
D. - ^x € G : x"^ - l| , i = 1, I . 
We will be interested in a certain subgroup of the group SpiU) 
of isometries of U , This subgroup which we denote by QSp(U) 
consists of all the isometries (p of U such that 'a.'ip = x. , 
V h ^ ' ^ h ' i = 1, a , a.^^-- x.^ , 
^jk^ = yj]^ where x.^, y.^ ^ D. , fc = 1, . . . , e^ . , 1 5 j 5 Z . The 
following theorem shows that the set of such isometries is, in fact, a 
group. 
4,2,2 THEOREM, QSp{U) = aut^^^/inn G . 
Proof, For every cp ^  aut^ ?^ , let cp be the induced automorphism 
of G/Z{G) , that is, xip = xcp for all x ^ G , This is well-defined. 
Suppose (iccp, yep) = A where [xcp, ^ cp] = z^ . Then 
Ix, y] = [x, i/]{p = [xcp, yep] = z^ , and so (x, y) = (xcp, i/cp) ; hence 
cp ^  Sp{U) . Moreover if a.cp = x. , i = I, a , then 
t- % 
V . P . V . V . % t ^ ^ 
sr. - a . cp = a. since a. € Z(G) and cp acts trivially on ly % % 
ZiG) , so that x. ^ A. . It can be easily verified that & .cp € B. , % % % 
i = 1, . . . , a , and that a^ .^ cp, h ^ ' ^ = 1 > • • • > > 
1 5 J 5 Z . In other words, cp € QSp(U) . 
Consider the mapping 
r : aut^G ^ QSpiU) , 
cp I—^  cp . 
It is clear that T is a homomorphism. We show that it is onto. Let 
9 e QSpiU) and let a^^ = x^ , h^^ = , = , b^^^ = , 
i = l, . . . , a , = ...,£., l < j : £ Z . . Define the mapping cp J 
on the set of canonic generators of G by a .cp = x . , b m = y. , 
a cp = X , ^ •T.qJ - y-h • define cp on an arbitrary element of G 
^ K J fi JK J K. 
by linearity. If we can show that every defining relation in G 
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remains a valid relation under cp , then von Dyck's Theorem (Corollary 
to Theorem 21, p. 52, B.H. Neumann [79]) tells us that cp is a 
homomorphism. First note that cp is trivial on ZiG) . For Z{G) 
is generated by d 
a 
or or 
r V V 
a a a 
^ - _ A 
a. , by Lemma 
4.2.9. In the first case, a^ (p = = a^ since C , U. U. CJt QL QL 
while in the other two cases cp fixes the commutators because ^ is 
an isometry. Finally the defining relations in G are of the form 
n. p. 
^ ^ 
a ., a .1 = 
n . - r . ^ ^ 
a . , b . , 
r . % 
a . , h. 
2r.-n. % ^ 
a., = = 1 , i Q , etc. By the preceding J- ~ % J-' 
remarks and the fact that y . ^ B. , x.. , y .. ^ D. , the defining 
1 1 i] K i] K 0 
relations in G remain valid relations under the mapping cp . So cp 
is indeed a homomorphism. The images of the generators of G generate 
G modulo Z(G) 5 ^{G) , and hence generate G . Therefore cp is 
onto and so must be an automorphism because G is finite. Thus 
cp ^  aut„ff and clearly cpT = cp . 
ZJ 
For every cp € inn G , there is some y ^ G such that 
xcp = = x\_x, y'\ for all x ^ G . Hence cp ^  aut G and cp € ker F , L that is, inn G 5 ker T , Now ker F consists of precisely the 
V. T . 
elements cp of the form a .cp = a .2 , b - b .z where v. E o 2 t . 
(mod q ), a^ .^ cp a.^z , b - b .^z where ^ E o E t 
(mod ), for i = 1, . . . , a , fc = 1, . . . , e . , 1 < j < I ; 
d 
Lemmas 4.2.11-4.2.17. Consequently |ker F| = \G/Z(G)\ = |inn G\ , 
and so ker F = inn G . / / 
Define the following submodule of U , 
= < a . , S . , a^.^, : i = 1, a , k = l , . . . , 6 . , 1 - J S h) , 
where 1 ^ h ^ I , 0 5 6 . S £ . for 1 S j < h , 6, > 0 . This is J J " 
generated by all but certain pairs [f^jj^K ^ j^J of the generators of 
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U . (We will denote an ordered pair of elements of the module U by 
y'\ ; there is no confusion between this notation and the 
commutator [x, z/] of G .) Let us denote this submodule by V for 
simplicity and define the subgroup QSp(V) of Sp(V) by 
QSp(V) = {4/ € Sp(V) : ^  = for some ip € ^ Sp([/)} . 
It consists of the restrictions to V of isometries in QSp(U) which 
yield isometries of V , If we wish to emphasize the module V , we 
will write QSp[S^, 6^] , We now introduce the notion of a 
quasi-hyperbolic pair of 7 . An ordered pair [x, y^ of elements of 
V is called a quasi-hyperbolio pair (or simply qhp) of V if 
X, y ^ D^ and {x, y) - . We denote the number of qph's of V 
by oo(y) or 6^) . Its role is analogous to that of a 
hyperbolic pair in 4.1 as the next lemma Indicates. 
4,2,3 LEMMA. Let V = 6^] , > 0 • ^^^^ QSp(V) 
acts transitively on the qhp's of Y . 
Proof. Let [x, be a qhp of 7 . By Lemma 4.2.27, there 
exists ^ ^ QSp(V) such that - ^  • ~ ^  ' every 
(p € QSpiV) , xcp = ' ^^ ~ ^ hl^ ' ^^ clearly belongs 
to QSp(V) , x<^, y(p ^ Dj^ , and (xcp, y(p) = q"^ ^ . In other words, 
[xtp, yep] is a qhp of V . 
Suppose now [x', y'1 is another qhp of V . Then there exists 
^ QSp(V) such that a^^^' = x' , = . Put 
= ip'^ ip' . Then € QSp(V) and xip^  ^ x' , yip^  = y' . Hence 
the action of QSp(V) given by cp : Ix, yl 1—> [xcp, ^ (p] is transitive. // 
We also need to consider the submodule of U defined by 
U^ =< a., b. : i = t, t+1, a) , 1 S t S a . Again we introduce 
the corresponding subgroup QSp[u ) of Sp[u ) given by 
QSp[u'^] = ii]^  € Sp{u'^] : ijj = , for some cp € QSp(U)\ , I u 
which consists of the restrictions to U^ of isometries in QSpiU) 
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which yield isometries of U . Likewise we define a quasi-hyperholio 
pair (or qhp) of U^ as an ordered pair [x, y ] of elements of U^ 
m-r, 
such that X ^ , y i and (x, y ) = q We denote the 
number of qhp's of U by . Analogous to Lemma 4.2.3 is 
4 . 2 . 4 L E M M A . Let 1 5 t £ a . Then QSp[u^] acts transitively 
on the qhp 's of U^ . 
Proof. Since the proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.2.3, we 
will only outline the proof. Let Lx, yl be a qhp of U^ . By Lemma 
4.2.28, there exists ^ € QSp [u^] such that a ip = x , b 3 ^ y , and 
so zycp] is a qhp of l/' for every € QSp{u^] . If [x', y'2 
is another qhp of l/' , then there exists € QSp[u^] such that 
y^ip' = y' . Therefore = € QSp[u^] and 
xip^ = x' , yi)^ = y' . The action of QSp{u ] , 
is then transitive. 
(p : [a:, y ] [xcp, z/cp] , 
/ / 
We can now reduce the calculation of QSpiU) 
of qhp's (of. Lemma 4.1.14). 
to an enumeration 
d 
£ . 
4 . 2 . 5 L E M M A . \QSpiU) 
Proof. Write a = a^^ 
= .. . w 
1 a 
i=l j=l 
..., j) . 
, b = b^^ . Then [a, b2 is clearly a 
'I I 
qhp of U . Let 5 = {9 € QSpiU) : acp = a , b^ = b} . Then 
S = QSpie , ..., £7 ,, £7-1) by Lemma 4.2.19. Since QSp(U) acts 
1 X. L 
transitively on the qhp's of U by Lemma 4.2.3, we have 
QSpm S .i){U) , 
or 
By the same argument together with Lemma 4.2.21, 
QSpiDl = 1 .w(l) . 
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Hence the above recurrence relation gives that 
7 £ . 
I ^ 
0) 
i=l j=l 
j] . 
the qhp's of l/' . Clearly [a , b \ is a qhp of U^ . Let 
Let 1 5 t < a . By Lemma 4.2.H, QSp[u^] acts transitively on 
t ' "tJ 
T = |cp € QSp[u^] : a^^ = , b = . Then by Lemma 4.2.23, 
T = QSplu^""^] . Since QSp[u^] acts transitively on the qhp's of U^ 
by Lemma M-.2.4-, we have 
- ct cx _ _ _ _ _ _ Let cp : y ^ [/ with a cp = a; , Z? cp = i/ where LX; UC 
a 
a , b . It is then clear that cp € QSp (y*^ } if and uc ut X, y ^ U 
only if Ix, y2 is a qhp of U . Hence I QSp (y'') 
QSp [U^] 
= GO and so a 
= OJ^  . . . OJ 1 a 11 
In this section it will be convenient to fix the following 
notations: 
"O = "l ' = n ^ - m - max{Z, , n -r } , r ,^  = 1 , a+1 1 a a a+1 
: < i < ' 0 5 3 s a , 
'^ e = ^^ = < ^ < -p) , i < 3 s a , 
a 
'i = 2 I ^^ + 
m-ngtrg if i e Jg , 1 < 3 < a , 
t. = % 
23 if i € Jg , 0 5 3 < a , 
23-1 if i ^ , 1 5 3 s a . 
Note that the and J^ are disjoint sets of positive integers 
whose union is the set of integers {i 1 S i S I] . This is easily 
checked by considering the various possible values of I A l s o 
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is empty or non-empty according as m - n - r ov m > n - r , and a a a a ' 
JQ is empty or non-empty according as I or r ^ S I . 
4,2„5 THEOREM. With the above notations, 
a a a a 
log \QSp{U)\ = 2am + I I r.- I r. -2 I n . 
i=l j^i ^ i=i ^ 
I 
+ 2 I [sMt.)z. + logJSp[e^, e^j 
wheTe 
I ( 2 ^ 1-1 i 
I ^i 
- I I log fq'^ '-l) . 
Proof. Substitute the expressions from Lemmas 4.2.31, 4.2.32 
into the formula of Lemma M-.2.5 and use Lemma 4.1.14. The expression 
for \Sp[e^, e^}] is obtained by substituting a = I , 
n^ = 2^.-^ +1 irito the formula of Theorem 4.1.17 and rewriting the 
expression. 11 
So far we have only considered the case when p > 0 . In the ^ a 
case when G has the canonic form 
£-, £ 
where a > 1 , > 0 , e^ > 0 , we have Z{G) - o] , 
Z(G) - q . It is not difficult to check that the same 
procedure described above carries through with obvious modifications 
(where necessary) in the details of the proofs and with the 
interpretation that m = only. The details given below can also 
be checked to be true with only this change in notation. Thus in this 
case, Theorem 4.2.6 is still true provided we interprete m - . 
In actual fact. Theorem 4,2.6 holds whether > 0 or r = 0 , Ulr CX 
Suppose that r^ = 0 . Then by the above remarks, we have for the 
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corresponding non-degenerate symplectic module U over Z , where m 
clearly m - n ^ - maxIZ-, r ^ , ^a ^ ^ ' ^a ^ ^^ 
definition of the canonic form, 
a-1 a-i a-i a-1 
logjQSp{U)\ = 2(a-l)n^ + 4 ^ I - I - 2 " • 
I 
+ 2 \ + log 
which can be written in the expression of Theorem 4.2.6 with the same 
interpretation of the symbols. 
We can even say more. If a = 0 , then the same method shows 
that QSp(U) = SpiU) . With the usual interpretation of the fixed 
notations, we have '^ q ~ '^l ' ~ ^ ' ~ ^ ^ = 1 , 
I - {i : 1 S i S 1} and so s. = t . = 0 , i = 1, I . 
0 % 1 
Consequently Theorem 4.2.6 is still true when a = 0 . 
Moreover if £ . = 0 , i = l , that is, 
G = r j ... r j with a > 1 , then m = maxlr^, n^^-g) , 
and U and V^ coincide, so that \Q,Sp{U)\ - \QSp{u^]\ . Omitting 
the easy details, we see that Theorem 4.2.6 also holds in this case if 
we interprete [S'pCO)! to be 1 . 
Consequently if G has an arbitrary canonic form 
7 1 
] Q a ) ... e(l) , then Lemma 4,2.1 and G = r^] ... ^v-a' - a 
Theorem 4,2.2 tells us that 
lin aut G\ = \QSp(U)\.\G/Z(G) 
where \QSp{U)\ is given by Theorem 4.2.6 with the same interpretation 
of the fixed notations and with the interpretation that Sp{0) = 1 . 
As a special case, we have 
4.2.7 LEMMA. I f k > I , then 
lin aut 
H 
Qik, O)Q(l) . . . Q(l) lin aut Q(l) ... Q(l) 
We now give the proofs of the lemmas assumed in the above 
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discussion of this section. We will use the notations of Chapter 2. 
4.2.8 LEMMA. Let G have the canonic decomposition 
= Q[n^, r j ... Q[n^, ••• S d ) . 
Then there is a unique integer 0535a_, such that 
Q[n., r.) is of Type II for i = 1, ..., 3 ^ and Q[n., r.] is of 
Type I for i = 3+1, ..., a . 
Proof. If all the Q[n., r.] are of either Type I of Type II, 
there is nothing to prove. So suppose not all the ^(n., r.] are of 
Type I or Type II. Ne'xt note that if ^(n., r.] is of Type I for 3 J 
some 1 5 J < a , then Q[n , also of Type I. Otherwise 
we would have ^ '^ J+l '^^ Pl^ ®^  that 
r. , > n. -r. , > n .-r. > r. : a contradiction. We now define 3 j+1 j+1 j+1 J J J 
to be the smallest integer 1 5 3 < a for which is of 
Type I. By the preceding remark, Q[n • , r.] is of Type I for all 
i ~ 3+1, ..., Ct , and by the definition of 3 , p.) is of 
Type II for all i = 1, ..., 3 . // 
In the rest of this section G will be assumed to have the fixed 
canonic decomposition (unless stated otherwise) 
G = rj ... r^Qil) "... §(1) 
with a > l , ^ ^ > 0 , £ ^ > 0 . 
4.2.9 LEMMA. Canonic generators, a^, b^, a^ .^ , h , 
i = 1, .. . , a , fe = 1, ...,£. . 1 s 0 I , of G can be chosen 
d 
where 
Q[n-. r.) ^ (a., b.) , i = 1, ..., a , 
£ . 
Q U ) ^ J = 1, ..., Z . 
such that the following relations hold: 
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p. m-n.. ^ ^ ^ 
^ i ^ 1, a , 
a., b'.] 
m-p. t 
J ^ = 1, . .. , a , 
^Jfe' V = 
m-j 
. fe = 1, ..., e. . 1 5 J 5 Z , 
w/zepe m = max{Z, r , n -p } , ZC^ J) = <2> and \z{G) ^ J_ uc uc 
Proof. Choose B to be the unique integer of Lemma 4.2.8. We 
consider three cases: (i) 3 = 0 , (ii) 3 = a , (iii) 0 < 3 < a 
As the details are matters of routine, we will only give the details 
in Case (i). 
(i) All the p.] are of Type I. We have 
P . 
= (4 ) 
n .-p. 
= q ^ ^ , i=l, ...,a. 
n -p 
Since n^-p^ > ... > n^-p^ , \Z{G^)\ ^ q "" . Also | Z | = q . a a 
(a) Z > n -r . Then Z(G) = = <s> where s = 
p. t-n .+p. 
The amalgamation may be chosen such that S. - z^ , u 
, . n .-p. t-p. 
L-q 1 1 ^ 
a--, , & - z^ . Moreover fa. , ."l = a^ - z^ 
-^Zl' ^ ZlJ 
• a 
(b) I < n -p . Then ZCG) = Z(G^) = <3> where z = a^ a CL ct We 
p. n -p -n.+p. ^ a a ^ ^ o q can then have a} - z , 
% 
1 = , and 
so a., b A = s 
n -p -r. a a ^ 
. Note that n -r > ... > n -r > . 11 a n 1 1 1 
Henceforth we will fix a set of canonic generators of G to 
satisfy the above lemma. 
4.2.10 LEMMA. Evepy element of G can be uniquely wpitten in 
the fopm 
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a X. y. 
\ a. b . 
. 
, 0 s V < q^ , 0 5 , y^ < ^ , i = 1, . . . , a , 
where o is of the form 
£ . 
I r 
o - a .^h .f ^  , 0 S X , y < q^' , 
=1 k=l ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ 
fe = 1, e. , 1 5 J 5 I . 
d 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2.9, every element of G can be written in 
the above form. To prove uniqueness, suppose x i G has two such 
forms 
X -
a X . y. 
a. h . 
X % i = l = 1 = l ^^ 
V 
a p . o . 
a. b . T T T a f b f 
V 
a. 
a., b . 1 a., b. -i ' ^-i' - i ' -i-^  ' ^ = « ' 
and hence y . = a . , i = l, . . . , a . Commuting with . , we have 
A. p,^  
7' = 1 . .... a . hpnnp. X . P -f V a., b" ^ a., — 9 i u ^ 
r . r'. 
(mod p ). Since 0 5 X. , Q. < q , we must have X. = p. , 
i = 1, . . . , a . Finally commuting with Z?^ .^  and , we conclude 
that - , y^ .^  = a^ .^  , k = 1, , 1 5 j < Z . 11 
The following seven lemmas describe explicitly the sets A., B . i- L-
and B. defined earlier (preceding Theorem 4.2.2). 
4.2.n LEMMA. Let 1 £ i < a and x ^ G . Then x € A. if 
and only if 
X -
V .-r . r .-V. 
[i-l \ q ^ ^ M q ^ 
T^ a P b P 
3-1 ' ' 
n.-n. ^ 
l-X'^+X.o y. 
a. b. 
a -X. +X.q ^ ^^^ y. 
a. ' bP 
J=i+1 3 J 
az 
V 
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where 
V . 
n .-n .+t .-I> . 
^ J J t 
= I Ac? 
m - r . 
X + V E 0 (mod q ^ ). 
a ' 
P r o o f . L e t x -
a X . y . 
: Pb P 
J J 
.J = l 
V 
az , where c = 
I A l i 
a P,h . f , 
•ok " j fe 
f r om Lemma 4 . 2 . 1 0 . Suppose x i A^ . Then 
S. ^ 
r. V. ^ „ ^ 
r r cj • • fc., a ^ 
p. 
, t r. 
a X q 
T a p 
J 
J=^ 
r. r. 
t ^ 
q vq 
and c 
1 
"ik ^ik L^-fc' " i f c 
r ^ . 
2 
j-r.+l k-1 
Commut ing w i t h a^.^ and , we h ave 
1 = a , o 
j-r. 
r. 
t h a t i s , 1 - Ca^.^, b.^^ - la.^, b , 
j-p 
Hence X^.^ = A j ^ q , y^.^ = u j ^ a , P . < j S l . Moreover 
r . 2j-p. 
= " ^ S 0 (mod ) s i n c e 3 > . Thus 
r. 
^ = 1 . 
Commut ing w i t h a., b. , 1 2 j < i , we h ave 
J J 
1 = r ? , - fc,-. 
A , . , 
p. 
J ' J-' 
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r .-r. r .-r . 
H e n c e X . = X'.q ^ ^ , U . = u ' . q 
3 3 3 3 
, 1 S J < i , a n d 
A . u . 
3 3 
r. 2r.-r. r. 
\ J = ^ [ q ^ ^ E 0 (mod q ^ ) , T h e r e f o r e 2. ^ z 3 3 
a. V 
f i - 1 
a . 
3 
^ A q 
a X 
3 [3=^ 
r. 
B y Lemma 4 . 2 . 9 , we h a v e f o r i < j < a , 
T .-V . 
a 
V . V . 
s. 
V ,7 m-n .+r. 
q ^ ^  
= s ^ 
H e n c e 
m-n.-t-r. ( 
"Z- ^ 
m-n .+r . 
i-1 X'.q 
, J = 1 
a X .q 
TT^' 
m-n .+r. 
3 3 r. 
t h a t i s , 
m-n. fr. i-1 m-n .+r. a m-n .+r. r. V % -
^ I 
J = 1 ^ 
J J , V A 
3 
3 3 + Vq (mod q ) 
S i n c e 
m-n+r^ > ... > m-n. + r . > m - n . + r . , 
1 1 'L —L 'h —X V "V 
m-n.-fP. < < m-n +r. S x>. , 
t z a ^ ^ 
m-n. . 
we g e t o n d i v i d i n g t h r o u g h o u t b y q , 
i-1 n.-n.+r.-r. a n.-n. n.-m 
1 E y X'.q ^ ^ 3 
n .-r. 
+ I X.q ^ ^ + vq ^ (mod q^ ^ ) tJ 
J = 1 " 
D e n o t i n g t h e f i r s t s u m o n t h e r i g h t b y A'^  , we h a v e 
n.-n. 
1 E A^ + A , (mod q ^ ^ ^ ) . 
% 
n .-n. 
W r i t e A^ + A . = 1 + A'.q ^ ^ ^ . T h e n I' 
n.-n. a n.-n. n.-m n.-r. 
0 = X'.q ^ + I A . ^ ^ ^ + Vc? ^ ( m o d q ^ M , 
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or 
n .-m n. -r. 
0 E A'. + I X.q ^ + vq ^^^ (mod q ^^^ ^ ). 
j=i+l ^ 
Hence Al . A.^^ = • Then 
a n .-n. n. -m n. -v. 
Proceeding in this manner, we have for i /c < ot , 
a; . + A = A;? ^  , 
fe-l k IC ' 
0 E A' t I A..? ^ . v.? (mod ^ ^ ). 
In particular for k - a-1 , we have n , -n A' + A ^ = A' (7 a-2 a-1 a-l^ ' 
n -m n -r. 
0 = + A^ t v^ " (mod c? ^  M , 
so that 
A' + A = A a-1 a a 5 
m-v. 
A^ t V = 0 (mod q ^ ). 
Thus 
n.-n. 
A. = 1 - A* + \\q ^^^ , 
n .-n . 
A. = -A' t X'.q ^ ^^^ , i < J 5 a . J J~1 J 
Suppressing the dashes, we have the required form. The converse is 
easily verified. // 
4„2J2 LEMMA. Let 1 5 i 5 a and x ^ G . Then x e B. if 
and only if 
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X = 
izi 
r r « • 
r.-r. 
0 ^ , , ^ 
'f 
n.-n. , 
a. b. 
^ ^ 
n .-n . 
a -X y 1 
T T a. 3 bP 
jH+1 ^ ^ 
oz 
where c^ = 1 ^  '^ a+l ~ ^  ^  
t-1 n.-n . 
^ J J t 
= I 
X + V = 0 (mod q ^ ). 
a ^ 
Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 4.2.11. // 
4.2.13 LEMMA. Suppose r^S I . Let i ^ and x £ G . 
Then x £ D. if and only if 
X -
a 
n.-n. , 
b y 
J 
V 
oz , 
where c^ = 1 ^  = 0 ^  n = m , X + V = 0 (mod q ). atl ot 
Proof. Let x = 
a X . y . 
a 
Ij=i 
J J 
cs^ € D. . Then x^ = 1 . As ^ 
(y 
before, we have = 1 . Since i > r^ , we have 
s. = 
J 
p .'I , 3 
a' 
^-r. 
0 q 
- s 
m-n 
J 
= z J = 1, a 
Hence 
1 
m-n 
a X.q ^ ^ 
z ' 
that is, 
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a m-n 
V ^ J •Z' / J N 0 = I X .q + Vfj (mod q ). 
Since m-n < ... < m-n +i S i , we have on dividing by q 1 OL 
m-n^+z 
0 = 1 X .q ^-fVq (mod q ) , 
J=1 
and hence =. 0 (mod q ). Write = X^a . Substituting 
for X^ and dividing by q , we have 
a n -n . n -m 
0 = X' ^ I X q ^ ^ + vq ^ 
J=2 
(mod q ). 
Therefore 0 E A| + (mod q ). Write + ^ 
Continuing in this manner, we obtain 
X. = -x;. . t X'q""^  , J = 1, a , J J t/ 
where = 0 , n - m , X' + v E 0 (mod q ). Suppressing the U CXt-L 
dashes, we get the required result. Converse is easy. // 
4 2.14 LEMMAo Let i i J^ , 1 S ^ < a , and x ^ G . Then 
X ^ D. if and only if 
ly 
X -
V .-i V 
5-1 X .q ^  y.q ^ ^ 
a . J 3 "a ^B 
n .-n . 
a -X.+X.q^ VI-
a.'-^ ^ hP 
3 3 J=6+1 
V 
oz J 
where 
1 ^ ^a+1 = 
6-1 
I 
,-n .+p ^ J J 
/ J \ 
\ + V = 0 (mod q ) . 
a 
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P r o o f . Let x -
a 
J = 1 
A . u-
a . h 
3 3 
GZ ^ D. . % Then x ^ = 1 , or 
1 = 
8 x y y . q ^ 
a P h P 
J J ^ J 
1 J J 
r 
^ 
a X q' 
a P 
J = 3 t l 
^ ^ 
since i > n^ > ^o n ' u s u a l , we have c = 1 , 
6 + 1 3 3 3 + 1 
V 
= V.q ^ 
0 r 
r 
, M ^ ]i'q ^ , J = 1 , . . . , 3 . Hence 
J d 
r . 
1 = 
3 
.J--1 
a . 
3 
3 
f a \ .q 
TT a P 
U = 3 + l ^ 
y q 
m-n .+v. 
X'.q ^ ^ 
. J 
m-n .+i 
a \.q ^ ^ 
z ^ 
j = 3 + i 
that is 
3 m-n . - ^ r . a m-n Ai 
0 E ^ \\q ^ J f I X q ^ 
J = 1 ^ J = 3 + l ^ 
r A ^ \ + Vq (mod q ) . 
Since m - n ^ + r ^ > , • . > ' 
m-ng+Pg < rn-n^^^H < . . . < m-n^+i < i , 
w-ng+Pg 
we can divide by q . W e then have 
J--1 j = 3 + i 
+ Vq 
ng-m+i-r^ 
(mod q ) 
Since n g - n g ^ ^ + i - r g < ... < n ^ - n H - r ^ < n ^ - m H - r ^ , w e have 
0 E J ^ ' ^ ^ X'^  (mod q ^ ^^^ ^ )-
Denote the first sum b y . Then 
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s o t h a t Xg = ^ = + ^ ^ h e r e = ^ ^ ^ ^ • A l s o 
0 = A " 
r i n - n ^ t t - r - o a n ^ - n 
p + 1 P . V \ ^ P 3 
j = e + i ^ 
+ Vq ( m o d q ) . 
D i v i d i n g b y c^  , we g e t 
a rin ^-n . n ^ - m n ^ -, 
- Mt V ^ 3 + 1 J > 3 + 1 , J 3 + 1 s 0 = X " + I X.q + Vq (mod q ) . 
^ J = 3 + l 
^ 3 + 1 ^ ^ ^ 3 + 2 
H e n c e 0 = A " + ( m o d q ) . W r i t e 
p p+J-
^ 3 ^ 3 + 1 ~ ^ 3 + 1 ^ • P r o c e e d i n g i n t h i s w a y , we o b t a i n 
n .-n . 
X . = - X ' + X ' . q ^ ^ ^ ^ , 3 + 1 < J 5 a , 
J J - 1 J 
a n d X ' + V = 0 ( m o d q ^ ) . S u p p r e s s i n g t h e d a s h e s , we g e t t h e 
Oil 
r e q u i r e d r e s u l t . C o n v e r s e i s e a s y . / / 
4 . 2 . 1 5 LEMMA. Let i ^ , 1 S ^ < a , and x i G . Then 
X C Z ) . i f and only i f 
X -
T r .-z n . - n . 
J^-L J X, a . 
u . q 
J J = 3 + 1 
a . 
J 
OZ 
where 
c"^ - 1 , n^^^ - m , 
Ag = I ' ' 
7Tl~'V 
X^ + V 5 0 (mod q ) . a ^ 
P r o o f . L e t aj = 
' ' a X . l i 
T T a ' 
J = 1 J J 
as 
V € D . . T h e n = 1 . As i n 
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t h e p r o o f o f Lemma 4 , 2 . 1 4 , we h a v e a ^ = 1 , = , 
p .-i 
V - - ^ , J = 1 , . . • , 3 , a n d 
<v J 
g m-n . a m-n 
0 S ^ A ' . q J + I X.q ^ + v / ( m o d / ) . 
^ J = 3 + l ^ 
Now 
m - n ^ + r ^ > . . . •> m-n^+r^ > ' " " ' ^ g + l ' ^ ' ^ ' 
m-n^^^+i < ... < m-n^H . 
D i v i d i n g b y q , we g e t 
n^ , -n .+r' .-i a 
0 E 
p r i n  - n •-1 ' 
B I x ; . , 3 . 1 . . , ^ , + \)q ( m o d q ). 
J = 1 
D e n o t i n g t h e f i r s t sum b y Ag , we h a v e 
° " 3 ^ 6 + 1 ^ • 
W r i t e Xg + X g ^ ^ = X g ^ ^ q ^ . I n t h i s w a y , we h a v e 
n .-n . 
X. . + X*q ^ ^ , 3 = B + 1 . a , a n d n - m , 
J J - 1 J 
X* + V = 0 ( m o d q ) . C o n v e r s e i s e a s y , 
a ^ 
II 
4 . 2 , 1 6 LEMMA. Suppose that m-n^ 
X i G . Then x € D. if and only if 
> 0 . Let i € X and 
• a a 
a; = 
r.-i T .-1 
a X q ^ ^ 1 
a.^ bP 
J 3 
V oz , 
i a m-n.+r.-t 
^ . / ze ra = 1 . I ^ ^ + ^ = 0 ^ 
J = 1 
P r o o f . L e t x -
u s u a l m a n n e r , we g e t 
a X . y . 
••N 
V 
^ 
oz ^ D. . T h e n = 1 . I n t h e 
Ill 
= 1 , X. = y-q ' , = , j = 1, a . 
Thus 
1 = 
a 
aP y^ -
m-n . 
a \'.q ^ ^ 
r r „ 0 
U=1 
a m-n . 
that is, 0 = \ X'.q + vq (mod q ). Since 
J=1 ^ 
i S m-n +r < ... < m-n^+r, , we have a a 1 1 
a m-n .tr .-i 
0 E X'.q ^ ^ + V (mod q'""'- ). 
Converse is easy. // 
4.2.17 LEMMA. Let ^ '^ct 1 5 y - a fee sue/? t/zat 
m-n^tr^ > ... > - ^ ^ '"-'^ Y+^ y • • • ^  '"""a^^a ' 
Let X i G . Then x € L. i/ and only if 
u 
X -
V V 
a-1 \.q ^ M.q ^ ^ 
a P bP 
3-1 ' ' 
n -m r . . ^  a a 
V cs 
i a-1 n -n .tr 
o^ - 1 , - I X q ^ ^ , and 
Y-1 m-n.+r.-i 
y X . o + X + V = 0 (mod q ) . 
J=1 ' 
Proof. Let x -
a A . y . 
a Pb P J J cs i d . . As usual, we have 
i v.-i 
S = 1 , A. - V.q ^ , y. = y k , J = 1, ..., a , and 
J J J 'J 
a m-n.+r. • 
0 E A'.c? ^ ^ + vq'^ (mod q ). 
J = 1 
m-n 
Dividing hy q , we have 
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a n -n .-r t-m+n ~r n -r 
a j j a a a , ^ a a . 
0 = I X'.q + Vq (mod q ) . 
If y = a , then ~ ' hence 
i-m+n^-r a a A' = 0 (mod q ), a ' 
i-m+n -V V -i n -m 
Write X' = " " , so that X = X'q " = ^ , and 
a-l m-n .+r .-i 
0 E I X'.q ^ ^ + X" + V (mod ). 
J = 1 ^ 
In this case X'^  = 0 . 
So suppose Y < a . Then ^ ' hence 
n -n i-r -r n -n +r , ,, _ , , a a-l a-l a . „ . ,, a-i a-i a X^ = 0 (mod q ). Write X^ = X'^q 
Therefore 
0 = I X'.q + X^q + vq (mod q ) 
0 "1 
Dividing by , we get 
a-2 n -n.+r.-r ^ i-mtn 
0 H .1 A;., ^ . . V, 
J 1 
n -T , , a-l a-l . (mod q ). 
If Y = a-l , then + X'^  = X'^ q , and the whole 
process stops on dividing by q . However if Y < C-l , 
we continue the process. In general, for 2 S fe 5 a-Y , we have 
,(k) Ak+1) '^a-k+1 "^a-k^^a-k ^ a-k+1 
X X - A q , 
a-k+1 a a 
a-k-1 ,, ^'^^^a-k'^'a-k + A 1 > \ 
j--^ a-k 
J=1 
, , "a-k V k , (mod q ) 
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In particular, for k - a-y we have 
Y+1 a a ^ ' 
Y-1 n -n .+r .-r . ^ i-m+n -r n -r 
0 = I A'., Y ^ ^ ^ . A; . . V, ^ ^(.od , ^ ^ ) 
3 = 1 ^ ^ 
Now ~ . Hence 
Y a a ^ 
i-m+n -r Y Y 
Dividing by q ' , we have 
Y-1 m-n .tr .-i , 
Moreover 
r -i n -n ,+r -i 
A = a'q = \ q a or dp 
a-1 a^ 
n -n +1' -r a-1 a-2 a-2 a-i n -n -t a a-1 a-1 
=-^i-l^ = ••• ^ 
a-Y-l n -n , tr ,-i . i-m+n -r n-n+r-i 
k=l 
a-1 n -n .i-p , , 
- - I V.q"^ ^ ^ + A^'^-Y^^) a 
> a ^ 
Suppressing the superscripts, we have the required result. Converse 
is easy. // 
In the rest of this section we will use the following system of 
notations, possibly with subscripts or superscripts. The meaning of 
symbols different from those below will be clear from the context. 
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Elements of U : x, y . 
Elements of i a b . : i=l, ...,a): u, v . t' I' 
Elements of ^ ? = ^  = 1 ? • • • 5 » 1 5 j < Z> : a, d . 
Isometries of U : cp, . 
Elements of Z : A , y , v , p , a , T , 
Recall the definition of 6^}. Though this was 
defined with > 0 , it will be convenient to adopt the convention 
that 0) = QSp[&^, . . . , 6^) . The following lemmas 
show that we are justified in doing so and that and 
QSp[u^] arise naturally from QSp{U) . 
4o2J8 LEMMA, Let 1 sh si , 6, > 0 , 0 < 6 . rs e . , ' h 3 3 
J = 1, . .. , , Then 
^ QSpiU) : a.^^ - a.^ . b.^^ = b , 
for fe = 1, ,.. , e . ^  h < j s I and k = 6 .tl, 1 < j s h} d 3 3 
Proof. Let ^ € QSp(.V) where V = . . . , . We can 
extend ^ to an element of QSpiU) in the obvious way by letting cp 
act trivially on those generators a^ .^ , b^.^ of U which are not in 
V . On the other hand, suppose cp € QSp{U) where 
a.cp - u. + 5. , b = y. t 3. , i = 1, a , 
1- t- ^ ^ U U 
V S-fe " '3k ' V = '3k ' ' k = l, , 1^3 si . 
Let ^ be the submodule of U generated by those generators a., , b which are not in 7 . If ^ is trivial on these generators, jfe 3k ^ 
it is clear that , ^ ^^ ^ W for all i = 1, a , 
fe = 1, , 1 < J < , and hence a^^ a^ .^ cp, S^ .^ cp € V for 
all i = 1, a , fc = 1, , 1 S 3 Sh . In other words, 
€ Sp(V) . Consequently the restriction mapping on those elements 
of QSpiU) which fix the generators a^ .^ , not in V , gives the 
required isomorphism. // 
4,2 J 9 LEMMA. Let 5 = ^ , ^ = ' ^ • 
h h 
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{ip e QSp{&^, : a^ ^ a , b^ = b] = QSp{&^, = , • 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2.18, the group of isometries 
on the left is isomorphic to the group of isometries of U which fix 
all those generators 5 jk ' 
hence by Lemma 4,2.18, is isomorphic to • // 
In particular with = 1 , a similar argument shows that 
4.2„20 LEMMA, 
= QSp[6^, . 
We have analogues of the above lemmas for QSp[u^] . Since the 
proofs are similar to those above, we omit them. 
402.21 LEMMA, ? QSpil) : - . b^^^ = b^^} = QSp{u^] . 
402.22 LEMMA, Let 1 5 t 5 a . Then QSp[u^] is isomorphic to 
the group of elements of QSp{U) which act trivially on the generators 
b., b.^ for i = 1, t-1 , fe = 1, , isjsl. 
4.2.23 LEMMA„ Let 1 S t < a . Then 
€ QSp[u^] : a^^ = a^ . b^^ = b^ - . 
Associated with each we define the following 
submodule 
For the moment denote this submodule by W , By Lemma 4.2.9, 
is a < 
q 
(a, d) = 0 (mod ) for all c, d W . We will denote W when 
considered as such a Z ^-module by 6^] or simply W^ . 
Q 
We can then define a Z ^-bilinear form on W* as follows 
h-
{a b ] = 1 S Q S I . Hence q a - 0 for all c e W so 
that A/ is a Z ^-module. Moreover q {c, d) = [q c, d] = 0 and so 
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Co, d), - q-^^'-^'ho, d) . 
It is easily checked that (', is a non-degEnerate alternating 
form on so that W* is a non-degenerate symplectic module over 
Z ^ . It is, in fact, canonic since ^hl^= 1 . has a 
symplectic decomposition 
W^ = W* 
where VJ* . = < a ., , „ ., ^-j+1 jl' jl 
1 - • • • ^ 
/I' ••• ' =1' ^ ' 
<7 J 
and (a^ .^ , ^ - q^ ^ , fe - 1, ..., , 1 5 j < /z . The symplectic 
sequence of W^ is [6^, <Sj . 
Recall that an invertible pair of is an ordered pair [a, 3] 
of elements of V* such that (a, d)^ is invertible. We now show 
that the qhp's of ..., 6^] are related to the invertible pairs 
of W* , This will be of significance in the proof of Lemma 4.2.25. 
4.2„24 LEMMA, Let y2 be a qhp of 6^) and let 
X = u + o 3 y = V + d . Then [c, 5] is an invertible pair of 
Proof. It is enough to show that (w, v) - 0 (mod q^ ). For 
we would then have q^ ^  = (x, y) = (w, v) + (a, d) - ^^^ + (c, 3) 
and so (<3, 5)^ = 1 - Aq is invertible. By definition, x, y € Z)^  
and hence are given explicitly by Lemmas 4.2.13-4.2.17. We consider 
two cases. 
Case 1. h ^ , 0 5 3 s a . Then Lemmas 4.2.13, 4.2.15 and 
4.2.16 tell us that u, V are of the forms 
u 
3 r .-h a r 
. I [Xa.u3]q'^ t I { J-1 
n .-n . • 
J J+i 
3 3 3 
g _ _ r .-h a 
5 = 1 [O^a.^a b.]q ^ ^ I J=1 3 'J 3 J 
n .-n . • 
^^ 3 J+1 a .+a .b . 
3 3 3 
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g Ho^.-n.+r.-h 3 n^ -n.+2^ .-/2 
where X^ = I X.q ^ ^ P.^ ^ ' ' ' Hence 
3 m-h+r .-h 
Cu, V) = I ^ 
J=1 
a 
t I 
j-3+1 
n .-n . ^ m-i'. 
The first sum = 0 (mod q^ ) since r . > h for j = 1, 3 . 3 
The second sum = 0 (mod q^ ) because i f h > ? then 
m - r . > m-h for j = 3+1, ct , while i f h ^ v , then m - r . > m-l 3 p+i d 
for J = 3t2, a , and q divides X^ , pg . Therefore 
/- - ^ / J m-h+1 (u, V) - 0 (mod q ). 
Case 2. h , 1 S 3 5 a . By Lemma 4.2.14 and 4.2.17, p 
u , V are of the forms 
3-1 r .-h 
J=1 
+ + 
a 
^ I 
j=3ti 
n .-n . \ _ ^ 
. J-1 J^ , J J Jj 
5-1 
= I {9-a.^O b ]q ^ t 
j=l 3 0 3 J 
% + ^ 
a 
t I 
j=3+i 
n .-n . . J J+1 a .b . 3 3 3 
3-1 n^-n.+r.-h 3-1 Hp^-n.+r.-h 
where X^ - I X.q ^ ' ' , P* - ^ " ' ' . Hence 
J=1 
3-1 m-h+r .-h 
i.u, V) = I (X^.a^.-y^.p^.)? ^ 
3=1 
where C . is some complicated expression whose exact form need not 3 
bother us. The first sum E 0 (mod ) since T^ > h for 
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J = 1 , B-1 . The second term = 0 (mod q ^ ^^^ ) since 
implies that q divides A*, p't . Finally the last sum = 0 
, J rn-h-Yl . , 
(mod q ) because m-T . > m-h for j = g+l, a . Hence the 
_ J 
assertion on (u, v) is proved. // 
We can now prove the following useful lemma. 
4 , 2 . 2 5 L E M M A . Suppose G has the oanonic decomposition 
G = p^) ... , ^ ^ > 0 . 
Let X, y ^ G such that ix, y) = Q{h) . Then there exists MSG 
such that M = p^] ... Q[n^, rj , and G ^ Mix, y) is a 
central product of M and (x, y ) . 
Proof. Case 1. h > r^ . Then G' ^ (ix, y']) . As in the proof 
of 2.1, Brady, Bryce and Cossey [4], there exists M S G such that 
G - M (x, y ) is a central product of M and { x, y) . Thus M has 
cyclic centre. The canonic decomposition of M cannot contain any 
QU) ; otherwise, by Corollary 2.2.7, the canonic decomposition of 
G would contain more than one Qic) , which is not so. Hence M has 
the canonic decomposition 
M = r'^] ... r^] . 
If ^ 0 and n'^ S h , then o]Qih) = Qih) by Lemma 2.2.3. 
I f > 0 a n d n'^ S h , t h e n Q[n'^, r0Q{h) = Q[r'^Q{h) b y L e m m a 
2.2.5 and so the canonic decomposition of G contains more than one 
Q{j) , which is a contradiction. Hence n'^ > h . In other words, G 
has the canonic decomposition 
G = Q[n[, ... r'^Qih) . 
By Theorem 2.3.15, 3 = a , n'. - n. , r'. = r. , i = 1 , ..., a , 
U U u t' 
Case 2. h < r^ . First we produce elements x^, y^ ^ G such that 
( x^, y centralizes ix, y) , and ( , y^ = Q{n^, p^) . To do 
this, we work within the module U - U(0, ..., 0 , 1) associated with 
h-1 
G . Clearly we may suppose \_x, y'\ is a qhp of U . Let 
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X - u + a , y = V + d , 
w h e r e 5 , d € W'' = 0 , 1) , Then by Lemma 4 . 2 . 2 4 , [5 5 ] 
h-1 
is an invertible pair of , and h e n c e = < 5 , 5 ) . We may assume 
( e , d)^ = 1 . Since q u = q V ^ Q , i t follows that 
u] = p / - ^ , [B^, v] - oq""-^ . 
Put ^ + , = Th^ + d^ , w h e r e 
o ^ - -uc + A 3 , = T ( - a 5 + p 3 ) , 
r r 
T = |l-f(Xa-yp)(^ ^ I 
It is easily v e r i f i e d that [x^, y = ^^J » < ^ ^ > ^ ^ > 1 ^ ^ , ^ > • 
Hence < , > centralizes < x , y ) , and G' = < y J > . As in 
Case 1 , G = (a;^, y ^ ^^ is a c e n t r a l product of { x^, y and 
H < G . Thus i x ^ , y h a s cyclic c e n t r e , and since = q , we 
h a v e < y^> ^ ^ ( n ^ , r^] . 
We use induction on the exponent of G to complete the p r o o f . 
W r i t e N ^ (x^, , Then C^(N) - ZiN)H . First suppose Z(N) < Z(H) 
so that C^(N) = H and x, y C 5 . A g a i n the canonic decomposition 
o f H cannot contain more than one Q i j ) . Suppose the canonic 
d e c o m p o s i t i o n of H contains no Qij) at a l l , say 
H = ry ... r'^] , 
w i t h n'^ , > • If n ^ = n ^ , then by Lemmas 2.2.1 and 
2 . 2 , 4 , ( x^, y r'^] ^ , so that ^(I'J occurs in 
the canonic d e c o m p o s i t i o n of G , which is not s o . Hence n^ > n'^ • 
If =1^2 ' S®"*- ^ similar c o n t r a d i c t i o n , and h e n c e > . If 
r'^ ~ 0 , H is c y c l i c , contradicting x, y ^ H . Hence r'^ > 0 . If 
~ ' Lemma 2 , 2 . 2 , 
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^ > and so r'^  = h , which means 
H' = ( Qc, y'\ ) , By the usual procedure, H would then contain Qih) 
in its canonic decomposition, which is a contradiction. Hence 
n^^-p^ < ' means that the canonic decomposition of G is 
which is again a contradiction= Hence the canonic decomposition of H 
contains precisely one Qij) , namely Qih) . By a similar argument, 
we conclude that 
H = r^] ... r'^jQih) . 
So by the induction hypothesis, there exists H such that 
M = Qin^, r ] Q{n , p] , and E - Mix, y ^ is a central product 
J. ^ 2. QL QL J_ 
of M^ and < x, y) . Put M = NM^ , 
Finally suppose ZiN) > Z(H) , Write ZiN) = Q(r, 0) . By an 
argument similar to that used above, we can show that the canonic 
decomposition of Z{N)H is 
Z{N)H - Qin^, r^] ... r^Qir, 0)Q{h) . 
Since x, y i Z(N)H and ^ "l ' induction as we did 
before c, // 
The following lemma will also be useful. 
4 ,2 26 LEMMA-, Suppose G has the oanonio decomposition 
G = r^] ... , ^a " ° * 
Let X, y i G such that ( x, y> = ^(n^, p^] . Then there exists 
MSG such that M = Q[n^, r^] ... Q[n^, r^ , and G = ( x , y) M is a 
central product of <x, y> and M . 
Proof. Since G' = < [x, zy]^  , we can use the usual procedure to 
produce MSG such that G = ix, y)M is a central product of 
(x, yy and M . The canonic decomposition of M cannot contain any 
Q(j) and so must be of the form 
M = Q{n'^, r'^] ... r0 
with n, > n'^  , r^ ^ r'^  . By an argument similar to that used in 
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Case 2 of the proof of Lemma U.2.25, we conclude that n^ > n^ , 
G = p y ... 
is the canonic decomposition of G . Hence by Theorem 2.3.16, 3 = a , 
n l ^ n^ , = ' i = 2, a . 11 
We can now shed some light on the relationship between 
QSp{&^, ..., 6^] and the qhp's of . 
4.2.27 LEMMA. Let y2 be a qhp of . . . , 6^] . Then 
there exists ^ ^ QSp[6^, 6^] such that = x , b^^^ = y . 
Proof. Let x = u + a , y ^ v + d . Then [5, 5] is an 
invertible pair of = f/^  , . . . , 6^] . We may assume that [5, 3] 
is a hyperbolic pair of f/^  . Then by Lemma 4.1.11, W* has a 
symplectic decomposition W* = W^ ... » where 
J J 
= ^11 = ^ ' = 3 . 
Put H = ..., a^, Z?^ , c, ci>, and N to be the subgroup 
generated by all the other , together with those a^ .^ , 
for which a^ .^ , are not in ^^ . It is then clear that G = HN 
is the central product of H and N . But H itself is the central 
product with cyclic centre of < a^  , , a , b ) and { o, d) . 
I X a a 
Thus (a, d) has cyclic centre, and since c and [c, d] both have 
h orders q , io, d)- Q(h) . Hence 
H = r j . . . rjQ(h) . 
Since [x, y'] is a qhp , x, y ^ D^ and hence x, y, Ix, y] have 
h 
orders q . Clearly then we may suppose x^ y ^ H . Moreover 
ix, y) has cyclic centre and so ix, y) = Qih) . By Lemma 4.2.25, 
there exists M < H such that M ^ Q[n , rA ... S(n , r\ and J_ J_ UC LX E - Mix^ y) is the central product of M and ^x^y) . Let x.^ y. , I' % 
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= 1, . . . , a , be canonic generators of M so that a;. ^ A. . t ^ ' 
^ ' Plsi^ly following mapping cp defines an element of 
QSpi^^i •'•> satisfying the lemma: 
= ^ , h^^ = y , 
V 'Jk ' ^jk^ - if = ^ ' 
and fe = 1, . . , , 6 . if 1 5 j < . // 
J 
We have the following analogue for the qhp's of U^ . 
4.2.28 LEMMA, Let [i, a qhp of U^ . Then there exists 
(p 6 QStp[U ] such that a^cp - x ^ & cp = y . 
Proof. We may suppose x, y ^ H - i a, , h , a ,h ) . By 
u u a CL 
definition \_x, y'\ has order q and hence H^ - { \_x, yV . As in 
the proof of 2.2, Brady, Bryce and Cossey [4], H = (x, y^H^ is a 
central product of ix, y) and some H^ < H . So ix, y) has cyclic 
centre and since a; has order q , <x, y) = Q{n,, r ] . Finally 
(y u 
by Lemma M-.2.26, E = ix, y)M is a central product of (x, y) and 
M , where M = ^t+l) " ' ^a^ ' ^^ evident that 
we can define cp € QSp[u^] such that a^ cp = x . fc^cp = y . // 
The usefulness of Lemmas 4.2.27 and 4.2.28 lies in their application 
to prove Lemmas M-.2.3 and 4.2.4. We have gone a long way to set up 
the machinery to prove Lemma 4.2.5 which shows that we only have to 
calculate T » j} ^^^ s that is, the numbers of qhp's 
X 'Z/- X u 
of u[e , ..., e. , j] and U^ . First we calculate 
..., j] in terms of ' "the number of 
hyperbolic pairs of the canonic non-degenerate symplectic module <7) over Z ^ . The latter quantity is given by 
Lemma 4.1.16. Lastly the calculation of OJ is more straightforward. 
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4.2.29 LEMMA. Let i ^ , 0 s 3 5 a . Then 
a 
I 
j) . 
Proof. Let x, y i V ^ , . . . , e . j] where a;, w ^ D. 
J- 'Z' -L 
and X = M + c , y = V + d . As in the proof of Lemma 4.2.24, 
/- -X , m-i+1 
Ku, V) - kq . Put y = 1 - Ac^  . Note that u is uniquely 
determined modulo q^ by u, V . Call [5, 3 ] a y-pair of 
W^ = ..., j] if (5, 3)^ = u , where we keep u , v 
fixed for the moment. 
We claim that Lx, yl is a qhp of V if and only if [5, 5 ] is 
a u-pair of W^ . First, if Ix, y2 is a qhp, then (x, y) = 
, m-i , m-i+l 
and so q - kq + (c, d) , or {o, d) ^  - 1 - \q ^ \x , Conversely, 
if [c, 5 ] is a y-pair of f/^  , then 
y) -- Cu, V) + (5, d) -- + Uq""-^ -- q^-^ , 
and so [a;, 2/] is a qhp. 
For a fixed invertible y , the number of y-pairs of is 
precisely , the number of hyperbolic pairs of , as can be 
seen from the one-to-one correspondence [c, 2] i—> y , d from the 
y-pairs onto the hyperbolic pairs of . Consequently for each 
fixed pair f ] of elements of 7 of the appropriate forms, there 
are wCf/'^) pairs [c, 5] of elements of such that Ix ^  y~\ is a 
qhp of 7 . So it only remains to enumerate the distinct pairs [u, y ] . 
Each of the u, V is given in Case 1 of the proof of Lemma 4.2.24 by 
replacing h hy i- . Hence we have the following freedom of choice: 
each A^, y ^ , p^, a ^ , k = 1, ..., 3 , can take q values, 
each y ^ , a^ , k = 3+1, •••s ot , can take q values, 
k k fe+1 
each p^ , k - 3+1, ..., a , can take q values. 
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An easy enumeration then gives the required expression for 
j) . // 
4.2.30 LEMMA. Let i i J^ , 15 3 5a. Then 
a 
Proof. Since the proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.2.29, we 
omit the details. Suffice it to say that we only have to enumerate 
the distinct pairs [u, y] where u, v are given in Case 2 of the 
proof of Lemma 4.2.24 with h replaced by i , We then have the 
following freedom of choice: 
each Ug, a^, A^, u^, p^, a^ , k = 1, ...,3-1 , can take q^ 
values , 
each , fe = 3, . . . , a , can take q ^ ^^^ values, 
r 
each a^ , = 3+1, . . . , a , can take q ^ values. 
An easy enumeration gives the required result. // 
4.2.31 LEMMA. With s., t. , i = 1, ..., Z , defined in the 
set of notations preceding Theorem 4.2.6^ 
I ^i I 
I I log j) = 2 ( v ^ t t 
Q-l ^ t-1 
7 £ . I ^ 
I I log , ...,£. , j] . 
Proof. With reference to the remarks preceding Theorem 4.2.6, we 
have 
{1, 2, Z} = J ^ U J ^ U ... U J ^ U J ^ U ... U J ^ , 
where the union is disjoint. Hence 
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7 £ . 
-=1 J-1 
a 
..., j) 
£ . 
00 
3-0 j=i 
a e. 
3=1 j=i 
By Lemma 4.2.29, the first factor is equal to 
where 
Y^ a £. ^ 
3=0 j=l 
£ . a t j' a 
= I I ^ p + + J } 
3=0 j = l ^ fe=3+l ^ ^ 
a 
I (s + i t ) £ 
3=0 
a 
where s . = 2 r. ^ m - n , t. = 23 for i ^ . By 
Lemma 4.2.30, the second factor is equal to 
£ 
Y2 CO 
5=1 J=1 
where 
a £ . ^ a 
y = ^ I I I r + 2i(23-l) + 2i[m-n 
^ 3=1 J = 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
a 
= 2 I I (s.+it.)£ , 
3=1 i^Jn ^ ^ 
a 
where s . = 2 r, + m - n. + Pp , t. = 23 - 1 for i ^ J^ . 
^ fe=3+l « P P ^ P 
Combining these results, we get the required expression. // 
4.2 .32 LEMMA. Let 0 5 t 5 a . T/ien 
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a 
log^w^ = H r^ + 2[m-nJ - r^ . 
Proof. Let x, y ^ U where x € yl , y ^ B . Then by 
Lemmas 4.2.11 and 4,2.12, x , y are of the forms 
X = 
t t+1 3 
<2. + V.h + I 
n, -n, ^ 
k fe+1 
t t+1- " rr n, -n, •^ fe k+1 
Then {x, y) = a, 
t t+1 
n-n, m-r, a m-r, 
k=t+l 
•k^ 
where is some expression determined by , y^^, p^^, a^ ^ . 
•k' ^ k' " f e 
Now consider the following congruence (-'0 in the indeterminate 
, 
l.X^q 
n-n, • 
t t+1 
a V, -r. 
O . I Lq'" ' ^ 
k=t+l 
' ^ ^ W 
(mod q ). 
It is then easily seen that Lx, yl is a qhp of U^ if and only if 
a^ is a solution of (-0. Moreover O^ is uniquely determined modulo 
q . Hence we are allowed the following freedom of choice: 
y can take q values, 
'0 
each , p^ , k - t a ^ can take q values, 
each y ^ , a^ , fe = t+1, ..., a , can take q values. 
An easy calculation gives the required result. 11 
We have now completed the calculations. 
4.3 Some extensions of certain results of D.L. Winter 
Recall that a group is a semi-direct product of 4 by B if 
G - AB , A G and We also say that ff is a split 
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extension of by S . We will continue to use the notations and 
terminology of the preceding two sections. 
Winter [26] has proved that 
(i) if G = Qil)^ , then aut^^^/inn G = 5p(2n, q) , 
(ii) if G - Q(2, 1)^(1)" , then aut^G^/inn (7 is a semi-direct 
product of by Spi2n, q) , 
where Sp{2n, q) is the symplectic group of dimension 2n over GFCC?) 
(see Huppert [16]) for q odd. Using somewhat similar methods, we 
obtain the following extensions of his results. 
4.3.1 THEOREM. Let q he an odd pvime. 
(i) I f G = Qil) . . . e(l) . ^ ' 
aut^^^/inn G = • • • > • 
(ii) I f G = Q{n, v)Q{l) . . . Q(l) wheve n > 2t , n-v ^ I , 
e- > 0 J then aut„<2/inn G is a senrL-direot pvoduot of H 
L ^ 
by Sp{e^, e-^] j, where 
H = 
Qir) 
e £ 
Qir-1) ... 5(1) i f I , 
£7 £ 
Q)Qa) ... e(i) i f I < T . 
Proof of (i). By Theorem ^.2.2, aut^G/inn G ^ QSp(U) . But by 
the remarks following Theorem 4.2.6, QSpiU) = SpiU) = Sp[e^, . . . , e^} . 
The proof of (ii) is more involved. Let G be the group in 
Theorem 1+.3.1 (ii) and let U be the corresponding module in 4.2. By 
virtue of Theorem 4.2.2, it is enough to show that QSp{U) has the 
stated structure. We consider two cases: (a) I > r , (b) I < r . 
The oase when I > r . The relevant symbols related to QSpiU) 
are m = n - r , J^ = {i : 1 ^ i < r} , I^ = {i : r ^ i S 1} . We 
will write a = a^ , b = b^ . Using Lemmas 4.2.11, 4.2.12, 4.2.13 and 
11 
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4.2.17, we can write down QSpiU) explicitly, 
isometries of U of the form 
acp = a + b + a 
bif) - b + d 
It is the group of 
a . .(p = y. .a b + a. . 
— — p — _ b . .cp = a. .q b + d. . 
J = 1, . . . , £ , 1 S i < V 
u 
a. .(p = y. + c. . ^J ^J 
. .cp = a . .b + d. . -z-J 
J = 1, . .. , e^ , r s i . 
Note that, in fact, 5 = 0 , 
We now define two subgroups , of QSpiU) . Let 
TQ = {tp ^ QSpiU) : a^ = a , Sep = S} . It is clear that 
T = S'p[e , . Let T be the set of isometries of U of 
the form 
aq) - a + ]ib + a 
hip = b 
- - r-tf 
a. M - \i. .q D + a. • 
b . .(S) = o . -q b b . . 
J = 1 , 1 ^ i < r , u 
a. .cp = v.. -b + a. . ^J -z-J -z-J 
b . M - o . .b + b . . 
J = 1 , V ^ i ^ I . 
Evidently, T^ is a group. Note that c is uniquely determined by 
the values y.., o . . . Theorem 4.3.1 (ii) for the case when I > r 
then follows from the next six lemmas. 
4.3.2 LEMMA, QSpiU) = T^T^ , n = 1 . 
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Proof. Plainly T^ T^ - 1 . Moreover 
T -
0 
log. T 1 
r-1 I 
= p + 2 \ is. + 2 \ re. . • 'Z' • 'h ^=l ^=r 
Substituting the appropriate values into Theorem 4.2.6, we have 
QSpiU) 0 1 11 
4.3.3 LEMMA. <3 Q S ^ m . 
Proof. It is enough to show that for every cp.^T. , ^ = 0 , 1 , 
Now = 5.. where 5.. ^ , ..o, e ) , defined following Lemma 
t-J 0 J^ 
4.2.23. Then • -= £ . + G. . for some 5 - • » and so 
1 
- ^..b "r a.. . Similarly, h.. = n • + .. 
Since € a^pC^) , 5 - n -• are of the appropriate forms, 0 1 U l^d 
Hence cpQcp^ cp^ ^ € T^ 11 
4,3,4 LEMMA. T^ has cyolic centre of order q . 
Proof. It is easily verified that ^ ^ Z(tJ , where 
atp^ = a + Vb , = b , 
a . -cp,, = o. . . , fc. .cp,, = » J = 1, , 1 S i < I , ij ' 
-U and that - ' 
The proof is then complete if we can show that cp ^  2 (t^) 
implies that ^ = ^ ^ for some y . Suppose 
aip = a + + o , 
r-1 ^ 
^=l J = 
e . ^ 
where 5 = .I .1 ^ I I ^ " " h / i f ^ i f i ? 
  l ,7=1 
We 
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are done if we can show that a = 0 . 
Let 1 S s < Z- , 1 < t < e , and define s ^ , ^  T. as follows st 1 
where 
aQ , = a + V ,b , bQ ^  st st st ' st 
1 if 1 < s < r , 
V . = i st s-p _ -\q if p 5 s 5 Z , 
a J ^ st st 
1 b + a , if 1 S S < P , S t' 
b + a st if r S s S I , 
" ho ^ ^ " ^ ^  ' 
We have a(cp9 ) a + V b + \ib + o^ , and Su SV Su Su 
-- a , , a ^ . Thus v J ^ ^ + C + V c^p 
Now 
ce 
o b + o if 1 5 s < r , st 
st 
-q O j + a xf r < s s I , 
^st^ 
a ^B + b , if r s s s I . st st 
Hence if 1 £ s < p , we have q^ ^^st^^^^s^^ = 0 , or = 0 
(mod q® ) and so o = 0 since q is odd. However, if r S s < I , S U 
have 2q^ ^ O 5 = 0 , and so q'^ " o = 0 . Thus we have shown s-r we iidv c^/ ^st"^ ~ ' ~st 
that in the expression for c , the coefficients of the a^^ are all 
zero. 
By considering , where S V J,. 
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with V defined as before, 
S u 
hi%t ho ^^^ ^ ' ^ 
st^st 
T-S — -
q b + h^^ if 1 5 s < p , 
h + h 
st 
If T S S < I , 
we can likewise show that the coefficients of the S. . are also all 
zero. Hence c = 0 . 11 
4.3.5 LEMMA. T^ is of class 2 . 
Proof. Let <p, ^ T^ and 
a. .cp = ?. .S + a. . , a. -i^' - V. -b = a. . , 
VO -z-J 1-3 1-3 ^J 
so that a. .CD ^  = . + a. . , a. .0' ^ = -5'. .5 + a. . . It is easily 
verified that a..[cp, cp'] = a.. . Similarly S..[cp, cp'] = B.. . Hence t-J "^J ''J 
cp' J = a + liS for some li , and so [cp^  cp ] € Z [r^) . // 
4.3.6 LEMMA. Let 0 sk < r . Then 
log J^J^,) 
r-1 I 
= r - k + 2 I (i-k)e^ + 2 I (.r-k)e^. , 
t=r 
^ 
where ^j^i^j) ^^ ^^^ subgroup generated by the q -th powers of 
elements of T^ , and ^^Q J = . 
k' 
k k k ^^ , 
Proof. Since T^ is of class 2 , (cpijj)'^  - cp^  ^ ^ [ip, cp] 
and hence ^^ ^ (^J = U ^ • ^  ^ T A . 
We make two elementary observations. Firstly, if 
a^ = a + + 5 , then ccp = c . This is easily checked. Secondly, 
xfp'^  = X for a fixed x ^ U and a fixed positive integer i , 
-a^ - . . then X(sy ~ x for q > % . This is shown by induction on j : 
— d xcp^  asp V v -cp^ ^ - X r y n - i cp^  = X . 
It follows that ^^[t^ consists of isometries of the form 
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k- k-
aQ=a+uqb+aQ, bQ - h , 
a. .6 = a. . , b . .9 = b . . , j = 1, e. , 1 < i < k , 
a. .fc) = \i. -a T-i^k 
13 
b + a . . 
r 5 ^ r-i+kr T 
b . .Q = a . .q b + b . . 
tj 
J = 1 , k < i < r , 
u 
a. .6 = y. -q^h + a. . 
- - k- -
b . .Q - a. .q b f b . . 
tj 13 
J - 1, ... , , V ^ i Si . 
An easy enumeration gives the required order. 11 
4.3.7 LEMMA. T.^  - Q{v) ^ ^ ... ^ . 
Proof, By Lemmas 4 . a n d 4.3.5, T^ is a finite q-group of 
T class 2 , with cyclic centre of order q . Evidently T^ is of 
exponent q^ . The canonic decomposition of T^ is then either 
6 6 
Qiv) 5(1) , > 0 , or 
p . ry ... r'^]Q(k) ... S d ) , 
We show that the latter decomposition is not possible. Suppose T^ 
has the second decomposition. Then by Lemma 4.2.9, z[t^] has order 
q"" where m' maxik, , n'^-r'^} . Since k < n[ , < n[ , 
n^-r^ 5 ng , we must have 3 = 1 , r' = 0 . We would then have 
Q = q , contradicting Lemma 4.3.6 which gives ^ ^ 
since > 0 . Hence T^ = Qiv) ... ^(1) , and so 
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= r - k + 2 I (i-k)6. for 0 < fe 5 
i=k+l ^ 
Equating this with the expression in Lemma U.3.6, we get the values of 
6. in terms of the e. as desired. // 
u 1 
The aase when I < r . QSpiU)• is then the group of isometries 
of the form: 
a(p = a + ]£ + a 
ht^ - b 
— _ _ a. .cp = y. .q fe + c. . 
b . .<a - a . .q b + d. . 
J = 1 , 1 5 i < I . 
1/ 
As in the previous case, we define the corresponding subgroups , T 
of QSp(U) in a similar way: = {cp € QSpiU) : acp = a , b(p - B} , 
and T^ is the group of isometries of the form 
acp = a + b + a 
bip = d 
a. .(p = y. .q b + a. . 
T^O 
b . .iS) - o . .q b+b.. 
J - 1 , 1 5 i 5 I . 
Lemmas 4.3.2-4.3.5 remain valid for this new subgroup T^ . This 
is easily proved with obvious modifications to their proofs. We now 
complete the proof of Theorem 4,3.1 (ii) by proving the following 
two lemmas. (Note that ^^ is defined as in Lemma 4.3.6.) 
4o3.8 LEMMA. Let 0 < k ^ I . Then 
I 
= r' - fe + 2 I (i-k)e. . 
i^k+1 ^ 
Proof. With reference to the preliminary remarks in the proof of 
Lemma 4.3.6, we conclude that isometries of the 
form 
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a6 = a + V^q^b t q^a , bQ - b , 
a. .Q = a. . , b . .Q - b . . , .,.,e. , 
- n r-i+kf 
^if - ""if ^ ^ -ij 
= + S . . 
J = 1 , , k < i s I . 
ly // 
4.3 9 LEMMA= S ^ ( p , 0)^(1) ^ ... §(1) ^ . 
Proof. Since T^ is a finite q'-group of exponent q ^ and 
class 2 with cyclic centre of order q , the canonic decomposition 
of T^ is either Q{r) ... Q(l) , > 0 , or 
6, 6 
§(1) , n ^ = p . If T^ has the 
first decomposition, then clearly 
r 
log I = r - I + 2 I (i-l)6. > r - I , 
Q L ^ ' • -7 . T 
contradicting Lemma U.3.8 (with k = I ). Hence T^ has the second 
decomposition. By considering |Z(t^)| as we did in the proof of 
Lemma 4.3.7, we have T^ = Q{r, 0)Q{k) ... Q{1) , > 0 . If 
k > I , then > v - I , while if k < I , then 
log I ^ ^ - V - k both instances contradicting Lemma 4.3.8. 
Hence k = I . Finally a comparison of |^^(t^)| with that in Lemma 
4.3.8 gives the required result. // 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE CREAM PROBLEM FOR SUBVARIET IES OF A iN^ A B ] 
The object of this chapter is to study the CREAM problem for 
subvarieties of ^ (n A ^ ] where r, s are coprime Integers with 
z S 
ll 
s odd and not divisible by q for any prime q . We will show that 
this has an affirmative solution. We w i l l also give an example of an 
infinite (but not closed) class ^ of irreducible linear groups in 
& ^ = ) » ^ o d d , for which the function n i— o in) , n ^ iV"'" , 
(see 2 . 1 ) , is not the restriction of a CREAM function. 
5.1 The infinite closed classes 
In this section we introduce a convenient way of keeping track of 
the infinite classes of irreducible linear groups of a fixed exponent. 
This w i l l be useful in 5.3. Denote the closed class of all irreducible 
linear groups in ^ A ^ ^ by ? odd. We will use the 
notations of Chapter 2 and write Q{k) = Q{k, k) . Let n > 1 be a 
fixed integer. Suppose ^ - ^ is a closed class not contained in 
Q ^ ^ . Define the following (not necessarily closed) classes of 
linear groups: 
^ = X n g ( n , ^ » i = 0 , 1 , ..., n-1 , 
S^' = X n , J = 0 , 1 , ... , 
where X Q ^ ^ denotes the set of central products with cyclic centres 
of X and Y for each Y € and X = Qin, i) or Q{n)^ . We 
J 
0 . 
call the , sf the derived classes of X . Note that £ is closed 
We classify the derived classes as follows. We say that the vank 
of S is 0 if S . is finite (or empty); that the Tank of S^ .^ is 
1 if e ( n , i ) e ( l ) € for all e^ = 0 , 1 , ... , but 
Q{n, i)Qi2) \ S . for some e^ > 0 and in g e n e r a l , that the rank 
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of is k , where 1 sk < n , if Q{n, i)Q{k) ... ^(1) ^ € S. 
- •• • 
some > 0 . Likewise, for each j > 0 , we say that the rank of f r all = 0 , 1 , ... , but Q{n, i)Q{k+l) ^^^ ^ for 
Sf is 0 if ^ is finite (or empty); and that the rank of ^ is 
e, £ 
k , where 1 < fe < n , if Qin)^Q(k) ... g d ) C for all 
= 0 , 1 , ... , but Qin)^'Q(k+l) ^^^ ^ for some > 0 
Note that consists of linear groups in and so we do not 
define the rank of ^ . 
We will find the following observations useful, and the results 
of 3.2 will be freely used. 
5.1.1 LEMMA. 
(i) If rank of ^ = k > 0 ^ then rank of S. = k for 
i = 0 , l , ..., k . 
(ii) The following ohain of ineqvialities holds: 
rank o/ S > rank of ^ > ... > rank of S > rank of > 
2 
rank of ^ > ... . 
Proof. (i) Since has rank k > 0 , 
Q(n, O)Q(k) ... Qil) € S^ for all , ..., = 0 , 1 , . . . . It 
is clear that if 0 < i sk , Q(n, i)Qik) ... Q(l) € X for all 
= 0 , 1 , ... , and hence are in ^ . Moreover if 
Q{n, i)Q{k+l) ^^^ € S^ for all e^^^ = 0 , 1 , . . . , then 
Qin, 0)Q{k+l) € ^ for all = 0 , 1 , ..., which is not so. 
Hence S . has rank k . 
(ii) Let 0 5 i < n . Suppose rank of S. = k. . Then rank of 
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cannot be greater than k^ . Otherwise Q{n, i-^l)Q{l) ^ 
for all £7 = 0, 1, ... , where I = fe. + 1 , and since 
i- t 
Qin, -< Q(n, i+l) , it follows that Q{n, i)Qil) i S. for all 
=n, 
= 0 , 1 , ... , which is a contradiction. In the same w a y , we 
easily prove: rank of S > rank of S^ > ... . // 
The next lemma is immediate. 
rn-1 ( V 
can 
U S . u U S'^  5.1.2 LEMMA. X = =7 
of X (see 3.3)J and the union is disjoint. 
J where v is the index 
We now give a detailed description of the derived classes in some 
simple cases. This will be required in 5.3. 
5.1.3 LEMMA. Suppose X s Q^ is a closed class not contained 
in . The derived classes of X of rank 1 are of the forms 
^ = {§(2, 0)^(1)'' : r = 0, 1, ...} , 
S^ = {Q{2, DQilf : p = 0, 1, ...} , 
sf = { Q { 2 ) ^ Q { l f : r = 0 , 1 , ...} , j > 0 . 
2 
Proof. The irreducible linear groups of exponent q are 
Q{2, 0)Q{lf , §(2, l)Q(l)^ , Q{2)^Q{lf , j > 0 , > 0 . // 
5.1.4 LEMMA. Suppose ^ - £3 is a closed class not contained 
in . 'Hhe derived classes of ^ of rank 1 are of the forms 
o. ^ 
S . = U R . 0 5 a . < ~ ^ i = 0, 1, 2 J 
^ = U , 0 5 U . < ~ , J > 0 , 
s-0 ^ 
where 
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R^^Q = {Q(S, i)Q(lf : r = 0, 1, ...} , i = 0 , 1 , 2 , 
^^^ = i)Q{2fQ{lf r = 0, 1, ... , 
0 < s 5 a^ , ^ = 0, 1, 2 , 
= {Q(3)^Qilf : r = 0, 1, ...} , j > 0 , 
= \Q(3)'^Q(2fQilf : P = 0 , 1 , ... , A^.^ 5 , 
0 < s < u . j J > 0 . 
3 
The devived classes of X of rank 2 are o / the forms 
S . = {^(3, i)Q{2fQ{lf : r , s = 0 , 1 , ...} , i = 0 , 1 , 2 , 
u 
i = : r , s = 0 , 1 , ...} , J > 0 . 
Proof. It is clear from Chapter 2 that the irreducible linear 
3 
groups of exponent q are 
« ( 3 , i m 2 f Q { l . f , , 
i = 0 , l , 2 , J > 0 , T , s > 0 . 
If the derived class S . has rank 1 , then by definition, there 
a. 
exists a unique largest integer a . > 0 for which 5 ( 3 , i)Q(2) ^ 'g. 
1/ ~~'L' 
If a . > 0 5 we define p . for each 0 < s < a . , to be the largest 
% 'VS t-
p • S uS 
integer for which , i)Q{2) Q{1) ^ • ^ote that p^^ may be 
infinite. Similarly for sf , j > 0 , of rank 1 . The forms of the 
derived classes of rank 2 are obvious. // 
5.1.5 LEMMA. Suppose X ^ Q^ is a closed class not contained 
in . If the derived class ^ has rank 1 ^ then ^ ^ u 
is the class of all irreducible linear groups in A ^ v (n^ a B } . 
Proof. S° - , S . = {Q(2, i)Q(lf : r = 0 , 1 , ...} , 1 
i = 0 , 1 . // 
5.1.6 LEMMA. Suppose X < £g is a closed class not contained 
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p 
• If derived alass S^ has rank 2 then £ u 
^ = 0 
is the class of all irreducible linear groups in A g v (n^ a ^ 
Proof. Clearly = £2 ' ^^^ ' = 0, 1, 2 , are given by 
Lemma 5.1.4. Evidently the union of these classes gives all the 
irreducible linear groups in the stated variety. // 
5.2 Some calculations of c {!) 
n 
We will use the notations of 1.2 and 5.1 except that we write 
c (X) = G (n) and k (G) = kAn) . It is clear from 3.1 that we need 
n _A n Cr 
only consider irreducible linear groups over a splitting field. For 
every Z € , we denote the degree of X by deg X . By Corollary 
1.3.13, 
c (Z) = (deg X)^k (X)/ lin aut Z 
n n 
For every ^ ^ £3 » will be explicitly calculated. We denote 
the q-cycle by C. and write C .C. = C. ^ C. , = C , 
ly t' 'V 
k > 2 . 
First some calculations on deg X . 
5.2 J LEMMA. 
(i) For n > r > 0 J deg Qin, r) = q^ . 
(ii) Suppose XY is a central product with cyclic centre of 
Z , J € . Then deg(ZJ) = deg Z . deg I . 
Proof. (i) Since we are working in a splitting field, the 
result is trivial if r = 0 . So suppose r > 0 . We may also assume 
that the field contains a primitive q^-th root of unity, 5 say. 
Then it is easily checked that 
a -
0 1 
b = 
tQ -1 
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gives a matrix representation of r) so that deg Q(r, r) = q^ . 
Since Q{n, Qi)Q{n, r) = Q{n, 0)Q(r, r) by Lemma 2.2.4, it follows 
that deg Q{n, r) - q . 
(ii) If XY = X , then Y is cyclic, and so the assertion 
follows from (i) . Now suppose XY X or Y . Let U and 7 be 
the vector spaces on which X and Y act respectively. Then U # V 
is the space on which XY acts, by Lemma 3.2.4. It then follows from 
9.11, Chapter V, Huppert [/6], that dim(U # V) = dim U . dim V , where 
dim U , dim V denote the dimensions of the vector spaces U, V 
respectively. 11 
The next lemma is a special case of a theorem of Gaschiitz [S]; 
an independent proof is easily given. As we will see, this lemma 
reduces the calculation of fe (Z) to that of fe n n 
X n 
5.2.2 LEMMA, Suppose G is a finite group and H <i G ^  
H s HG) . Then k (G) = \H\\ (G/H) . n n 
Proof. Define the relation on the n-tuples of elements of 
G as follows: 
X y if and only if x. = y .h. for some h. ^ H , i = 1, .,., n . — — 'V 'V % 
where (x^, • " ^ ^ ^ > [y^^ • • ' ' ^  J • 
equivalence relation. Now G is generated modulo H by x^, 
if and only if G is generated by x^, ..., x^ . Hence we can define 
the following correspondence 9 between the equivalence classes 
(defined by on the n-tuples of elements which generate G ) and 
the n-tuples of elements which generate G/H , 
0 : [x] [x^H, x^H] , 
where x = [x - , x ] is a representative of the equivalence class — 1 yi 
[x] . Clearly 6 is independent of the choice of x . Moreover 6 
is one-to-one and onto. Thus there are exactly as many equivalence 
classes as there are n-tuples of elements which generate G/H . But 
each equivalence class contains exactly 
To calculate k n 
, A 
H distinct elements. // 
we will again need a theorem of Gaschiitz. 
5.2,3 THEOREM (Gaschiitz [8]). If H is a minimal soluble 
normal subgroy.p of the finite grou-p G ^ then 
k (G) = k (G/H). [ H 
n n ^ 
n 
-a] 
where a is the nunibeT of Gomplements of H in G . 
5.2,4 THEOREMeFi?r. m > 1 ^ k 
n 
C-
n I 1 . ' 
Proof. Consider (f^ as a vector space V of dimension m over 
GF(q) , 
7 = < ) ® ... ® < y ) . 
1 m 
We calculate the number of complements of ^ ^ in F . Let 
A = {a € aut V : v^a = Xv^ for some 0 ^^  A € GF(q)} , 
Then A is evidently a subgroup and consists of linear transformaiions 
of V of the form 
, ^ 0 > 
V = X.v^ + u. , i = 2, m , 
% 11 ^ 
where .. . , € GF(q) , u^, ., , , u^ ^ U ^ i v^, . .. , v^) . It is 
easily checked that u^, u^ are linearly independent. Hence 
= iq-l)q^ ^lGL(m-l, q) 
Let ^ - {W < V : V - < V^ ) iB W} . For every a € , € fi , we have 
V = Va = ( V ) r Wa . In fact ( y. ) n f/a = 0 ; otherwise V € Wa 
1 1 -L 
implies that V ^ Wa . Hence 7 = ( > ® l^'a . For any two W, W € fi , 
There exists a € ^ such that Wa = W , We merely define a as 
follows: 
y a = y, , w.a - w'. , i - 2, .. . , m , 
1 J- "i- ^ 
where {W^, ,. . , w^} are bases of W, W' 
respectively. Hence 4 acts transitively on ^ and so 
= A^ . , where 
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= {a e A : f/^ a = A/Q and W^ -- (v^, v j } . 
m 
Plainly A^ consists of all those a ^ A for which X^, 
zero. Hence 
, A are 
m 
4 I = (q-l)|GL(m-l, q) 
and so - q"^  ^ . The lemma then follows from Theorem 5.2.3. // 
5.2.5 COROLLARY. For m > l , k 
n 
jn _ %w(m-l) n—r- r n-irl 
C^ - q I W -1) » 
In the next four lemmas, we will assume that n^ > I > 0 , 
I I 
e, > 0 and write X = 2 \ e. , y = 2 \ (i-l)e. . In Lemmas 
5.2.7 and 5.2.9, 6 
i=l ^ t=l 
is the Kronecker delta. 
5.2.6 LEMMA. 
ii) ... = "n 
(ii) k 0]Qa) ... 5(1) ) = ^^ ^ 
(Hi) l]Qa) ^ ... «(1) = / ' ^^ n 1 
(3n -5ty] n 
(iv) n^-l]Qa) ^ ... Qil) ^ q^ ^ 
( n l+X^ ( n X^, 
[q -q ] [q -q c' 
£ e 
Proof. (i) Put Z = Q{1) ... «(1) so that Z' I q and 
_ 2^,-j 2e. 
Z = Z/Z' ^ C^ ... c^-
By Lemma 5.2.2, k^{X) = q'^^^X) • Now put 
N ^ ix^ X ^ X) ^ , 
so that N - q^ and X/I] = C^ . Hence by Lemma 5,2.2, 
k (I) = q^k 
n ^ n 
C 1 
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(ii) P u t Z = 0]Qa)Qa) . . . Q ( l ) ^ s o t h a t Z ' 
a n d 
J = X/X' = C . . . c 
n^-l I 1 
In — By Lemma 5 . 2 . 2 , k (.X) = q k (X) . Now p u t 
yi Yt 
N = ( x^ : X e X) S ^(X) , 
s o t h a t N 
5 . 2 . 4 , 
= q a n d X/N '= C " " " . H e n c e b y Lemma 5 . 2 . 2 a n d - - ~ ^1+A 
• 
k (X) = N\^k 
n n 
C 
,1+X 
— n r n A^i, 
N [q -q )k 
n C[ 
(Hi) a n d (iv) . S i m i l a r t o (ii) . We m e r e l y n o t e t h a t i f we 
w r i t e 
e £7 £ 
Z = i]Q(1) . . . Q ( l ) , J = n^-l]Qa) . . . 5 ( 1 ) , 
2£ 
t h e n X ' I 
2£ 1 , X/X' = ^n^-l^l^l " • • • " . a n d = q 
n ^ - 1 
.2 2£ Y / Y ' = C . .C, . . . C^ n ^ - 1 I i 
1 / / 
I n t h e f o l l o w i n g l emma . . . , i s t h e g r o u p i n C h a p t e r 
4 a n d i t s o r d e r i s g i v e n i n T h e o r e m 4 . 2 . 6 . 
5 . 2 . 7 LEMMA. 
(i) | l i n a u t ( e ( Z ) ^ . . . Qil) 1 - | l i n a u t [ « ( n ^ , o ] Q ( 1 ) ^ . . . 5 ( 1 ) 
= . . . , £ 7 } 
(ii) | l i n a u t ( 5 [ n ^ , l]Qa) ^ . . . 5 ( 1 ) | = 
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(iii) 
e. £ 
lin aut n^-l]Q{l) ... §(l) 
5n +3A+2y-7-2e^6-1 I I,n -1 
q X \Sp[e^, e^] 
I Proof. (i) Put = Qil) ... Qil) so that 
inn X\ = \X/Z(X)\ = q^ . The result then follows from Lemmas 4.2,1 
and 4.2.7 and Theorems 4.2.2 and 4.2.6. 
£7 £ , 
Hi) Put Z = i}Q(1) ... Qil) so that | inn j] = q^^^ 
Substituting a = 1 , m = n^-1 , r^ = 1 in Theorem 4.2.6, we have 
since I ^ = {i : 1 < i S 1} and so s . = l , t. - 0 , i I ^ . 0 ^ ' ^ ' 0 
Lemma 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.2.2 then gives 
lin aut = ] inn Z| . . . , , 
inn X 
(Hi) Put Z = n^-^Qil) ... Q{1) ^ so that 
= q Suppose I < n^-1 . With the notations of 
4.2, we have i" = {i : 1 S i < n -1} and so s. = 0 , t. = 2 , 
i = 1, ..., I . Hence 
I I 
\ I t£ = A + y . 
Next suppose I = n^-1 . Then = {£ : 1 S i < Z} , J^ = {Z} and 
so 
s^ = 21 - 1 , ^^ = 0 » " ° ' " 2 , i i . 
I 1-1 
Hence I [s^+it^z^ = 2 I iz^ + (2Z-1)£^ = X + y -
i^l 
I 
i^l 
. In other 
words, y (s.+it.)£. = A + y - £767 ^  , . Substituting the relevant 
^=l -L 
values in Theorem 4.2.6 and using Lemma 4.2.1, Theorem 4.2.2, we get 
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the required result. 11 
5.2.8 LEMMA. 
0)Qa{^ ... QCD^'l] + o [Q[n ... 
= q 
n^ ^ 1' 
[n -l]n-l , £ 
Proof. Write = QU)^^ ... qCD^^^ , z = 
Y = 1]qU) ... Q{1) . By Lemma 5.2.1, deg Z = deg 
deg Y - q deg Z^ . From Lemma 5.2.6 we get 
[n -l-l]n , 
= q [q^'-q^ix^] 
[n^-l-l]n , ,, , 
Q(l) 
n ^ 0-' 
And Lemma 5.2.7 gives 
lin aut Z = lin aut Z lin aut Y = q 
3+X 
lin aut Z 
Hence by the introductory remarks of this section, we obtain 
(n -Z-l]n 
n n^ 0 
[n -l-l]n-X-l , , 1 ^ r n 1+A-. ( n X 
Adding, we get the required expression. // 
5.2.9 LEMMA. Let y = - + 5 + ^ Then 
X c^[Qa) ^ ... «(i) . -
Proof. Write Z = QU) ... QiD , X ^ n^-l]Q(Z) ... «(l) 
n^-1 
By Lemma 5.2.1, deg X = q deg Z , and Lemmas 5.2.6 and 5.2.7 give 
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lin aut X = q 
5n +2A+2y-7-2£.6 7 1 1 
lin aut X 0' 
Substituting into the formula = (deg X) k^{X)/\lin aut x\ and 
rewriting, we get the required result. // 
In the rest of this chapter we will use the following notation: 
G {r s t) = g2n(s + 2t)+p(r-l)-(s+t)(s+3-t)-2s-3t ^ 
2(p+s+t) r n-i+l ^ W -1) 
^=l 
t 
^=l i=l 
p, s, t > 0 o 
For given r , s, t , ni—*a{r,s,t) defines a function on N U {o} 
Yl 
As we will see in 5„3, the CREAM problem for the case under 
consideration reduces to a study of some properties of s, t) . 
But first an essential observation. 
5„2J0 LEMMA, 
(i) For p > 1 , o^[Q{lf] = J^G^iv, 0,0). 
(ii) For p > 0 , s > 1 , c^[QilfQ(2f] = q^'^'oir, s, 0) 2n n n 
(Hi) For r , s > 0 , t > 1 , 
a [Q(lfQ(2fQ(3)'^] = q^'^ejr, s, t) fi n 
£7 
Proof. Write I = QiD ... 6(1) , I > 1 . Then by Lemma 
5.2.1, deg Z = q^ '^  where A = 2 \ £. , while by Corollary 5.2.5, 
I 
^=l 
Lemma 5.2.6 (i), 
k (X) = q n 
(^+U)n+%X(A-1) A 
i=l 
By Lemma 5.2.7 (i), I lin aut = . .. , | , where 
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Sp[e^, is given in Theorem 4.2.6. Substituting the 
2 
appropriate values in "the foinnula c iX) ~ (deg X) li (X)/|lin aut X yt Yi 
we get the required expressions. 11 
5.3 Some positive results on the CREAM problem 
In considering the CREAM problem for subvarieties of A ^ 
where £ = ^ A B with p , S coprime, we only need to consider those 
O 
subvarieties satisfying W < £ < ^ ^ . For if ^ ^ E j then put 
U^ = V v W , U2 = V a W so that W 5 U^ < A ^ . By §§1.1, 1.3, 
Higman [?5], a nilpotent variety is CREAM and hence ^ is CREAM. 
By Lemma 1.2.3, 
F ( v ) l = I f { u J I . f ( i l ) I . F ( W ) n — ' n^V n ^ ' n — 
Moreover it is clear from Lemma 5.3.4 that n h 
- 1 
F ( W ) 
n — 
- 1 n i N 
is the restriction of a CREAM function. Hence the problem reduces 
to the question of whether' is CREAM , by virtue of Lemma 1.1.1. 
The CREAM problem for subvarieties satisfying W 5 ^ < A ^ can 
again be reduced to the case when r is a prime power. For suppose 
r = coprime to r^ . Then V = V^ v ^ ^ where 
V . = V A A W , i = l , 2 , and V, A V,.^  = W . Clearly 
- .= —X —Z — 
W ^ V . - ^ A W , i = l , 2 . As before, 
and it only remains to see whether V is CREAM for i = 1 , 2 . 
Furthermore Higman [15] has shown that this CREAM problem for the 
case when p = p^ , where p is a prime, can be reduced to the case 
when r - p . Finally since each irreducible linear group in W is 
nilpotent and hence is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups, we 
can reduce the problem further to the case when s itself is a prime 
power. 
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With the above remarks in mind, we easily deduce Theorem 5.3.1 
from Theorem 5.3.2. 
5 . 3 . 1 THEOREM. Let r, s be positive aoyrime integers where s 
is an odd integer not divisible by q^ for any prime q . Then the 
subvoj'ieties of A B^) are CREAM . 
5 . 3 . 2 THEOREM. Let p, q be distinct primes with q odd. Then 
the s-ubvarieties of A (n^ A B^  g] are CREAM . 
In view of the concluding remarks of 1.2, Theorem 5.3.2 itself 
follows immediately from the next theorem. We will use the notation 
Q^ and the description of the derived classes of a closed class 
X 2 in 5.1. To simplify the terminology, we will say that a 
non-empty (not necessarily closed) class S^  of irreducible linear 
groups is CREAM if n ^  ' ^ ' is the restriction of a 
CREAM function to N'^ . 
5 . 3 . 3 THEOREM. Every non-empty closed class X 5 is CREAM. 
Proof. (i) X 5 . If i = 5 fhen X is CREAM by Lemma 
5.3.5. If X ^ , then X is clearly finite and so is CREAM by 
Theorem 1.2.12. 
(ii) X < £2 ' i ^ £1 • Suppose S^, ^  , J 2 0 , are the 
derived classes of X • We may assume V = index of X < • Otherwise 
X = ^^ Theorem 3.3,3 and X is then CREAM by Lemma 5.3.5, Also 
< is closed and hence is CREAM by (i). 
If ^ has rank 0 , then so do S^, ^  , J > 0 , by Lemma 
5.1.1. Hence ^ ^ ^^ U _S^  U . . . U is finite and CREAM , and so 
X is CREAM by Lemma 5.1.2. 
If ^ has rank 1 , then ^ ^ U S^ ^ is CREAM by Lemma 
5.1,5 and Theorem 1.2.4, If ^ has rank 0 for j = 1, ..., V , 
V . j 
then U sf is finite and hence CREAM . So suppose £ has rank 1 
J=1 
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for some 1 5 J 5 V . Let 1 5 X 5 V be the largest integer for which 
S^ has rank 1 . Then 
S'^' = { Q { 2 ) ^ Q { l f : r = 0, 1, ...} , 1 5 J 5 A , 
V 
and so is CREAM by Lemma 5.3.12. Since U is finite (or 
V 
empty), it follows that U is CREAM . Hence X is CREAM . 
J=1 
(iii) X < £3 , X ^ £2 • Suppose Sq, S^, S^, sf , J > 0 , are 
the derived classes of X . Again we may assume V = index of X °° 
Since ^ ^ Q^ is closed, ^ is CREAM by (i) and (ii). 
If S^ has rank 0 , then so do J > 0 » by Lemma 
5.1.1. Hence by Lemma 5.1.2, X is the disjoint union of ^ and a 
finite set and hence is CREAM . 
If S^ has rank 1 , then so has by Lemma 5.1.1. We have 
from Lemma 5.1.4 
f ^ = U lQi3, 0 ) Q ( 2 r Q a ) : r = 0, 1, ..., p^^ 
^^ = U |e(3, l ) Q ( 2 f Q ( l f : r = 0, 1, ..., , 
where a^, a^ < ~ . Clearly p^^ = <=0 if and only if = ~ • Let 
0 5 T 5 maxla^, a^} be the largest integer for which p^^ = ~ . Then 
S = U {e(3, 0 ) Q i 2 f Q U f : I' = 0, 1, ...} U S^ , 
^ s = 0 
X 
s = U {Q(3, 1)^(2)^5(1)'' : P = 0, 1, ...} U sI , 
s=0 
where the unions are disjoint, and S^, are finite (or empty). By 
Lemma 5 . 3.14, 
{Qi3, 0 ) Q { 2 f Q i l f , Q(3, l ) Q i 2 f Q { l f : r = 0, 1, ...} 
is CREAM for every 0 5 s 5 T . Hence U is CREAM . Without 
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loss of generality, suppose rank of S^^ is 1 , in which case by 
Lemma 5,1.4, 
S, - U |e(3, 2)Qi2fQilf : r = 0, 1, p \ , a < co . 
s-Q ^ 2S; 2 
Let 0 5 t' 5 a^ be the largest integer for which p^^, = ~ . Then 
t' 
S - U {§(3, 2)Q{2fQaf : r - 0, 1, ...} U S' 
e -n 
where the union is disjoint and is finite (or empty). By Lemma 
5.3.15, each of the infinite class in the above union is CREAM . 
2 
Hence R is CREAM , and so U S. is CREAM . 
i=0 ^ 
If ^ has rank 2 , then by Lemma 5.1.6 and Theorem 1.2.4, 
= 0 
• 2 
U S. is CREAM . Thus it remains to prove that ^ , 
1 < J < V , is CREAM for S^  of rank 1 or 2 . Firstly if ^ 
has rank 1 , then from Lemma 5.1.4, 
S^ = U iQ(3)^Qi2fQ(lf : r = 0, 1, X.] , ]!.<<». 
s=0 ^ ^ 
Let 0 5 6 . 5 y . be the largest integer for which A .. = , Then J J JO^ . 
6 . 
tJ • • 
sf = U Q{2f Q{lf : r = 0, 1, . , .} U if 
where the union is disjoint and is finite (or empty). Each of 
the infinite class in this union is CREAM by Lemma 5.3.13. Hence 
£ is CREAM . 
Finally if sf has rank 2 , then by Lemma 5.1.4, 
^ - Q{2fQilf : r, = 0, 1, ...} 
and so is CREAM by Lemma 5.3.16. // 
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We now prove the lemmas used in the above discussion and in the 
proofs of the above theorems of this section. 
5.3.4 LEMMA. F h A -B ] 
Proof. Write 
_ %n(n+l) — O 
G = F 
n n (lo B ] = \ ' •. • , •• x^. = Yx., x' ^ —S-' \ 1 n % ^ V n-^ ^ • 9 ^  • « J- * 
i + 3 , i, g , k = 1, n) . 
Since G^ is of class 2 , [x^x^, x ^ = [i^, x^] and so 
: i , J = 1, . . . , n > . G' = ( n X ., X . 
Now G^ is a direct product of %n(n-l) s-cycles, and evidently 
G/G' is a direct product of n s-cycles. Hence ilf rl 
G /(?' . \G' 
n n n 
= s %n(n+l) // 
5.3.5 LEMMA. 0 . is CREAM for i > 1 . 
Proof. From Lemma 1.2.8, we have = (lo ^ = ' ' 
n ^ q 
so by Lemma 5.3.4, n i — [ O ^ ] » n € /V"*" , is evidently the restriction 
of a CREAM function. 11 
We will find it convenient to consider functions of n i N U {o} 
in the following lemmas. For brevity we will say that f{n) is 
CREAM if n ^ f(n) , n € A^"*" U {o} , is the restriction of a CREAM 
function to iv"^  U {o} . Note also that in each of the following 
(apparently) infinite sums there are only finitely many terms for each 
fixed n € A?"'' U {o} so that these sums are finite. 
5.3.6 LEMMA. I ajr, 0, 0) is CREAM . 
r=l 
Proof. For n > 0 , we have 
CO 
00 
= 1 + [q^-l] + q^ I O {r, 0 , 0) , 
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using Lemma 5.2.10 ( i ) . Hence from the proof of Lemma 5.3.5, we have 
- 1 , n > 0 . 
Clearly CQCjt', 0 , 0) = 0 for r > 0 . So the above relation holds 
00 
for n > 0 . Hence \ ^ , 0) is evidently CREAM . // 
r-1 
As a corollary we have the polynomial identity 
5.3.7 COROLLARY. 
C%n] 
I 
r=0 
2 jj p 
T{r-1) 1—r i—r r..2i .,>-1 %n(n-l) 
^=l 
( n-^+l ^ -1—r r iv 
[x -1) [x -1] = X 
OO CO 
5.3.8 LEMMA. I I a ( r , s, O) is CREAM . 
Proof. From Lemma 5.1.5, we have 
^S Q^ = YU {Q(lfQi2f : r = 0 , l , ... , s = l , 2 , . . . } , 
where X is the class of all irreducible linear groups in 
A 2 ^ A B ] = ^ say. From the proof of Theorem 1.2.4, we deduce 
that 
Since A A ( N A j B ] = A , Lemma 1.2.3 then gives 
Hence by Lemmas b.2.10(11) and 5.3.4 and the proof of Lemma 5.3.5, 
00 OO 
1 I s , 0) = (£2]--„(!)} 
r>=0 s=l 
= - , „ > 0 . 
Plainly the above relation is also true for n = 0 . Hence the 
result. ' // 
00 
5.3.9 LEMMA. I s , 0) is CREAM for s, k > 0 . 
r=l 
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-2T<v 
Proof. Write b At, s, 0) ^ q a (r, s, 0) , s, k > 0 , 
00 and f^in) = I h^ ^(p, 0, 0) . Since 0, 0) = 0, 0) , 
p > 0 , //^(O) = = 0 » k > 0 . We use induction on k to show 
that fj^(n) is CREAM for k > 0 . Clearly f^in) is CREAM by 
Lemma 5.3.6. Suppose now k > 0 and is CREAM . We have 
vj 
b„ 0,0, = T T b"-"^-!) n - , 
' i-l i-1 
so that for n > 2 , r > 1 , 
0, 0) = 0, 0) , 
or 
Summing from r - 1 to p = , we have for n > 2 , 
where f is the CREAM function x ^  q [q -l] [q -l) , x i E . 
By hypothesis, there is a CREAM function o. •. E ^ IR such that 
a(n) = » n € u {0} . 
Let 3 = J - 2 where J is the identity function on R so that 
Y = a o g is a CREAM function by Lemma 1.1.3, and 
" ' n = 2, 3, ... . 
Define the function X : a; a{x) - /(a;){l+Y(ic)} , x i R . By Lemmas 
1.1.1 and 1.1.3, A is a CREAM function. It is clear that since Y 
is a CREAM function, y(0) and Y d ) a^ e^ finite so that 
A(0) = X(l) - 0 . Hence A(n) = /^(n) , n € U {o} , and so /^(n) 
is CREAM . 
For a fixed fe > 0 , write 
CXD 
g M ) = I b A r , S, 0) , S > 0 . 
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Since a^ir, s, 0) = s, 0)=0for r+s > 0 , and s, 0) = 0 
for p, s > 0 , it follows that = ^ ^(l)=Ofor s > o , and 
g^(2) = 0 for s > 0 . We use induction on s to show that g in) 
s 
is CREAM for s > 0 . Clearly g^{n) = f^{n) is CREAM . So 
suppose s > 0 and is CREAM . It can be checked that for 
s > 1 , n > 2 , 
Hence for n > 2 , ^^(n) = g { n ) g , where g is the CREAM 
function . ,2.-23-5 -1 ^ ^^ 
hypothesis, there is a CREAM function : IR R such that 
6(n) = , n € iV^  U {0} . 
Put £ = 6 0 3 where 6 = J - 2 . Then e is a CREAM function and 
= , n - 2, 3, ... . 
Moreover e(0), e(l) are finite, so that T(0) = T(1) = 0 , where T 
is the CREAM function x g{x)z{x) , x ^ E . Evidently 
T(N) = g^(n) , n € /V^  u {0} . s 
Hence g in) is CREAM . 11 Q 
00 
5.3.10 L E M M A . \ o (r, s, t) is CREAM fov s, t > 0 
r-1 ^ 
Proof. For a fixed s > 0 , write h An) - \ o (P, S , t) , 
t > 0 . Since the proof by induction on t is similar to the second 
part of the proof of Lemma 5,3.9, we will omit the details. We merely 
note that h^in) is CREAM by the preceding lemma and that 
h (0) = h (1) = 0 for t > 0 . Moreover it can be checked that for 
r, s > 0 , t > 1 , n > 2 , 
a (r, s, t) = ain)a (r, s, t-1) , "Ki yx z. 
, . nn+2t-8 r n r n-1 r 2t where a{n) - q [q -l] [q -Ij [c^  -l] , so that 
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= o{n)h_^_^{n-2) , t > 0 , n > 2 . // 
CO 00 
5.3.11 LEMMA. ^ c{r,s,t) is CREAM for t>0 
r=0 s=0 " 
I.AJ UU 
Proof. Write = a (r, 0, t) + I I c {r, s, t) , 
r=0 s=l " 
t > 0 . It is clear that u^{n) is CREAM by Lemmas 5.3.6 and 
5.3.8. Since 
s , t) = a^ir, s , t) = 0 if p+s+t > 0 , 
it follows that = Zi^(l) = 0 for t > 0 . From the proof of 
Lemma 5.3.10 and using its notations, we have 
u^{n) = , t > 0 , n > 2 . 
The proof by induction on t then follows as in the second part of 
the proof of Lemma 5.3.9. // 
We will now relate the above CREAM results to the classes of 
irreducible linear groups in . 
5.3.12 LEMMA. {Q(2fQilf : r = O , 1, ...} is CREAM for 
s > 0 . 
Proof. For a fixed s > 0 , we have to show that 
oo 
n ^ I o , n i N'^ , 
is the restriction of a CREAM function to . Since by Lemma 
5.2.10 (ii) , 
e (e(2)®e(l)T - q^^'oir, s , 0) , 
it is enough to show that n i—> \ c (r, s , 0) , n e iV"'" , is the 
restriction of a CREAM function. Now clearly n s, 0) , 
n € /l/"*" , is the restriction of a CREAM function. So also is 
oo 
ni—> \ e ( r , s , 0 ) , n ^ N , 
r=l ^ 
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by Lemma 5.3.9 (with k - Q ). Hence the required result follows from 
00 CO 
1 s, 0) = s, 0) + I a (r, s, O) . // 
r=0 "• 2^ =1 " 
5.3.13 LEMMA. Q{2f Q{lf : v - 0 , l , ...} is CREAM for 
s > t , t > 0 . 
Proof. It is clear that for fixed s > 0 , t > 0 , 
^ ^ ^^ ' " ^ , is the restriction of a CREAM function. 
GO 
So also is n I o ( r , s, t) , n € /l?"^  , by Lemma 5.3.10. Since 
by Lemma 5.2.10 ( H i ) , 
00 , 00 . 
I c [Q(3)^Q(2fQ(lf] = (0, s, t) + ^ e (P, s, , n ^ N^ , 
the result follows immediately. 11 
5.3.14 LEMMA. {§(3, 5(3, l)§(2)®e(l)^ : = 0, 1,..| 
is CREAM fov s > 0 . 
Proof. By Theorem 1.2.12, it is sufficient to show that 
{Q(3, 0)«(2)®e(l)^, 5(3, l)e(2)®§(l)^ : r = 1, 2, ...} 
is CREAM . Considering the cases s = 0 and s > 0 separately, we 
have by Lemmas 5.2.8 and 5.2.10, 
\ 0)5(2)^5(1)'') + 1)5(2)^5(1)"^! 
r=i ^ " 
00 00 
= ^ 3 , 0 ) - I .^(r, 3 , 0 ) , . 
Hence the result follows from Lemma 5.3.9. 11 
5.3.15 LEMMA. (5(3, 2)5(2)®5(1)^ : p = 0, l, ...} is CREAM 
fov s > 0 . 
Proof. Again by Theorem 1.2.12, it is enough to show that 
{5(3, 2)5(2)®5(1)^ : - 1, 2, .,.} 
is CREAM . Considering the cases s = 0 and s > 0 separately, we 
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have by Lemmas 5.2.9 and 5.2.10, 
00 00 
1 . (eo, = I ^ 3, 0) 
r=l " 
CO 
-{q+l)q I q e (r, s, 0) 
+ ? I s (v, s, 0) , n ^ r , 
T=1 
The result then follows from Lemma 5.3.9. // 
5.3.16 LEMMA. Q{2f Q{lf : r, s = 0 , 1, . . . } is CREAM for 
t > 0 . 
Proof. By Lemma 5.2.10 (iii) , 
00 00 CO 00 
1 I = q^"" I I Cir, s, t) , n ^ N^ . 
r=0 s=0 r^o s=0 
Hence the result follows from Lemma 5.3.11. 11 
5.4 A non-CREAM class which is not closed 
In this section we show that if ^ = {§(4, 0)$(1)^ : r = 1, 2, ...} , 
then n i — o , n € il/"*" , is not the restriction of a CREAM yx 
function to . 
First we borrow a definition and a theorem of Hardy [H]. An 
L-function (or logarithmioo-exponential function) is defined as a real 
one-valued function defined, for all values of x greater than some 
definite value, by a finite combination of the ordinary algebraic 
symbols (namely, +, x, and the functional symbols 
log(... ) and e^' ' , operating on the variable x and on real 
constants. 
5.4.1 THEOREM (Hardy [??]). Any L-function is ultimately 
continuous, of constant sign, and monotonic and tends, as x ^ , to 
infinity, or to zero or to some definite limit. 
The next lemma is immediate from the definitions. 
5.4.2 LEMMA. A CREAM function is an L-function. 
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Proof. This is evident from the fact that for each b ^ Q^ and 
every CREAM function f : R ^ R , = ^f(x)log ^  ^ ^ ^ ^  _ , j 
A consequence of Lemma 5,4.2 above and Lemma 5.4„6 below is the 
following 
5.4.3 THEOREM., Let S = 0)5(1)^ : p = 1, 2, ...} . Then 
is not the resti-iotion to /l/"^  of any CREAM function. 
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 5.2.8, we have 
or using Lemma 5.2.10, we have for n i , 
00 OO 
1 q 0, 0) = 1 t I a (r, 0, 0) 
r=0 " " 
00 
- I o)Qiif] . 
r-l 
Suppose the theorem is false. Then Lemma 5.3.6 implies that there is 
a CREAM function f : R ^ IR such that 
oo 
fin) = I q^'^a (r, 0 , 0 ) , n ^ N^ . 
r=0 
By Lemma 5.4,2, f is an L-function. Plainly the function 
. -^x(xi-l) ^ ^  
X H-> f{x)q , X i R , 
is also an L-function, and so by Theorem 5.4.1, f(x)q ^ tends 
to some definite limit as x . It follows that fin)q 
tends to a definite limit as n ^ , contradicting Lemma 5.4.6. Hence 
the theorem is proved. // 
The remaining part of this section will be devoted to establishing 
Lemma 5.4.6. This is done via two lemmas. Henceforth we will write 
for every n € il/"'" , 
oo Ov) 
fin) = I q o^ir, 0, 0) , 
r=0 
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gin) = TT [q'-l] , 
i^l 
%n(n-l) h{n) = q 
BAA LEMMA, For n ^ N^ , 
fin) ^ hin) hin-2) hin-2j) 
gin) gin) gin-2) ^ ^ gin-2j) ^ 
Proof. Write 
2r u in) => q c (p, 0, 0) Y^ YL 
hiO) . . %f n ^s even. 
gio) 
hil) i f n is odd. 
= q 
2P n-i+1 r 
-1) ^ , 
for p > 0 , n ^ N . Then the following relation holds for r > 0 , 
n > 2 , 
[q"-l][q"-^-l]u^_^in-2) = ajr, 0, 0) , 2r 
or 
u^in) = + ojr, 0, 0) . 
This relation also holds for r = 0 if we set u_^in) = 0 , n ^ n'*' . 
Hence summing from r - 0 to r = ^  , ve have 
fin) = [q^-l] [{'~^-l]fin-2) + hin) , n > 2 , i'-^) 
since ^ cir,0,0)^hin) by Corollary 5.3.7. 
We now use induction on n . First it is easily checked that 
2 
/(I) = 1 , fi2) - q iq-1) t 1 , so that the lemma is true for n = 1 
and 2 . Suppose n > 1 is odd and that 
.f(n-2) hin-2) ?z(n-4) hil) 
gin-2) gin-2) gin-k) gil) 
Clearly n > 2 and the recurrence relation (") then gives 
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fin) _ fin-2) ^ hin) _ h{n) ^ hin-2) ^ ^ hjl) 
gin) gin-2) gin) gin) gin-2) gil) ' 
Similarly for n even. // 
The next result is an expansion due to Euler and is proved as in 
Bellman [2]. 
5 . 4 . 5 L E M M A . For < 1 , \t\ s 1 , 
00 oo n 
i = l 
[i-xh]-'-= I x V T T [ i - ^ ^ ] " ' . 
n=0 
Proof. By well-known results in analysis (see, for instance, 
Knopp, [ J 7 ] ) , the infinite product is convergent and non-zero. 
Moreover each factor may be expanded as an infinite series 
= 1 + [x^t]^ + ... , i = l,2, 
each of which is absolutely convergent and hence we can multiply them 
together and arrange the terms in any manner. Write 
fix, t) = TT [l-x^t]'^ . 
CO 
Then fix, tx) = (l-xt)/(x, t) . Let fix, t) ^ I a ix)t 
n=0 " 
n . Sub-
stituting into the above functional equation and equating the coefficients 
Tl ^ of t , we have a ix)x = a ix) - xa ix) , aAx) = 1 . Hence ' n n n-1 0 
n Xy -1 
a ix) - x! n 
n 
i=l 
[l-x^] ^  , n > 0 . 11 
We can now prove 
5 . 4 . 6 LEMMA. Hhe function n ^  , n i N^ , does 
not tend to any limit as n ^ . 
Proof. We can write 
fin)/gin) = fin)q 
-%n(n+l) n [l-/]'^ , n € / , 
i=l 
where y ^ ^  < 1 . Suppose fin)q tends to a definite limit 
as n ^ °° . Then since ] f (l-^ ) is convergent and non-zero, 
^ = l 
161 
fin)/gin) must tend to a definite limit as n ^ °° , Writing 
n 
hin)/gin) = y" "fT i^ -y'^ ) ^ > 
we have from Lemma 5,4•4, 
n 2r 
fi2n)/gi2n) - I y T T (l"/] , 
r=0 i-1 
n 2r+l 
fi2n+l)/gi2n+l) - JT (l"/) 
r=0 ^=l 
As n , the two infinite series obtained are convergent by the 
ratio test, and hence lim fin)/gin) is finite. Therefore 
0 = lim fi2n)/gi2n) - lim /(2n+l)/^(2n+l) 
n 
V , ^ .n n -p-r Cn 
= I ( - 1 ) y [^-y ] 
n-Q ^=l 
^=l 
by' Lemma 5.4.5. This is a contradiction. // 
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